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Foreword

Peter MacLeod 
Principal, MASS LBP

Gabriel Sékaly 
CEO, IPAC

Remarkably, this is the first scholarly publication to examine the history of 
Canada’s Centennial year. Given the outsized influence 1967 had on the 
Canadian psyche, we felt this publication was long overdue.
What does Helen Davies have to teach us? Three lessons chiefly.

First, it wasn’t government that led the way to 1967. It was citizens. 
Many of the programs and ideas that came to define the Centennial 
emerged from the Centennial conference and voluntary council organized 
by Freda Waldon and John P. Kidd. Today, in an era of declining civic 
engagement, the Centennial is an example of how citizens can become 
equal and enthusiastic partners to government.

Two, a large measure of the Centennial’s success was due to the fact 
that organizers in Ottawa resisted the temptation to prescribe an over-
arching theme, or a single vision of Canada’s past, its future or its identity. 
Instead, the verb ‘learn’ often appeared in official promotions where any 
other country would determinedly print the verb ‘celebrate’. Framing the 
Centennial as an opportunity to learn about one another, one’s neighbours 
and one’s country was an important and subtle turn which helped Cana-
dians to overcome their historic anxieties and focus instead on deepening 
their knowledge and appreciation for each other. Much of the Centennial’s 
success can be attributed to it being staged as a nation-wide opportunity 
for learning.

Three, the Centennial drew together culture and politics and stimu-
lated our sense of public imagination. As a manufactured event, Centen-
nial became an occasion to think strategically and ask, as a country at 
100, Where are we? Where are we going? and How should we get there? 
This opportunity for public visioning may be chief among its legacies. It 
provided the impetus to build new infrastructure, establish sweeping new 
social programs and redefine ourselves in increasingly modern, confident 
and cosmopolitan terms.
      As the next major anniversary approaches — our Sesquicentennial in 
2017 — Davies’ book is an important and impressive guide to understand-
ing the Centennial’s success. It reminds us why a modest nation might 
have missed the event altogether and then woke up and decided to sing.
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Preface

Everyone has a story to tell. During the !"#$ Centennial year, Cana-
dians across the country took time to share and celebrate their 
own personal and collective stories, painting a picture of a vibrant, 
dynamic country coming of age. %e decade was one of transition. 
With the emergence of a strong youth culture, growing women’s 
movement and an evolving relationship between Aboriginal and 
non-Aboriginal Canadians, it was a period of change, with new 
voices surfacing and contributing to the national dialogue. As well, 
due to regulatory reforms during the period, immigration to Can-
ada increased, leading to a greater diversity of perspectives, lived 
experiences and stories.

My family was part of the wave of new Canadians that immi-
grated to Canada during the !"#&s. Arriving in the fall of !"#', we 
missed the Centennial year, and my parents were particularly dis-
appointed that they had not been able to visit Expo(#$, a )agship 
event they had heard much about. 

Like so many before us and, no doubt, after us, my family arrived 
in Canada with a particular vision of the country and what it meant 
to be Canadian, but as we travelled across the country by train 
from Montreal to Edmonton and then to our destination of Lac La 
Biche, a small northern Alberta town, we soon came to appreciate 
that there were many stories, a variety of Canadian experiences and 
social realities. How could there possibly be one, all-encompassing 
story?

Organizers of the !"#$ Centennial were acutely aware of this chal-
lenge. During a period of what some have characterized as increas-
ing social instability, the Centennial year a*orded an opportunity 
to commemorate the past as well as celebrate the future and recog-
nize the successes of the younger generation. Importantly, it also 
provided an occasion to rea+rm national pride and take stock as 
Canadians prepared for a bright future.

While not wanting to promote a “formless jumble of individual 
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projects,”! o+cials were of the view that the year-long celebration 
should not focus solely on the past or the political act of Confeder-
ation., Early in the planning stages, o+cials recognized the politi-
cal sensitivities surrounding the national event, and acknowledged 
that “[t]he o+cial side of the Centennial programme should not 
dominate to the point where grass-roots participation is hampered, 
but rather [that] the o+cial organization would aim to stimulate 
and facilitate such grass-roots activity.”- %e plan was “to contin-
ue to build a community with diverse interests,” for this was, in 
the view of one senior o+cial, “the distinctive and real quality of 
 Canada.”.

Additionally, given the rather abstract nature of the occasion, 
organizers believed it was important to frame Centennial in a way 
that was tangible and meaningful for Canadians who may have felt 
removed from the distant historical event. %erefore, it made sense 
to adopt a strategy that encouraged Canadians to celebrate the 
anniversary in their own particular way. By not limiting how peo-
ple should celebrate or, for that matter, what they should celebrate, 
planners encouraged Canadians to express their enthusiasm and 
pride in whatever way was most signi/cant to them. %is was unset-
tling for some o+cials, as they were concerned that the approach 
would serve to amplify regional loyalties lead to disagreement and 
potential con)ict, thereby undermining the primary goals of Cen-
tennial as a mechanism to reinforce national unity and a sense of 
shared identity.

In fact, there were occasions during the Centennial year when 
Canadians did disagree or at least shared di*erent perspectives and 
opinions. For example, the Indian pavilion at Expo(#$ invited visi-
tors to re)ect on the Aboriginal experience, presenting a vision 
that was decidedly di*erent from the idealized and often narrow, 
stereotyped views that many Canadians held. Similarly, Madame 
Solange Chaput-Rolland, who had secured funding through the 
Centennial publishing program to write a diary capturing her views 
of Canada as seen by a French Canadian, declared, only eight days 
into her cross-Canada tour, that her country was “decidedly Que-
bec.”0 Particularly disturbing to her was what she perceived to be 
the indi*erence of English Canadians. In these and other instanc-
es, Centennial provided a space to share a perspective that devi-
ated from the o+cial script, a*ording Canadians an opportunity 
to explore ideas and viewpoints that did not always conform to 
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the mainstream vision. Rather than provoke discord and entrench 
regionalism, Centennial served as a platform for Canadians to 
appreciate that there was not one, singular, “authentic”  Canadian 
experience. %rough personal and collective re)ection and dis-
covery, people had an opportunity to know and better under-
stand each other, acknowledging the richness and complexity of a 
 national story. 

I began my own exploration of the Centennial story back in the 
mid-!""&s as part of my doctoral work at the University of Mani-
toba. While researching the topic and writing the dissertation, I 
spoke to many people, informally, about Centennial. I was sur-
prised by how eager people were to share their Centennial mem-
ories. In fact, I was amazed that so many friends, family and 
acquaintances spoke so genuinely and compellingly about what 
was evidently an important moment for them. Many people who 
were children at the time remembered Bobby Gimby’s song “CA-
NA-DA!,” or recalled a visit to the Confederation Train or  Caravan. 
A friend found and proudly presented to me the Centennial medal 
he was given as a student in Nanaimo, B.C., and one woman, who 
was a teenager at the time, recollected participating in a youth 
exchange program, travelling to Carbonear, Newfoundland. It 
was apparent from her comments that it was a signi/cant moment 
for her. Having lived all her life in Western Canada, the exchange 
introduced her to a completely di*erent experience; one that, 
decades later, she still remembered fondly. It had had an impact. 

Perhaps not surprisingly, many people, upon hearing I was 
studying the !"#$ Centennial, immediately made reference to Expo, 
as for countless Canadians, the two events remain synonymous. 
For some Canadians, travelling to Montreal for the /rst time to vis-
it Expo(#$ was the highlight of their year. As well, I heard stories 
about people from small towns in rural Canada who met a person 
of colour for the /rst time while visiting Expo. Feeling buoyed and 
adventurous, with their Expo Passport in hand, they “visited” the 
world. Whether it was participating in the !"#$ World Exposition, 
a youth exchange program or attending a travelling exhibit, many 
Canadians experienced the Centennial year as a de/ning moment.

Much has changed in the forty years since Centennial, and we 
have experienced an unprecedented number of socio-economic 
and demographic shifts, including urbanization and rapid tech-
nological innovation. As well, with changing social norms, there 
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is a markedly di*erent sensibility today than that which organiz-
ers faced in the !"#&s. Forty years later, citizens regularly express 
cynicism about large pan-national events, particularly when they 
appear to be orchestrated by government. 

Centennial organizers focused on generating interest in order 
to motivate Canadians to participate and host activities. Howev-
er, over the ensuing decades, with evolving citizen expectations, 
there has been a shift from participation to active engagement, as 
citizens, not always satis/ed with just “showing up” and partici-
pating, and cautious about potential manipulation of organizers, 
now look for opportunities to shape, contribute to and in)uence 
events that have a direct impact on them. %e principle of civic 
engagement is not a new concept and certainly was part of the pub-
lic consciousness during the !"#&s, as there was a growing move-
ment that advocated for greater involvement in decision-making. 
But given the current increased emphasis on transparency and a 
shift to community-based decision-making models that stress part-
nership and collaboration, many Canadians expect to be involved 
from the beginning of a project or initiative, working with others to 
plan, coordinate and implement. %is expectation presents a good 
opportunity for people to think about preparing for the !0&th anni-
versary of Confederation, given there is time now for Canadians to 
consider what this anniversary means to them. 

Large-scale national events like Centennial can serve as powerful 
tools of symbol and spectacle that help to focus public attention, 
generate positive excitement and prompt mass involvement and, 
ideally, active engagement, as people come together to celebrate 
collectively. However, given that these events are often designed to 
ground people during periods of social )ux or transition, organiz-
ers may opt to downplay direct reference to what are perceived as 
potentially controversial or provocative issues, as there is a preoc-
cupation with instilling a sense of shared values and emphasizing 
common bonds. While Centennial organizers worked to promote 
a vision of a uni/ed, strong nation during a period of considerable 
socio-political change and did emphasize common bonds, they also 
succeeded in creating a space for debate and consideration, per-
haps even celebration of di*erence.
%e success of national celebrations like Centennial rests large-

ly on the ability of organizers to design events that invite a broad 
range of interpretations. Rather than impose a rigid vision of the 
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“what” and “how” of celebration and commemoration, it is key to 
ensure that the event provides a platform that allows for activities 
and engagement that give expression to a wide array of di*erent 
perspectives and approaches. As noted by David Kertzer, “It is the 
very ambiguity of the symbols employed in ritual action that makes 
ritual useful in fostering solidarity without consensus.”# Organiz-
ers of Centennial seemed to appreciate this. Balancing numerous 
interests, they found a path forward that was inclusive and, in many 
instances, served to strengthen existing relationships and help 
forge new ones. %ere is value in re)ecting on this accomplishment, 
as plans are developed to celebrate Canada’s !0&th anniversary. 

In !"#0, the editor of Maclean’s magazine wrote that 

as we approach our !&&th anniversary . . . Canadians should 
be sure it is a time of re-a+rmation; of renewed con/dence, 
strength and determination to make something still bet-
ter out of our country, to make our distinctive citizenship 
still more worthwhile for ourselves and our descendants.$

%is declaration would, no doubt, still ring true with many Cana-
dians today, in light of the upcoming anniversary. While today citi-
zens can be wary of large-scale events, often questioning their value 
and being cynical about their purpose, it is most likely that many of 
the aspirations and goals of the !"#$ Centennial would continue to 
resonate with Canadians. 

As the organizers of Centennial learned, the key is to ensure suf-
/cient )exibility to allow people to participate and get engaged in 
a fashion that is most meaningful to them and re)ective of their 
own lived and shared experiences. People want to celebrate what is 
important to them as individuals and communities, whether virtual 
or communities of interest. By adopting a national framework, with 
overarching goals, Centennial organizers were not overly directive 
and did not impose a particular expectation of how people should 
get involved. %e only imperative was participation, as apathy was 
their greatest fear. Consequently, the invitation was sent to one and 
all, with few caveats. 

Drawing on the analogy of a large, extended family gathering, 
there was always a risk that someone would crash the party, per-
haps celebrate a bit too enthusiastically, share too much or inadver-
tently o*end another “family member,” but it was a risk organizers 
were willing to take. Recognizing that these milestone moments 
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are critical for re)ection, reconnection and rededication to, in the 
case of Centennial, a greater sense of purpose, organizers framed 
an event that served as a catalyst, launching a dialogue about what 
it meant to be Canadian. More than forty years later, the approach 
still has merit, as it serves as a positive model of citizen engage-
ment that resulted in lasting and meaningful involvement. More-
over, given the new technologies and social media options available 
today, the potential for active involvement and exchange can be 
even more far reaching and rich than that imagined or hoped for by 
the Centennial Commission in the lead up to Centennial. 

In !"#', my family was just embarking on a journey in their new-
found country; now, more than forty years later, I am con/dent that 
we too, like many other Canadians, now have a story to tell about 
what we have come to value most and what we take greatest pride 
in. %e !0&th anniversary a*ords an exceptional opportunity to 
consider what we, individually and collectively, want to celebrate 
and protect as we move in to the next century.

Helen Davies, ,&!&
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 Introduction

“...the primary and most general function of the festival is 
to renounce and then to announce culture, to renew periodi-
cally the life stream of a community by creating new energy, 
and to give sanction to its institutions.”

Alesandro Falassi [Ed.], Time Out of Time: 
Essays on the Festival, !"#$

In !"#$ Canadians joined together to mark Canada’s one hundredth 
anniversary of Confederation, and with uncharacteristic enthusi-
asm and genuine national pride, they took part in extraordinary 
numbers. %ousands of people participated in the many o+cially 
organized national events, and even more Canadians took part in 
local, grassroots activities. Encouraged by government organizers 
to celebrate Centennial in their own particular fashion, Canadians 
expressed their national pride in astonishing ways. %ey created 
Centennial hair-dos, participated in neighbourhood beauti/ca-
tion projects, knitted Centennial toques, planned dances, arranged 
contests, sponsored sports tournaments, hosted youth exchange 
programs, presented historical pageants and organized parades. 
Everyone was invited to the celebration, and as if to emphasize the 
point, the residents of one northern Alberta community construct-
ed a UFO landing pad, just in case. Given that o+cials had had 
little time to plan and prepare for an event of such magnitude, the 
success of Centennial was a remarkable accomplishment.! While 
solid o+cial support of the national event was an important factor, 
in the /nal analysis, it was Canadians themselves who, by partici-
pating in exceptional numbers, ensured Centennial was a positive 
and memorable event. 

 Marvelling at the extraordinary level of public involvement, one 
participant remarked that “something intangible happened. All 
sorts of barriers between people – social, religious, and so on –  
seemed to break down when people started working on . . . Cen-
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tennial projects.”, Re)ecting on the spectacle, Canadian historian 
Jack Granatstein maintained “the hundredth birthday celebra-
tions combined with Expo . . . [gave] Canadians a sense of national 
pride . . . and the feeling quickly spread that the good, grey outlook 
that had long been said to characterize Canadians was gone for-
ever.”- A feeling of optimism and con/dence in the future typi/ed 
the Centennial year, an attitude that was re)ected in coverage by 
the international press. Remarking on the success of the Montreal 
exposition, one British journalist wrote,

Expo #$ isn’t just a world fair, it has glitter, sex appeal, and 
it’s given impact and meaning to a word that had neither: 
Canadian.. 

More than thirty years later, Centennial continues to /gure 
prominently in the minds of many Canadians. 

Writing on the occasion of the twenty-/fth anniversary of Expo 
#$ and Centennial, journalist Alanna Mitchell observed,

It seems a long ago time now, but there was a moment, a shin-
ing moment, when Canada felt good about itself.0

Similarly, in their handbook on Canadian popular culture, 
 writers Geo* Pevere and Greig Dymond suggest, “it was probably 
the most fun the country ever had doing something it was told to 
do.”# With each successive anniversary, journalists mark the event 
with nostalgic articles about a time when, in our “memory, the sun 
is always bright, the St. Lawrence River sparkling blue, and the 
breeze  gentle.” 

Pierre Berton’s book chronicling Canada’s Centennial year is no 
exception. With the title !"%$: &e Last Good Year, Berton implies 
Centennial signalled the zenith of Canadian optimism, success and 
patriotic feeling, with everything thereafter having been something 
of a let down. Conceding there were tensions between  Canadians, 
Berton nevertheless characterizes !"#$ as “a special year – a  vintage 
year . . . a turning-point year.”$ Many Canadians, it would seem, 
agree. Whether remembering Bobby Gimby’s hit song “CA-NA-
DA!,” their tour through the Confederation Train or Caravan, a fam-
ily vacation to Expo #$, or taking part in a local Centennial activity, 
for the many Canadians who participated in the year-long national 
anniversary the celebration continues to evoke pleasant memories. 
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%at these memories endure in the collective consciousness of the 
Canadian public is clear; why this should be the case is less evident. 
What is increasingly apparent to scholars of large-scale celebrations 
and public spectacle, however, is that these mega-events “meet 
deeply seated needs for regularity within the )ow of time”' and 
presuppose a historical continuity that, in turn, suggests cultur-
al cohesion and political stability. On a more personal level, com-
memorations like Centennial are necessary for people to impose 
structure and “bring order into the amorphous )ow of time,” there-
by helping to “de/ne an individual’s location in the temporary con-
tinuity.”" More importantly, however, commemoration gives licence 
for citizens to come together, collectively, and rede/ne membership 
with the larger group.!& On a national level the cult of anniversaries 
and resulting model of historical tradition helps “governments and 
businesses . . . cultivate [a sense of] national identity.”!! Given this, 
it is hardly surprising that scholar William Johnston advises gov-
ernments to capitalize on the e*ectiveness of national anniversa-
ries and celebrations to de/ne and foster national identity because, 
in his view, they are simply the best tool available to governments 
wanting to promote national sovereignty.!, 

Staged national events like the Centennial of Confederation 
play a vital role in imparting a sense of a shared national identity, 
“reminding [participants] of their connection, mythical or other-
wise, to past traditions,”!- thereby authenticating what is largely an 
invented idea of a uni/ed nation. Invented because, according to 
Benedict Anderson, the theory of one, unifying national identity is 
illusory at best, given that “the members of even the smallest nation 
will never know most of their fellow members, meet them, or even 
hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their com-
munion.”!. Nonetheless, national celebrations help facilitate feel-
ings of unity, no matter how deceptive, because in the imagined 
community “the nation is always conceived as a deep, horizontal 
comradeship.”!0 %e resulting equalizing e*ect emphasizes com-
mon, shared experiences. 

Writing about the Canadian August Festival in &e Canadian His-
torical Review, Robert Rutherdale observed that

[m]oments of collective rejoicing . . . liberate participants 
from the constraints of individual identities so that they 
might celebrate . . . a wider communion or consensus. . . . %ey 
temporarily abandon established frameworks of social inter-
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action . . . [and] . . . [p]rior di*erences of class, ethnicity, gen-
der, or other social constraints are momentarily displaced.!#

For example, in response to the impending First World War, 
Canadians, gripped by “war madness,” “sang, shouted, and parad-
ed together on the streets of Montreal and Quebec City” and 
elsewhere across the country.!$ Rutherdale’s article considers the 
phenomenon of the crowd from a Canadian perspective. Using the 
patriotic, public festival as an example of “collective behaviour,” he 
evaluates “how mass demonstrations of support took shape, how 
they conveyed symbolic representations, and how they conformed 
to a repertoire of conventions associated with patriotic display.”!' 
Observing that “national unity was expounded as the imperative of 
the hour, . . . dissent seemed all but drowned out.”!" According to a 
report in the Manitoba Free Press, the 

patriotism was so contagious it inspired everybody on the 
streets whether or not they were British subjects. Ameri-
cans, Swedes, Norwegians, Chinese, marched with the rest 
and joined their voices in the cheering. Even the ladies were 
represented.,&

%e Great War “revived . . . the connection to Britain,”,! and Cana-
dians, charged with the responsibility of upholding and protect-
ing treasured and revered traditions, rallied to support the Empire. 
Singing “Rule Britannia,” crowds paraded through urban centres, 
uni/ed by their collective commitment to defend the country and 
the motherland.

While di*erent from more formal, institutionalized events, the 
August Festival demonstrates, nonetheless, how public events func-
tion to promote a vision of a uni/ed nation where citizens have a 
common focus and adhere to a set of shared values. In his research 
on the American experience during the Bicentennial year, sociolo-
gist M. Kenneth Brody observed that the national celebration was 
an excellent example of Durkheim’s concept of “collective represen-
tations.”,,  Projecting a carnivalesque atmosphere, large-scale cel-
ebrations function as a sort of social “safety valve.”

As described by Russian literary theorist Mikhail Bahktin, in his 
seminal study Rabelais and His World,

carnival celebrates temporary liberation from the prevail-
ing truth of the established order; it marks the suspension 
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of all hierarchical rank, privileges, norms and prohibitions.,-

Bahktin characterized carnival as “both a populist utopian vision 
of the world seen from below and a festive critique, through the 
inversion of hierarchy, of the ‘high’ culture.”,. Not limited to the 
o+cial festival period, however, carnival, according to Bahktin, 
saturated every aspect of medieval culture and society. Moreover, 
he maintained that the medieval world of carnival was an inher-
ently subversive, political act that challenged the o+cial order. 
Subsequent scholars, however, have disputed this element of Bah-
ktin’s theory. While on the surface, carnival – “a festive explosion 
of opposition to the everyday rules”,0 and a ritual of reversal – 
appears to challenge accepted social norms, many scholars argue it 
serves, in fact, to revitalize the existing social and political order. 

According to culturalist Terry Eagleton,

carnival, after all, is a licensed a*air in every sense, a per-
missible rupture of hegemony, a contained popular blow-
o* as disturbing and relatively ine*ectual as a revolutionary 
work of art.,#

Given this interpretation, carnival is a socially sanctioned “form 
of social control of the low by the high.”,$ %is study adopts the 
latter, more Durkheimian, understanding of the role of public rit-
ual and celebration. While contemporary mega-celebrations like 
Centennial do not manifest all aspects of the carnivalesque, they 
do operate in a similar fashion. %rough the vehicle of public rit-
ual and display, participants validate existing belief systems and 
advance the status quo,,' thereby “a+rming sameness rather than 
proclaiming breakthroughs.”," 

Typically, scholars of the symbolic activity of public celebration 
adopt an interpretive framework that demands categorizing and 
classifying events as either ritual or festival, according to a de/ned 
set of practices identi/ed with each genre. For example, ritual cer-
emonial events are often associated with sacralized spaces and sug-
gest a serious purpose and a formalized structure. Festivals, on the 
other hand, evoke a “spirit of fun, of play and games,” drawing 
more on the “languages and techniques of play to intensify them.”-& 
Furthermore, according to scholar John MacAloon, festivals “are 
less bound externally to calendars and internally to /xed programs 
of ‘special observances.’”-! %e two forms of celebration are not, 
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however, mutually exclusive, as one type of public expression may 
include elements of the other. According to Roger Abrahams, for 
example, festivities often accompany more ceremonial rites of pas-
sage “connected with our civic lives.”-,  In Abrahams’ view,

both rite and festivity involve stylized, imitative, repeatable 
acts, carried out in highly charged times and places. Both 
invoke learned and rehearsed speaking and acting “routines,” 
and gather their power to focus attention on the contrast 
between ordinary times and the extraordinary occasion. Both 
tend to transform the world and the individuals within it.--

Transformations realized during festivals are usually time speci/c 
and transitory, whereas transformations achieved as a result of ritu-
al “are carried into the everyday” and, therefore, assert “an intensi/-
cation (or perhaps a reauthorization) of an everyday role.”-.

Writing about festivals, Alesandro Falassi observes that “sever-
al constituent parts seem to be quantitatively ever-recurrent and 
qualitatively important.”-0 While not all festivals capture all the ele-
ments, according to Falassi, some of the building blocks are usu-
ally evident and can be considered ritual acts or rites.-# %ere are 
rites of passage, marking the “transition from one life stage to the 
next,” which may be accompanied by an initiation ceremony or 
public celebration. In the case of Centennial, the milestone was 
marked with a nationally broadcast ceremony from Parliament Hill 
where Prime Minister Lester B.(Pearson ushered in the historic year 
by lighting the Centennial Flame, a symbol of a proud past and a 
bright future.-$ Along with rites of reversal when, as during carni-
val, normal relationship roles are inverted, there are also rites of 
conspicuous display (pageants, procession, parades, )ags, lights), 
conspicuous consumption (feasts, banquets, parties) and exchange 
(public acts of reciprocity and gift giving), all of which were evi-
dent during the national celebration of Confederation. Centennial 
also included another important feature of festival culture, rites of 
competition. Whether it was athletic games organized for school 
children, the voyageur canoe race across the country or simply the 
friendly, competitive spirit engendered between communities try-
ing to organize the best selection of events, Canadians competed 
with one another in an e*ort to demonstrate national pride. As a 
national rite of passage, Centennial communicated many facets of 
ritual and festival culture. Centennial gave expression to another 
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feature of public celebration: spectacle.
Contrasting the festival genre with spectacle, MacAloon con-

tends that the word festival is not interchangeable with spectacle. For 
MacAloon, spectacles “tend to be irregular, occasional, open- 
ended, even spontaneous,” and adhere to the maxim “more is bet-
ter.”-' As a result, the public is often suspicious of this form of pub-
lic expression, associating it with an excessive display of wealth or 
tastelessness.-" On occasion, however, the genres of festival, ritual 
and spectacle con)ate, expressing elements of all three forms of 
public celebration.

While there is a growing body of literature on the subject of 
national celebrations, public ritual and spectacle and the role they 
play in shaping and de/ning national identity, the topic is a rela-
tively new area of study within the discipline of history. Nicholas 
Rogers and Adrian Schubert suggest that historians’ reluctance to 
address the subject of commemoration, public spectacle and the 
issue of tradition might be due in part to the shift in the !"#&s and 
!"$&s away from exploring the history of the ruling classes in favour 
of doing history from the “bottom up.”.& Intended to validate and 
reclaim the lived experience of individuals largely marginalized or 
completely omitted from earlier historical studies, the “new social 
history,” as it was known, focused on chronicling the stories of the 
working class and the disenfranchised. Consequently, within the 
framework of this new methodological approach, tradition, accord-
ing to Rogers and Schubert, “appeared to be a conservative ruse 
designed to keep the masses in thrall, [and] commemorative poli-
tics bespoke of elitism, self-serving notions of nationhood, and a 
‘top-down’ approach to history.”.! Driven to write “an authentic 
poor man’s . . . history,” historians often neglected to consider what 
Schubert and Rogers term “the dramaturgies of power.”., 

American sociologist Lloyd Warner examined the dynamics 
of power in his work, maintaining that symbolic events “ritual-
ized . . . the past,” thus making the past “present and perfect.”.- 
Recognizing the many subtle layers of meaning inherent in public 
display, he concluded that national spectacles constituted a type of 
teaching device that functioned to orient and reassure. %is view 
continues to /nd currency in the /eld today, with many scholars 
concluding that “through the unavoidably selective exposition 
of symbols [and of]. . .history, the past is rei/ed,”.. and citizens 
are joined together by a common purpose. Illustrating this view, 
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MacAloon, writing about the Olympic spectacle, observed that

cultural performances are more than entertainment, more 
than didactic or persuasive formulations, and more than 
cathartic indulgences. %ey are occasions in which, as a cul-
ture or society, we re)ect upon and de/ne ourselves, dra-
matize our collective myths and history, present ourselves 
with alternatives, and eventually change in some ways while 
remaining the same in others..0

Increasingly, as historians study relationships of power in great-
er detail, they realize that public space is “a critical site of popular 
containment and contention.”.# Furthermore, “combining insights 
gained through doing history ‘from below’ with a keen apprecia-
tion of the symbolic imperatives of the ruling classes to shape the 
world in their own image,” historians recognize more and more that 
the “symbolics of power” /nd expression in a variety of ways..$

While British scholar Raymond Williams did not consider him-
self an historian, his work is informed by an historical understand-
ing. Of particular interest to Williams was the process of cultural 
production and the theme of connection. In his view, history was 
more than the accumulation of evidence and the construction of 
narratives; it was about forging connections and achieving inclu-
sion. He emphasized that history was not simply about the past, 
believing instead that it played a crucial role in shaping the pres-
ent. Arguing that it was senseless to favour one “structure” over 
another, he asserted that “a good deal of history [had] in fact been 
written on the assumption that the bases of the society, its politi-
cal, economic, and social arrangements form the central core of 
facts, after which the art and theory can be adduced, for marginal 
illustration or correlation.”.' He rejected the commonly held view 
that society could be split into constituent parts, maintaining that 
emphasizing one particular social structure would not fashion a 
complete picture. For Williams, art, both visual and literary, did 
not exist divorced from the whole; it was an integral feature of life. 
According to Williams,

we cannot say that we know a particular form or period of 
society, and that we will see how its art and theory relate to 
it, for until we know these, we cannot really claim to know 
the society.." 
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Williams advocated a type of “total history” that emphasized 
context. He recognized, however, that the lived experience of the 
past is complex and often impenetrable, and conceded that “cer-
tain elements . . . will always be irrecoverable” and “even those that 
can be recovered are recovered in abstraction.”0& Given his belief 
that “the lived culture of a particular time and place [is] only fully 
accessible to those living in that time and place,”0! we may well ask 
how Williams thought historians could “access” and understand 
the past. 

In response to the challenge, Williams chose to examine pat-
terns of organization and relationships in an e*ort to understand 
the past. Williams believed the theoretical framework described as 
“structures of feeling” helped to communicate the culture and con-
text of a given period. By establishing patterns characteristic of a 
 particular period and exploring their relationship to each other, he 
believed historians could make connections that revealed some-
thing about the construction of culture and society. “%e essential 
point of reference for the notion of structure of feeling is, [howev-
er,] not so much a class, or a society, as a generation.”0,  According 
to American cultural studies scholar Patrick Brantlinger, Williams’ 
theory of a “structure of feeling” o*ered “an interesting contrast  
. . . [to] . . . some other terms that later became central to culturalist 
work, particularly ideology and hegemony,” because, while it “was 
a kind of structuralist category, it was less rigid or mechanistic.”0- 
%e concept considered the “area of interaction between the o+cial 
consciousness of an epoch – codi/ed in its doctrines and legisla-
tion – and the whole process of actually living its consequences.”0. 
Williams’s theory of tensions between established and the newly 
emerging “structures of feeling” is useful to historians and of par-
ticular interest in this study. 

During the !"#&s, western society experienced something of a 
paradigm shift, with the emerging youth counter-culture challeng-
ing the conservative, compliant culture of the post-war period. 
Characterized by rapid technological and social change, the !"#&s 
witnessed a change in the “structures of feeling.” Centennial year, 
as much about celebrating the future and recognizing the success-
es of the younger generation as it was about commemorating the 
past, gave Canadians licence to rea+rm their national pride during 
a period of increasing social instability. With the birth of the wom-
en’s liberation movement, the increasing politicization of Cana-
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dian Aboriginal communities, the rise of Quebec nationalism and 
the developing youth culture, the collective identity of Canadian 
mainstream society was, according to one contemporary observer, 
increasingly under attack.00 %e year-long birthday bash, howev-
er, served to distract many Canadians from their worries, focusing 
their attention on the accomplishments of the past and the  promise 
of a bright future. Designed to promote a comforting vision of 
society in which existing traditions were valued and the status quo 
reigned, organizers hoped Centennial would help to unify the 
country and strengthen national pride, as Canadians joined togeth-
er to celebrate a signi/cant milestone event. By exploring extant 
and emerging /ssures in relation to Centennial, this study, follow-
ing the Williams model of “social totality,” aims to develop a better 
appreciation of Canada in the late !"#&s, as embodied in the Cen-
tennial celebrations. 

Some scholars have suggested that the increased interest in com-
memorative politics and practices is due, in part, to the emergence 
of the right and its unabashed use of the highly charged vocabulary 
of patriotism and nationalism.0# %atcher’s Britain and the manipu-
lation of nationalist imagery and rhetoric to promote a %atcherite 
vision of British progress and success is the most notable exam-
ple in recent years. Current interest in the /eld, however, may be 
stimulated, in part, by the imminent millennium that, according to 
one scholar, “will unleash preoccupation with crisis and renewal.”0$ 
Feelings of apprehension and uncertainty will be compounded 
by escalating external cultural and economic encroachment, chal-
lenging accepted notions of the nation and national identity in an 
emerging, borderless “cyber” world. Increasingly, governments rec-
ognize the importance of promoting a strong, sovereign national 
image; consequently, o+cials are keen to embrace programs that 
will further a nationalist agenda and instill con/dence and unity. 

In his work On History, historian Eric Hobsbawm writes that 
“myth and invention are essential to the politics of identity by 
which a group of people today, de/ning themselves by ethnicity, 
religion or the past or present borders of states, try to /nd some 
certainty in an uncertain and shrinking world.”0' Given growing 
anxiety during the late twentieth century over the perceived crisis 
of national identity, it is, perhaps, not surprising that national cel-
ebrations play an increasingly crucial role in advancing national-
ist agendas. Some scholars, however, express concern that, in their 
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haste to present a uni/ed, strong national presence, governments 
will manipulate or “reinterpret” the historical past to meet their 
own objectives. Hobsbawm points to contemporary events in the 
Balkans as an example of the dangers inherent in “constructing” a 
national identity. Increasingly, newly emerging nation-states resort 
to invoking national myths, not historical fact, to validate their 
claim to power and sovereignty. As a result, the o+cial interpreta-
tion of the past may bear little, if any, resemblance to the historical 
reality. According to Hobsbawm, “reading the desires of the pres-
ent into the past . . . is the most common and convenient technique 
of creating history,” and it is usually employed when trying to meet 
nationalist objectives.0"  Writing about the British historical pro-
fession, he maintains that while British historians “are as commit-
ted to . . . liberty as anyone,” their personal loyalties do not preclude 
them “from criticizing its mythology.”#& Counselling historians to 
function as “myth slayers,” Hobsbawm encourages his peers to 
expose historical invention parading as historical fact. 

With their in)uential work &e Invention of Tradition, Eric 
 Hobsbawm and Terrance Ranger had themselves already chal-
lenged the accepted view that all symbolic, social practices are 
deeply rooted in tradition. In the introduction to the volume of 
essays, Hobsbawm explained that “invented tradition” is “taken 
to mean a set of practices, normally governed by overtly or tac-
itly accepted rules and of a ritual or symbolic nature, which seek 
to inculcate  certain values and norms of behaviour by repetition, 
which automatically implies continuity with the past.”#! Illustrat-
ing his point, he observes that the government chose to rebuild the 
British parliament in the nineteenth century in the Gothic style in 
order to instill a sense of political stability and emphasize ties to the 
past. In some  instances, however, there is no past record to turn to 
legitimate the claim to power or authority. In this situation, “even 
historic continuity had to be invented . . . by creating an ancient past 
beyond e*ective historical continuity, either by semi-/ction or by 
forgery.”#, In either case, however, it is key that the invented tradi-
tion impart a feeling of invariance and formality. As a /xed social 
practice, tradition functions to instill con/dence and reassurance. 
%erefore, according to Hobsbawm, invented tradition is likely 
“to occur more frequently when a rapid transformation of society 
weakens or destroys the social patterns for which the ‘old’ tradi-
tions had been designed.”#- An essay in the collection by historian 
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David Cannadine on the British monarchy demonstrates this point.
Noting that “between the late !'$&s and !"!. . . . there was a fun-

damental change in the public image of the British monarchy,” 
Cannadine explains that monarchical ritual “hitherto inept, private 
and of limited appeal, became splendid, public and popular.”#. %e 
shift parallelled the transformation of the monarch’s role as head of 
state to more of a /gurehead who was no longer actively involved 
in the business of the government. According to Cannadine, “as 
the real power of the monarchy waned, the way was open for it to 
become the centre of grand ceremonial once more.”#0 Hastening the 
change was the development of the popular press. With hundreds 
of thousands of subscribers, the national dailies reported regular-
ly on the royal family and covered all the royal ceremonies for their 
interested readers. Later, radio also captured the pomp and circum-
stance of royal life.

Cannadine observes that from !"!. to !"0-, Britain experi-
enced massive social and cultural changes, at the same time that 
the “great royal rituals,” like the Armistice Day ceremonial and 
the royal Christmas broadcasts, helped to con)ate the royal fam-
ily with “individual families and the national family.”## “Emerging 
as the embodiment of consensus, stability and community,”#$ the 
 monarchy instilled a sense of security, continuity and the preser-
vation of tradition during a period when the status quo was under 
attack. While largely an “invented tradition,” it is, nonetheless, 
powerful, serving to sustain a feeling of prestige and national pride, 
with British citizens deriving comfort in the knowledge that even if 
everything changes around them, they still have the monarchy. 

Cannadine’s essay demonstrates that constructed traditions war-
rant “de-construction” and investigation, as they often reveal an 
organized e*ort to manage change and achieve political stabil-
ity. According to Hobsbawm, the /eld is “highly relevant to that 
comparatively recent historical innovation, the ‘nation,’ with its 
associated phenomena: nationalism, the nation-state, national sym-
bols, histories and the rest.”#' It is in this context of the “invented 
tradition” that this study will explore Centennial, considering the 
intentions versus the actual results achieved by organizers of the 
national event.  
%e !"#$ Centennial celebrations were, according to Director of 

Public Relations Peter Aykroyd, designed with little thought as to 
why Canadians were celebrating.#" In fact, considerable thought 
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was given as to why Canadians should celebrate Centennial. Con-
ventional wisdom and time-honoured tradition demanded that 
Canadians mark the occasion with an extraordinary national event. 
But, in addition, both government and representatives from the 
volunteer sector recognized that Centennial provided a unique 
opportunity for Canadians to collectively rededicate themselves 
to their country and strengthen national unity. Always more than 
just a birthday party, Centennial was a political statement about 
what it meant to be Canadian. In an e*ort to understand the suc-
cess of Centennial, this study will explore why Canadians celebrat-
ed during !"#$ and examine what the anniversary meant to people 
across the country. Adopting a cultural studies approach, the study 
will consider what British culturalist Raymond Williams called 
“our common life together,” applying an interdisciplinary method-
ology that has been described as “actively and aggressively anti- 
disciplinary.”$&

While the /eld of cultural studies de/es easy and precise de/ni-
tion, it does not imply an “anything goes” approach. As if to reas-
sure conventional scholars, Stuart Hall, former director of the 
Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies, con-
/rmed that “cultural studies cannot be just anything.”$! Designed 
to overcome “the alienation of the disciplines from each other,”$, 
cultural studies was conceived with the hope that scholars would 
see merit in embracing more inclusive, )exible methods. While 
traditionally it has been about the examination of cultural prac-
tices and how they exemplify relationships of power, cultural stud-
ies does not favour one distinct methodological approach; rather, 
scholars draw “from whatever /elds are necessary to produce the 
knowledge required for a particular project.”$- Always contextual, 
the “method” encourages scholars to adopt a variety of theoretical 
approaches when considering their particular subject. %is “frees” 
researchers to employ a theoretical framework that best suits the 
material: Marxism, feminism, psychoanalysis, structuralism and 
deconstruction.$.  American historian Lynn Hunt described cul-
tural studies as the “new cultural history,” with researchers draw-
ing heavily from the /elds of anthropology, sociology and linguistic 
theory, adopting a technique commonly characterized as brico-
lage.$0 In /nal analysis, however, cultural studies is “never merely 
a theoretical practice, . . . [as it] o*ers a bridge between theory and 
material culture.”$#
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While it can trace its institutional roots to Britain and the Bir-
mingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies, the move-
ment soon gained popularity, eventually spreading to other 
countries. Given its contextual nature, however, many scholars 
argue that the socio-economic and cultural circumstances of a par-
ticular nation contributes to the type of work produced. Recogniz-
ing that the “term cultural studies has assumed various distinctive 
national forms,”$$ scholars acknowledge that “cultural studies in 
Canada cannot be the same as cultural studies in Britain or the 
U.S.; nor would it be a good thing if it were.”$'  Writing that “cul-
tural studies in the narrow sense has a pre-history of cultural stud-
ies in a larger sense: localized (political) critiques of a culture from 
within,”$" one Canadian scholar observed, however, that, within the 
Canadian context, the movement can be traced back to the in)u-
ential work of Harold Innis, C.B. McPherson, Marshall McLuhan, 
Northrop Frye,'& and the emerging /eld of communications. 

While in a !""0 review essay Mark Fortier lamented that “a sub-
stantial body of cultural studies collections speci/cally related to 
Canadian concerns has yet to materialize,”'! the Canadian cultur-
al studies “movement” has found expression in myriad forums. 
With the “pioneering undergraduate program at Trent  University,” 
the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education and the Centre for 
Research on Culture and Society at Carleton University, the /eld 
continues to gain popularity in English Canada.', In  Quebec there 
is a “well-developed tradition of cultural sociology – one with 
a strong critical and nationalist orientation,” and the province 
“boasts a large research institute.”'- In addition to formal programs 
o*ered by institutions, however, the Canadian cultural studies 
movement is evident in “numerous feminist journals” and other 
publications in the humanities and literary /eld.'. People, it seems, 
are “doing” cultural studies in Canada, particularly in the /elds of 
anthropology, sociology, literary theory and, increasingly, history. 
%is is not to suggest, however, that there is one, unifying Canadi-
an school, as

[e]ven when cultural studies is identi/ed with a speci/c 
national tradition like British cultural studies, it remains a 
diverse and often contentious enterprise, encompassing dif-
ferent positions and trajectories in speci/c contexts, address-
ing many questions.'0
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Accordingly, Raymond A. Morrow maintains that “Canadian 
scholars are in a unique position to appropriate the best of theo-
ry and research from a wide variety of national disciplinary tradi-
tions.”'#

 %is thesis employs a variety of methodological approaches and 
applies a )exible model of historical analysis to the topic of the 
Canadian Centennial. In addition to using non- traditional “texts,” 
this thesis adopts a comparative model of analysis, as this meth-
od can lead to a better appreciation of the “symbolic repertoires 
of meanings and values” unique to each nation.'$ %is approach is 
best exempli/ed in a comparative study of American and Australian 
national anniversaries written by American sociologist Lyn Spillman. 

In her study of Australian and American centennials and bicen-
tennials, Spillman explores how “two similar sets of people with 
many similar experiences formed and reformed their di*erent 
nationalities.”'' She compares how each nation forged a sense of 
national identity through planning and implementing these large 
national rituals and considers a series of questions about why peo-
ple were celebrating, how they chose to mark the historic events 
and what the celebrations revealed about people’s understanding 
of national identity. Spillman examines a wide range of historical 
“texts” in an attempt to uncover the layers of meaning concealed 
within and develop a fuller understanding of the historical process.

Observing that while the “shared experience of language, ethnici-
ty, land, religion, or history sometimes seems to make a self- evident 
symbolic grounding for national communities,” she remarks that, 
in reality, “themes expressing national identities are volatile and 
various”'" and nationality, like gender, can be expressed in many 
ways and interpreted to mean a variety of things. Like historian 
Eric Hobsbawm, Spillman recognizes that “national identi/ca-
tion . . . can change and shift in time,”"& and because it is cultural-
ly mediated, nationality tends to articulate the vision and ethos of 
the dominant social group of any particular period in history. For 
example, according to Spillman, during the nineteenth century “at 
the same time as nationalist consciousness became a basis for politi-
cal opposition, public festivals organized by state elites became 
more and more common as tools to mobilize and constitute nation-
al identity as a ground for legitimate state authority.”"! In the case 
of the !'$# American centennial, “organizers . . . were not on secure 
ground in trying to express an established national tradition in the 
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United States . . . [because] while they were celebrating a century of 
formal sovereignty, this only served to emphasize that there was no 
simple association between political sovereignty and national iden-
tity.”", Ironically, like the Canadian example in !"#$, the celebration 
seemed to emphasize existing regional loyalties and “long-lasting 
historical ambiguities.”"- In the case of the United States, the con-
cept of national unity and the vision of one national identity was 
severely tested by the reality of a nation culturally and politically 
divided between north and south.". In Canada, organizers of the 
!"#$ event confronted similar challenges, but in respect to the di+-
culty of reconciling outstanding issues between French and  English 
Canada. Further complicating the Canadian situation was the dif-
/culty organizers faced trying to promote the vision of a shared 
national identity given that an emerging youth culture, women’s 
movement and increasing Aboriginal politicization seriously chal-
lenged the status quo.

According to David Kertzer, “It is the very ambiguity of the sym-
bols employed in ritual action that makes ritual useful in fostering 
solidarity without consensus.”"0 %e success of national celebra-
tions, then, rests largely on the ability of organizers to fashion 
events that can stand up to a broad range of interpretations. %is 
was certainly the case in the example of Centennial. While the 
event highlighted the o+cial themes of national identity and uni-
ty, participants were encouraged to express their own unique view 
of Canada in a highly personal way. Organizers walked a /ne line 
as they tried to manage the event in an e*ort to realize the o+cial 
mandate while at the same time trying not to impose a particular 
vision or objective on Canadians. Spillman recognizes this tension 
in the U.S. and Australian celebrations as well and concludes that 
to “understand the production of national identity in these large, 
di*use and transient events . . . [it is necessary to view them] as pro-
ductions by self-constituted ‘cultural centres . . . ,’ cultural-centres 
which invited the participation and a+rmation of their peripher-
ies.”"# It is an invitation, however, that demands a certain confor-
mity of purpose as, according to Edward Shils, “[these] cultural 
centres . . . are characterized by their attachment to and promotion 
of a central value system.”"$ Designed to “ground” people during 
what are often periods of social )ux or transition, organizers try to 
avoid overt reference to anything potentially controversial or pro-
vocative as they are preoccupied with instilling a sense of shared 
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values and emphasizing common bonds. Centennial did not devi-
ate from this paradigm, as organizers worked to preserve the exist-
ing social order and promote a vision of a uni/ed, strong nation.

In her cultural analysis of the national celebrations in the U.S. 
and Australia, Spillman adopts a )exible approach to her material, 
a “style” resembling the bricolage treatment favoured by cultur-
al studies. Utilizing Geertz’s theory of the “thick description,” she 
explores the symbolic repertoire of spectacle and the commemo-
rative process, but, in an e*ort to better understand the process 
of cultural production, she is careful to contextualize the events. 
Arguing that if her work is to communicate how and why the events 
were successful, it is important to “understand the broader discur-
sive /eld within which the symbols were organized and became 
meaningful.”"' Spillman considers several questions that are appli-
cable to the example of the Canadian Centennial. For example, by 
exploring who produced these national events and for whom and 
what was emphasized versus what was omitted, she renders a com-
prehensive picture of each country’s distinct expression of nation-
al identity over a period of two hundred years. Within the context 
of Centennial, this study employs a similar approach, considering 
the intentions of the organizers who designed and promoted events 
and examining how and whether they realized their objectives. 

Interest in the phenomenon of national celebrations as exam-
ples of public ritual and spectacle increases and historians con-
tinue to explore the role it plays in helping to shape and better 
de/ne national identity. %e topic is, however, far from exhausted 
and warrants further attention and study. %e Canadian Centenni-
al, in particular, is long overdue for serious consideration as, with 
few exceptions, existing accounts of the occasion take the form of 
personal re)ections, anecdotal in nature, written by o+cial par-
ticipants. In his book &e Anniversary Compulsion, Peter Aykroyd 
remembers his years as director of public relations and informa-
tion with the Centennial Commission. While the work provides 
important background information about the commission and is a 
/ne overview of the Centennial celebrations, it does not attempt to 
analyze Centennial. In his introductory chapter, however, Aykroyd 
does acknowledge the need for such a study. Pierre Berton’s !""$ 
publication, while entertaining and informative, is rather uncriti-
cal and fails to explore in any great detail why and how Centennial 
was successful. Documenting accomplishments of the government 
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and Canadians in the years leading up to Centennial, this descrip-
tive narrative promotes the view that the anniversary was a bench-
mark year but fails to consider, critically, why this might have been 
the case. To date, there has been no comprehensive scholarly analy-
sis of the Centennial celebrations of !"#$. %ere has, however, been 
some preliminary work on how the Canadian government attempt-
ed to promote national unity during the Diamond Jubilee celebra-
tions in !",$.

In an edition of Canadian Issues, historian Robert Cupido 
explores how, during the inter-war period, the Canadian govern-
ment used the Diamond Jubilee of Confederation to

stimulate a new, pan-Canadian sense of national community 
and promote social and political cohesion by exploiting the 
power of public spectacle and appealing to a mythologised 
common history.""

While not as comprehensive and logistically involved an event as 
Centennial, the Diamond Jubilee did strive to involve Canadians 
across the country through an impressive “program of pageants, 
parades, concerts, athletic competitions, religious services, picnics, 
and essay contests.”!&& Under the guidance of the Liberals, nation-
alist organizations like the Canadian Club searched for ways to 
respond to a transforming Canadian society that would promote 
a strong sense of Canadian identity and “foster social and politi-
cal unity” as well as “inculcate notions of civic loyalty and obliga-
tion . . . through the use of public commemorative rituals.”!&! Part of 
a larger study for his doctoral dissertation, Cupido’s article consid-
ers how the government, “in alliance with services clubs, universi-
ties, literary and historical societies and other incubators of middle 
class patriotism,” planned and implemented the ambitious nation-
al event.!&, %e article examines the reasons behind the event and 
provides an overview of government planning, with a condensed 
review of some of the programs and event.

Prime Minister Mackenzie King and the Liberals “resorted to 
invention and elaboration of collective rituals in their e*orts to 
mend the breach between Quebec and English Canada caused” by 
the furor over conscription.!&- Similarly troubling for the govern-
ment was the question of how to assimilate Canada’s growing immi-
grant population into “the mainstream of national life,” and also 
“exorcize the bogeys of labour and agrarian radicalism.”!&. %e Dia-
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mond Jubilee of Confederation provided an opportunity for the 
government to promote a nationalist agenda and, through the “use 
of public commemorative rituals,” attempt to strengthen social and 
political unity.!&0 Forty years later, organizers confronted many sim-
ilar challenges and again chose to exploit the vehicle of a national 
celebration to inspire national pride.

As an inquiry into how celebrations promote national unity and 
identity, the research in this thesis demonstrates how Centennial 
organizers worked to promote the theme of unity over division in 
an e*ort to shape a distinct, but uniform, Canadian national iden-
tity. By exploring the national anniversary as a sociopolitical pro-
cess that functioned to instill a sense of shared history and cultural 
pride, the study considers how organizers aspired to articulate a 
particular vision of “Canadianness” that advanced the existing 
social order during a period when long-held traditions and estab-
lished norms were increasingly challenged. %e thesis examines 
how o+cials designed events that generated a mood of excitement 
and prompted mass participation while also bolstering nation-
al pride and reinforcing political unity. While the objectives were 
not mutually exclusive, it was an ongoing challenge for organizers 
who were faced with the demanding task of developing programs 
and events that would appeal to a broad range of Canadian soci-
ety. %is work examines both traditional primary historical docu-
ments and non-traditional “texts.” Sources consulted range from 
o+cial reports, speeches, minutes, pamphlets, commemorative pro-
grams and promotional material to /lms, documentaries and pub-
lic events like parades and pageants and festivals, and will include 
personal accounts. In addition to drawing on a substantial amount 
of archival material, the thesis also employs secondary sources that 
address the topics of nationalism, identity and public spectacle.

Chapter One traces the evolution of the Centennial “idea,” from its 
the early stages as a modest concept initially proposed by members 
of the Canadian Association for Adult Education and supported by 
the Canadian Citizenship Council to the creation of the Canadian 
Centenary Council, a volunteer group organized to lobby govern-
ment to prepare for !"#$. Finally, with the institution of the Centen-
nial Commission in the early !"#&s, the government got involved 
o+cially and, by !"#-, planning began in earnest. %is /rst chapter 
also explores the mandate of the commission and follows the devel-
opment of Centennial, chronicling the ups and downs encountered 
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by o+cials as they worked to organize an extraordinary national 
event. Serving as an overview of the commission and the anniver-
sary, it provides necessary background and historical context. %e 
thesis then shifts to a cultural studies analysis of Centennial and 
illustrates how the event, following the mega-celebration model, 
advanced a national unity agenda.

Subsequent chapters examine a variety of topics, ranging from 
the Expo #$ phenomenon to an analysis of working drafts and 
/nal, revised versions of o+cial promotional material and speech-
es. In an e*ort to understand how the Centennial Commission 
attempted to “frame” the national event, the thesis also reviews o+-
cial projects, for example, the Confederation Train and Caravan 
program, considering how Canadian history was “packaged” and 
presented, ready for public consumption. In addition to explor-
ing how promotional material and o+cial programs realized the 
government objective of improving national unity and identity, the 
thesis also considers how the commission manipulated the medium 
of /lm in an e*ort to publicize the year-long event throughout the 
country, thereby stimulating interest and convincing Canadians to 
participate.

Centennial Fever, a /lm about the Centennial activities planned 
for the community of St. Paul, in northern Alberta, served both as a 
promotional tool, designed to generate excitement for the upcom-
ing event, and a teaching aid, to help Canadians plan and prepare 
for Centennial. While not enormously successful at the box o+ce, 
the documentary nevertheless provided an opportunity to consid-
er o+cial strategy and goals, as articulated in the /lm. By tracing 
the progression of the project through several drafts of the pro-
posed script and by studying the ongoing correspondence between 
commissioner John Fisher, the NFB production sta* and Com-
mission sta*, the thesis demonstrates how o+cial organizers tried 
to shape the /nal product and communicate a strong message of 
national unity. %e chapter, adopting a comparative method, also 
considers the example of Helicopter Canada, another promotional 
/lm commissioned by the government. Nominated for an Ameri-
can Academy Award, it was designed to appeal to both Canadians 
and non-Canadians. O*ering a bird’s-eye view of Canada, the /lm 
celebrated the physical beauty of the country and, through empha-
sizing both the urban and rural landscape, expressed a vision of 
Canadian national identity that many people believed had been 
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fashioned, in large part, by the land. While expressing two di*er-
ent perspectives of the Canadian experience, both /lms explored a 
common theme – the exploration of national identity and Canadi-
an unity – and are, therefore, valuable to the study.

Described by some participants as a period of national solidar-
ity when Canadians joined together to celebrate the anniversary of 
Confederation, Centennial signalled a new beginning for the coun-
try. %is study explores this accepted view, considering whether there 
was in fact a general consensus as to what Canadians were celebrat-
ing in !"#$ and whether the event did cultivate a sense of national 
identity and reinforce national unity. Moreover, as mega-celebra-
tions like Centennial tend to express and promote the ideals of main-
stream society, the study will consider whether there was room for 
uno+cial expressions of Canadian identity. For example, were Cana-
dians at the local, grassroots level able to articulate a more personal, 
informal vision of Canada and citizenship? Also, given the propen-
sity for mega-events to champion ideals and values that promote the 
concept of a uni/ed nation where citizens share a common vision 
and share values, the study will consider how o+cials involved Cana-
dians who did not adhere to this view and who were largely ambiva-
lent about the planned national anniversary. In particular, the study 
explores how organizers worked to generate enthusiasm in Quebec 
and in the Canadian Aboriginal community for an event that, for 
the most part, was received with indi*erence. Subsequent chapters 
will continue with this line of inquiry, exploring the gap between 
the intent of the planners and eventual execution of programs and 
projects, considering whether organizers succeeded in realizing their 
objectives. Finally, the thesis explores the legacy of the Centennial 
year, its impact on Canadian society and rami/cations for the future.

According to scholar Frank Manning, celebrations “are an impor-
tant, often crucial means through which people proclaim their iden-
tity and fashion their sense of purpose.”!&# Popular opinion suggests 
that, for many participants, Centennial functioned in this way. Char-
acterized as an extraordinary success, Centennial and its crown-
ing glory, Expo #$, operated as a catalyst, unifying Canadians and 
launching them into what promised to be an exciting and prosper-
ous future.
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Chapter 1  
Planning the Party 
of the Century

“. . . the celebration of the Centennial of Confederation will 
be the most monumental, super-colossal, star- spangled, 
gold- plated, blue ribbon event ever conceived by the mind 
of man.”

C. Clyde Batten, Senior Public Relations O'cer
 
Centennial was on the minds of Canadians as early as !"0#.! In a 
memo to the president of the Canadian Citizenship Council, the 
executive director, John P. Kidd, proposed the council advance a 
/ve-thousand-dollar grant toward “exploratory planning of ade-
quate national and local celebrations of centennial year !"#$,” not-
ing that “ten years in advance is not too soon.”, Later, in the spring 
of !"0$, at the annual meeting of the Canadian Association for 
Adult Education (CAAE), Dr. Freda Waldon, chief librarian of the 
Hamilton Public Library and former president of the Canadian 
Library Association, reminded members that the hundredth anni-
versary of Confederation was only ten short years away.- Further-
more, remarking there was little time left, she observed it would 
pose a challenge to plan and organize a national event of such con-
siderable magnitude and recommended the issue be given immedi-
ate consideration. Recognizing action was required, directors of the 
CAAE agreed to enter into discussions with representatives from 
other organizations.

Subsequently, the Canadian Citizenship Council, joining forc-
es with the Canadian Association for Adult Education, hosted a 
conference in Toronto to consider how to proceed with  planning 
for the upcoming anniversary. %e one-day conference, attend-
ed by thirty-/ve delegates representing thirty-two primarily 
non- governmental organizations, functioned largely as a “brain-
storming session,” with participants “urged . . . to let their imagina-
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tion run riot.”. Following a series of “idea sessions,” participants 
announced that Centennial o*ered Canadians a unique opportu-
nity to “correct . . .  social de/cits and shortcomings” and “with the 
utmost sincerity and humility . . . determine where Canada is going 
as a nation and a people.”0 %ey recommended eliminating discrim-
inatory immigration restrictions, developing a “Bill of Rights” as 
part of the Constitution and implementing legislation “to do away 
with delegated arbitrary powers of Ministers, civil servants, spe-
cial boards and commissions.”# Finally, delegates recommended 
that the Citizenship Council and the Association for Adult Educa-
tion “undertake an inventory of what organizations” were doing in 
preparation for Centennial and present the results at a conference 
arranged for  early in !"#&.$

At the second conference delegates were invited to “[move] a 
few steps forward from where [they] had left o* at Toronto” and 
try to develop more speci/c Centennial plans.' Organizers report-
ed that !# percent of the groups polled “indicated they had already 
made some progress in planning” and that “[a]n additional twenty-
eight percent reported that the matter would be placed before their 
Board or Annual Convention at their next meeting.”" %is informa-
tion was, no doubt, reassuring to organizers who had, by this time, 
invested considerable time and e*ort in promoting the Centenni-
al message. At this second meeting, delegates also considered, in 
some detail, a range of issues surrounding why and what Canadians 
would celebrate during the Centennial year. Participants claimed 
plans should be “both large . . . and small scale,” and that spontane-
ity should not be discouraged.!& Success of Centennial, according 
to some delegates, required “people at the grass roots be involved, 
not only as spectators and participants in events, but as far as pos-
sible, in the planning and execution also.”!! Other people  suggested 
plans “should involve children, to help them develop a sense of 
patriotism”!, and that “the Centenary should provide opportuni-
ties for new Canadians, as well as native born, to learn about Can-
ada’s history.”!- Finally, attendees declared “[c]entenary should 
provide opportunities of great variety to extend and strengthen 
good  relationships between French-speaking and English-speaking 
 Canada.”!. 

At the close of the !"#& conference, organizers agreed that a 
national non-governmental body should be created to help stimu-
late ideas and provide information and assistance for groups pre-
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paring for the national anniversary. An ad hoc committee, chaired 
by H.M. Wallis, president of the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, 
was struck to “prepare . . . a draft constitution or structure of a 
national non-governmental centennial body . . . [and] . . . to call a 
third conference . . . for the purpose of establishing such a nation-
al body.”!0 In May !"#&, the Canadian Centenary Council was 
formally constituted and an executive was elected. According to 
their constitution, the council was directed to “stimulate interest 
in appropriate observances and celebrations of the anniversary of 
Confederation . . . act as a national clearing house and information 
centre and . . . provide planning facilities and services.”!# %e orga-
nization was also instructed to “cooperate with Government and 
other bodies.”!$ %is last directive, however, proved to be more of a 
challenge, as the government was, in the early stages, slow to get on 
side.

In November !"0" Prime Minister John Diefenbaker had reas-
sured Canadians that planning for Centennial would “start with-
out delay” and would highlight “achievements of the past and . . . an 
even greater future.”!' Four months later, Solicitor General Leon 
Balcer attended the Centenary Council’s February !"#& meeting, 
but while his remarks were long on praise for the Council, they 
were short on speci/cs about how the government itself was pre-
paring for !"#$. Council members were encouraged to learn that, 
according to the Solicitor General, Mr. Diefenbaker was “deeply 
interested” in Centennial and felt that the council was “starting on 
the right foot.”!" Delegates were also pleased to hear that, prior to 
the council meeting, representatives of the federal and provincial 
governments had met to discuss planning for Centennial.,& How-
ever, when questioned as to whether the federal-provincial com-
mittee was permanent, Balcer was evasive, responding that “future 
needs and events might make for some changes in the present struc-
ture.”,! He reassured council members, however, that the joint fed-
eral-provincial committee welcomed ideas and suggestions from 
organizations like the council, and congratulated delegates on their 
initiative. Soon after, the Conservatives provided twenty-/ve thou-
sand dollars in /nancial assistance to the newly formed Centenary 
Council. It appeared to be a promising beginning, but it was not 
until the fall of the following year that the Conservatives /nally 
introduced legislation respecting the observance of the Centennial 
of Confederation.
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Speaking in the House in September !"#!, Prime Minister 
Diefenbaker moved that the House consider a resolution to “pro-
vide for the constitution of a corporation to be called the national 
centennial administration.”,, %e resolution also made provision 
“for the establishment of a national conference on Canada’s cen-
tennial,” as well as any “/nancial provisions as may be necessary.”,- 
Describing the resolution as a “prelude to a bill to establish the 
machinery” that would enable the government to plan for Can-
ada’s centennial, Diefenbaker remarked that the bill would have 
“two principal divisions.”,. In addition to the Centennial admin-
istration, which would “assume responsibility for the planning 
and execution of programs,” Diefenbaker reported the legislation 
would also make provision for a National Conference on the Cen-
tennial.,0 Unlike the administrative body, the national conference 
would function as a “forum where the centennial [could] be viewed 
and discussed as a whole by government and non-governmental 
representatives.”,# Following considerable discussion, at which 
time every party in the House supported the proposed resolution, 
Diefenbaker “moved for leave to introduce Bill no. C-!,$ respecting 
the observance of the centennial of confederation in Canada.”,$ %e 
motion was accepted and the bill was read a /rst time; on Septem-
ber ,", !"#!, the bill received Royal Assent and was proclaimed law. 
%e National Conference on the Centennial of Confederation, 

“a virtual clone of the Canadian Centenary Council,” was formal-
ly convened in !"#,.,' As a non-administrative body made up of 
four provincial representatives from every province,," the organiza-
tion was designed to provide “a means of consultation between the 
federal government and the governments of the provinces in mat-
ters relating to the centennial.”-& %e committee did not wield any 
real authority to implement recommendations and, as an advisory 
body, was described by one observer as reactive rather than proac-
tive.-! Without clearly de/ned objectives and the power to make 
decisions, the group was not a particularly e*ective organizational 
tool.-, It was a source of frustration to Centenary Council appoin-
tees who, eager to work cooperatively with the government, were 
troubled by what they perceived to be government inaction.

At the !"#, annual convention of the Canadian Tourist Asso-
ciation, Robbins Elliott, a Centenary Council director and chair-
man of the Program Research Committee, remarked that he was 
“not encouraged about the outlook, with only 0& months remain-
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ing to develop a program.”-- Local media echoed Elliott’s concerns, 
 criticizing the government for not having appointed a commission-
er or deputy. Noting that “planning [seemed] to be at a standstill,” 
the editorial suggested that “because of the absence of guidance, 
leadership and stimulus from Ottawa, only two provincial govern-
ments [had] enacted enabling legislation.”-. %e journalist urged 
the federal government to “appoint the required o+cials and estab-
lish a co-ordinated overall plan with which and in which all com-
munities from the Atlantic to the Paci/c [could] participate,”-0 a 
course of action favoured by the Centenary Council.

Subsequently, Elliott wrote a personal, con/dential letter to Les-
ter Pearson, then leader of the O+cial Opposition, alerting him to 
the consequences of government inaction. Elliott wrote that when, 
in the fall of !"#!, Prime Minister Diefenbaker had introduced the 
resolution in the House calling for the establishment of a national 
Centennial administration and a Centennial conference, the coun-
cil had been optimistic that planning would begin in earnest, as all 
parties had declared their support.-# Disappointed, he noted that 
“the high hopes which were expressed during the debate leading 
up to the approval of the Canadian Centennial Act in !"#! have 
not been realized because of the Federal Government’s inability to 
establish a National Centennial Administration capable of provid-
ing leadership to the Provincial Governments and to the municipal-
ities.”-$ In his view, the time had come for “speci/c protest on the 
part of Her Majesty’s Royal Opposition,” and Elliott o*ered “any 
help in providing information or clari/cation regarding centenary 
planning.”-'

%e council held the view that government should develop and 
initiate projects, and the Centenary Council, as an umbrella group 
designed to play an advisory role, would coordinate Centennial 
e*orts of members of the business and volunteer sectors. %is posi-
tion was expressed publicly by the president of the Association 
for Adult Education, Senator Donald Cameron, in a speech to the 
 Senate in !"#&. Calling on the government to establish a commission 
to oversee the planning and implementation of  Centennial, Sena-
tor Cameron maintained that “the Centennial [would] not reach its 
full potential unless some central agency, representative of the entire 
nation, [could] encourage every citizen and every community to 
mobilize its resources of imagination, talent and funds to make the 
Centennial a living memorial for everyone in the  community.”-"
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%e !"#! Centennial Act provided for the appointment of a Cen-
tennial administration that was instructed to “promote interest in, 
and to plan and implement programmes and projects relating to 
the Centennial of Confederation in Canada.”.& %is was just the 
sort of governmental body that the Centenary Council support-
ed. Unfortunately, in the beginning little substantial action was 
taken to prepare for the historic milestone and, much to the cha-
grin of council members, planning in the early stages “evolved at a 
snail’s pace.”.! %e act “remained a dead letter for over a year,” with 
Diefenbaker undecided as to whom he should appoint commission-
er.., Eventually, however, Diefenbaker approached John Fisher in 
late !"#!, asking him whether he would consider serving as Centen-
nial commissioner. Later, in January !"#-, John Fisher was /nally 
o+cially appointed to the position of Centennial commissioner..-

Most Canadians were already familiar with Fisher and heart-
ily endorsed the appointment. Born in Nova Scotia in !"!,, John 
Wiggins Fisher had a proven family pedigree. In addition to hav-
ing descended from United Empire Loyalists, Fisher’s great-uncle 
Charles was reputed to have “helped chart Canada’s future at the 
!'#. Charlottetown Conference.”.. Fisher’s family owned and oper-
ated the Enterprise Foundry in Sackville, New Brunswick, where 
they manufactured Enterprise kitchen stoves, a central feature of 
many Canadian homes. In !"-!, during the Depression, Fisher, 
unlike many young Canadian men, was fortunate enough to have 
had the opportunity to pursue his education at Mount Allison Uni-
versity. Later, he enrolled in the law program at Dalhousie. Rather 
than practise law, however, Fisher began writing and broadcasting 
for a local radio program, and by !"-#, with the inauguration of 
the CBC, Fisher was hired as a freelance broadcaster. He enjoyed 
increasing popularity and after World War II was transferred from 
Halifax to CBC Toronto. By the early !".&s, Fisher was broadcast-
ing “John Fisher Reports” three times a week..0 %e program fea-
tured Fisher’s “Pride Builders,” brief vignettes of Canadian history 
that instilled national pride..# 

Given his media background and demonstrated national loyalty, 
Fisher seemed a natural choice for the position. However, according 
to Peter Aykroyd, commission director of public relations, while Fish-
er was without doubt a superb “front-man,” he was not an e*ective 
administrator or manager..$ In her autobiography,  written shortly after 
the Centennial year, Liberal MP Judy LaMarsh described Fisher as
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[a]n untidy-looking man, [who] is warm, friendly, and out-
going; [but who] su*ers from a lifetime of over patted ego 
and fear of the future..'

By the summer of !"#0, Fisher and Secretary of State  Maurice 
Lamontagne were reported to be “hardly on speaking terms,” 
with Fisher reputedly staying in the position only out of a sense of 
loyalty.." At issue was Fisher’s belief that Lamontagne and com-
mission sta* were undermining his authority. Senior sta*, on the 
other hand, were increasingly frustrated by Fisher’s reluctance to 
delegate responsibility for projects. According to Judy LaMarsh, 
Lamontagne’s successor, Fisher “insisted on knowing everything 
and involving himself in details which he simply did not have 
time to handle.”0& Nevertheless, LaMarsh conceded that Fisher 
“did a superb job in the public aspect,” acknowledging that the 
 government was “lucky to have [him], and lucky that his whole 
life’s career had prepared him for Canada’s Centennial.”0!

As envisioned by supporters and government o+cials, 
 Centennial would be one of the most ambitious celebrations ever 
organized by the government and, therefore, demanded consider-
able organization. %is, of course, took time, something support-
ers felt was in short supply. By the close of !"#,, no commission 
positions had been sta*ed and o+cial government planning was 
far from comprehensive.0, As Centennial year approached, there 
was growing concern that not enough was being done to ensure 
that it would be a success. Delegates to the !"#- Centenary Coun-
cil conference again expressed concern about the apparent lack of 
planning. An article in the Montreal Gazette quoted Tom Paterson, 
founder of the Stratford Festival and a Centenary Council dele-
gate, as saying that “the planning for Canada’s !&&th birthday was 
not a case of too little too late, [but] a case of nothing too late.”0- 
Moreover, Paterson warned Canadians that “unless we stop talking 
and start doing something, Canada will be the laughing stock of 
the world in !"#$.”0. Vancouver-Burrard M.P. Ron Basford accused 
Commissioner Fisher, as well as provincial and municipal govern-
ments, of “passing the buck,” saying that “unless they stop it and 
get down to business there will not be any Centennial celebra-
tions.”00 Also alarmed was a journalist from a small-town Alberta 
newspaper who observed that “another year is just about /nished 
and still there is little or nothing in the way of de/nite, concrete 
projects to mark Canada’s !&&th birthday in !"#$ – just three years 
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in the future.”0#

While, according to the council, the situation was desper-
ate, the government was in fact slowly gearing up for the event. 
In  February !"#-, Commissioner Fisher, with the help of Privy 
 Council o+cers, began to sta* the senior positions of the Cen-
tennial  Commission. While he “was given . . .  latitude in selecting 
his eight  directors, . . . [he had] . . .  no latitude in the appointment 
of a deputy commissioner.”0$ %e Diefenbaker Cabinet, actively 
involved in the appointment, insisted that a Francophone Québé-
cois be assigned to the position.0' Initially, Québécois poet and 
scholar Robert  Choquette was appointed /rst deputy commission-
er. However, due to his lack of managerial and administrative expe-
rience, he was not prepared to meet the demands of the position 
and he left the commission in !"#., taking a post as consul-general 
of Canada in Bordeaux, France. His successor, Georges Gauthier, 
having worked previously as the Head of the Pay Research Bureau, 
a branch of the Treasury Board, brought with him the profession-
al skills and expertise necessary to run a successful organization. 
Fisher and Gauthier, however, “heartily disliked one another . . . 
[and] . . . never operat[ed] as a team.”0" 

Following Gauthier’s appointment in !"#., the position 
title was changed from /rst deputy commissioner to associate 
 commissioner, in an e*ort to re)ect a more complementary, egali-
tarian  relationship between the two senior o+cers and empha-
size a spirit of cooperation. %is change annoyed Fisher, however, 
who, throughout his term, voicing his dissatisfaction with the pro-
cess, often expressed the view that “he was not consulted or kept 
informed.”#& In March !"#-, Claude Gauthier, correspondence sec-
retary in the Prime Minister’s O+ce, was appointed commission 
secretary. Shortly thereafter all the senior positions were /lled and 
slowly, as planning progressed and more skilled people were need-
ed, the commission increased its sta+ng levels until by late !"## 
there was a sta* complement of ,-&. Nonetheless, some Centennial 
supporters still maintained planning for the national anniversary 
was not progressing fast enough.

It is perhaps not surprising that Centennial was considered a 
low priority by the Conservative government, as !"#$ seemed far 
o* and, with the exception of the enthusiasm demonstrated by the 
Centenary Council, ambivalence seemed to typify the mood of the 
public.#! Having introduced the bill respecting the observance of 
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Centennial and appointed a commissioner, it is likely the Conser-
vatives considered that they had taken the /rst, necessary steps 
and demonstrated their commitment to the project. Re)ecting on 
the matter later, one Centennial o+cial suggested that “the federal 
administration at the time . . . had no strong motivation to set up a 
structure for a celebration that would take place when they might 
no longer be in o+ce.”#, In any case, the Conservative government 
was preoccupied with more immediate political concerns. 

Historian Jack Granatstein characterized the !"#&s as a decade 
of optimism when “post-war boom and expansion erased memo-
ries of the depressed !"-&s,”#- and Canada, an increasingly prosper-
ous country, was considered a notable player on the “world stage.” 
International status was not realized, however, without paying a 
“price.” In the case of the government, the “cost” was the continued 
erosion of Canadian autonomy, with U.S.–based interests increas-
ing economic control, and Washington demanding greater Cana-
dian support of its Cold War policies. For the Canadian public, 
this meant adjusting to a rapidly transforming socio-political land-
scape. Anti-American feeling was on the rise and with it an increas-
ingly de/ant and proud nationalist sentiment. According to one 
Canadian historian, during this period, “[t]he country, instead of 
slipping quietly into the respectable stability be/tting a centenar-
ian, was having another identity crisis.”#.

Under the leadership of Diefenbaker, the Conservatives had capi-
talized on growing public dissatisfaction with Louis St.(Laurent’s 
government, translating it into a political victory in the !"0$ gen-
eral election.#0 Promoting a policy of “One Canada, One Nation” 
and equal opportunity for everyone, the Tory message appealed 
to many Canadians who were looking for an alternative to years of 
Liberal administration. %e Liberal defeat marked the /rst change 
in government since !"-0, but while Diefenbaker had secured mas-
sive support in Ontario and the West, he had, nevertheless, to set-
tle for a minority government. %e Conservatives strengthened 
their political position in the !"0' general election, winning a sol-
id majority with an unheard of two hundred and eight seats. %e 
 Liberals, by contrast, secured only forty-nine seats, the CCF eight, 
and the Social Credit none. While the “Chief” took power during 
a period of recession and embarked on a course of /scal restraint, 
the party enjoyed the support of an increasing number of Canadi-
ans and initiated an impressive legislative program.## Times seemed 
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good and the future bright; by the early !"#&s, however, the social 
and political tenor of the country had changed and “in spite of his 
achievements, Diefenbaker was losing popular support,” and the 
“‘vision’ on which he had campaigned . . . remained an apparition.”#$

%e general election of !"#,, as a gauge of public dissatisfaction, 
illustrated that the government was not above reproach. While the 
Conservatives managed to maintain power, they did so with some 
di+culty, seeing their previously impressive numbers decline, while 
the Liberal Party, under the guidance of Lester Pearson, St. Lau-
rent’s successor, increased its presence in Parliament by /fty-one 
seats over the previous election. %e Conservatives, it seemed, were 
vulnerable to changing public attitudes and expectations. One of 
the most di+cult challenges encountered by Diefenbaker was the 
change taking place in Quebec, where the Quiet Revolution was 
radically transforming society.

Quebec nationalism was on the rise and the separatist cause was, 
for the /rst time, publicly proclaimed and promoted.#' %e ear-
ly !"#&s witnessed the Quebec nationalist movement turn from a 
protective to an aggressive stance.#" Further complicating the situ-
ation was the fact that, in the view of one historian, Diefenbaker 
“was unable to understand Quebec.”$& While the prime minister 
had appointed Leon Balcer as solicitor general following the !"0$ 
election, Balcer was the sole appointment from French Canada, 
and the position was considered a junior post. Even more prob-
lematic, however, was that Diefenbaker, who “believed as fervent-
ly in one leader as in one Canada,” had no Quebec lieutenant.$! As 
early as !"#& the displeasure of the Québecois M.P.s was apparent, 
with Minister Balcer remarking that he felt his role in the govern-
ment had been reduced to asking “What about Quebec?” whenever 
major issues were before the Cabinet.$, Representation from Que-
bec had been reduced from ,0 percent in the St. Laurent adminis-
tration to !' percent of the Tory Cabinet.$- Advising Diefenbaker 
of the rami/cations of his disregard for Quebec, the ministers from 
French Canada were “warning him of impending collapse” as early 
as !"#&, remarking that “chief organizers are depressed and indif-
ferent.”$.

In addition to the “Quebec problem,” the Conservative govern-
ment found it increasingly di+cult to make good on their prom-
ise of a Canadian economic boom, as they battled a recession and 
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a growing rate of unemployment. According to Pearson, howev-
er, “the crucial blow to the Diefenbaker government was Doug-
las Harkness’s resignation as Minister of National Defence.”$0 %is 
very public display of frustration was proof for many observers that 
the government was seriously divided over defence policies and 
the use of nuclear weapons. Capitalizing on the opportunity, Pear-
son moved “that the government, because of lack of leadership, 
the breakdown of unity in Cabinet, and confusion and indecision 
in dealing with national and international problems, does not have 
the con/dence of the Canadian people.”$#

On February 0, !"#-, the government was defeated in the House 
of Commons in a non-con/dence motion, and in the ensuing April 
election the Liberals regained power, albeit as a minority govern-
ment. In an attempt to thwart the separatist agenda, strength-
en public support and bolster national unity, the Grits focused 
their attention on realizing their campaign promise of “coopera-
tive federalism,” a policy that would, according to Pearson, quell 
the stormy provincial/federal waters and convey a spirit of good-
will and collaboration. Centennial proved to be a convenient tool, 
 providing the new government with the perfect vehicle to promote 
the Liberal message of unity and national identity.

In July !"#-, the newly elected Liberal Cabinet received a con-
/dential memorandum from then president of the Privy Council, 
 Maurice Lamontagne, that summarized federal goals and  objectives 
for the centenary celebration /rst expressed at the National Com-
mittee on the Centennial of Confederation held in April !"#!.$$ 
Lamontagne proposed that Centennial should be a “time of nation-
al stocktaking and rededication for the future . . .[and] . . . should 
have a strong all-Canadian )avour, but should also have important 
provincial and local aspects.”$' Supporting the national commit-
tee objectives, commission o+cials recommended that every citi-
zen should be involved. %ey also agreed that, while the historical 
signi/cance of Centennial was important, “the celebrations should 
not re)ect merely Confederation itself, or its period, but the entire 
range of Canada’s history,” thereby providing an opportunity to 
focus on the contributions made by people from “several races and 
many nationalities.”$" %is theme was not new.

At the !"0" one-day conference hosted by the Canadian Citi-
zenship Council and the Canadian Association for Adult Edu-
cation, Executive Director of the Canadian Citizenship Council 
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John Kidd stated that “!"#$ was for all Canadians” and that “the 
celebrations should re)ect the kind and variety of people we are 
and have been.”'& In addition he advised Canadians to “act and 
be ourselves,” cautioning against “[trying] to ape and be things 
we aren’t.”'! From the beginning, o+cials were sensitive to the 
demands placed on them to “be mindful of the diversity of cultures 
represented in Canada,”', while also making “very special e*orts 
to develop greater understanding and appreciation between the 
descendants of the two major founding races.”'- 

Demonstrating their commitment to strengthen national  unity 
by recognizing the “French fact,” the Liberals championed the 
 principles of bilingualism and biculturalism.'. Pearson and the Lib-
erals were also willing “to make substantial concessions to  Quebec 
in the interests of national unity.”'0 In the case of the upcoming 
Centennial celebrations, this policy of appeasement resulted in 
changing the name of the organizing body. %e Centennial Act 
of !"#! had called for the organization of the National Centen-
nial Administration. %is, however, was problematic, as Quebec 
objected to the term national, arguing Confederation was a political 
 rather than a national event. In an e*ort to circumvent public criti-
cism, then Secretary of State Maurice Lamontagne suggested the 
alternative of Centennial Commission and in !"#- the original act 
was amended to read the Centennial of Canadian Confederation 
Act. %e incident hinted at the di+culties that lay ahead for the 
commission, as sta* endeavoured to keep Quebec “on side.” 

Convinced that national unity was “the major question fac-
ing Canada,”'# the newly elected government pledged to protect 
the Confederation, and in an e*ort to articulate a strong vision of 
Canadian identity and reinforce national unity, the Liberals aspired 
to provide Canadians with powerful national symbols that re)ected 
a new nationalism.'$ While at the “close of the Second World War 
nationalism was generally judged a conservative, even reactionary 
phenomenon, . . . [b]y the !"#&s . . . the wheel had turned full circle, 
with nationalism once again viewed as it had been by !"th centu-
ry liberals – as a force for progress and reform.”'' %e /rst national 
emblem to come under serious scrutiny was the )ag.
%e )ag debate began in the House of Commons in June !"#. 

and continued to September !!, !"#., when /nally it was decided 
that a committee would be struck to review the matter and report 
back in six weeks. %e objective was to have a new )ag by Christ-
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mas !"#.. %e committee, composed of seven Liberals, /ve Con-
servatives, ! NDP, ! Créditistes and ! member of the Social Credit, 
met on September !$, !"#.. %e subject was extremely contro-
versial among MPs, but debate was not limited to the House, as 
people across the  country held meetings to discuss the proposed 
change. Opponents were fearful that replacing the Ensign with a 
new )ag would undermine national spirit. Some adversaries, tak-
ing issue with the proposed design, suggested it was “insipid” and 
“instead of promoting unity, [would] produce only an indi*er-
ent response.”'" %e most common “charge against the . . . [govern-
ment] . . . )ag project was that it repudiated Canada’s history and 
destroyed symbols of Canadian nationhood.”"&

%e issue was highly polarized between people who maintained 
Canada’s symbols should be British and those who asserted they 
should re)ect a uniquely Canadian identity."! %e latter, respond-
ing to changing immigration patterns, argued new Canadians were 
increasingly of non-British heritage and were, therefore, unlike-
ly to hold any great loyalty to the British Crown.", Consequently, 
they believed it was crucial to have national symbols that appealed 
to the broadest range of the Canadian public. Pearson, in partic-
ular, “was convinced that Canada had to have national symbols 
of its own and that gestures had to be o*ered to French-speak-
ing  Québécois and to those new Canadians who had come from 
central and southern Europe and from Asia.”"- Recognizing that 
symbols play an important role in uniting people to support a com-
mon cause, Pearson shrewdly exploited the national symbol and 
in his memoirs recalls how, for him, “the )ag was part of a deliber-
ate design to strengthen national unity.”". Speaking to the Nation-
al Convention of the Royal Canadian Legion, he explained that, in 
his view, it was time “for Canadian to unfurl a )ag that is truly dis-
tinctive and truly national in character . . . a )ag of the future which 
honours also the past.”"0 Opponents, however, were not convinced, 
arguing that by removing the Union Jack from the )ag, Canadians 
were opting to sever colonial ties with Great Britain, an intolerable 
proposition for Diefenbaker and the Conservatives.

By the close of the year, however, the debate was over, with Pear-
son having imposed closure. %e Maple Leaf was adopted !#- to $' 
with one Liberal, one NDP and three Socreds joining Diefenbak-
er’s party in opposition. By the end, “[t]here had been -&' speeches 
in all,” but to no avail, as on February ,, !"#0, the Maple Leaf )ew 
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for the /rst time on Parliament Hill, clearly signalling a new era of 
Canadian sovereignty."# 

During this period, Centennial o+cials too were actively design-
ing a new national symbol. Realizing the power of symbols to 
unite people, planners were eager to capitalize on the opportuni-
ty to develop a symbol that was uniquely Canadian and associated 
with the Centennial celebrations. According to Director of Public 
Relations Peter Aykroyd, there was “very little to publicize in !"#- 
and !"#.,” and Fisher, travelling the country in an e*ort to gener-
ate some excitement and enthusiasm for the national event, was 
“su*ering from a paucity of things to talk about.”"$ Fisher struck 
on the idea of sponsoring a competition to design the Centenni-
al symbol and invited anyone twelve or under to submit a design 
for consideration by January !, !"#.. %e winner would receive an 
all- expenses-paid tour of Canada. Worried that the publicity stunt 
might back/re, Aykroyd convinced Fisher to open the competition 
to Canadian graphic designers living at home and abroad, as well 
as students specializing in graphic design and Canadian commer-
cial /rms in the /eld."' %e competition closed on April !&, !"#., 
with -,0 artists having submitted ."# designs. Adjudicating the 
entries “on the basis of their suitability as symbols of the Centen-
nial of Confederation, competence of design and execution, and 
originality of concept, in that order,”"" the jury succeeded in mak-
ing a short-list of thirty and then selected three prize winners.!&& In 
their report, the jury wrote that “the one selected for /rst prize was 
most likely to be understood and accepted by Canadians of all ages 
and backgrounds.”!&! Fisher was not convinced, however, and decid-
ed to have the clerical sta* at the commission review all ."# entries. 
%e exercise proved futile as the /nal choice, featuring a Mount-
ie astride a horse in front of the Peace Tower with a beaver hold-
ing a maple leaf inscribed with the dates !'#$–!"#$, was politically 
imprudent, given French-English tensions.!&, 

After considerable discussion, the commission board of directors 
decided that they would register all three /nalists as trade-marks 
under the Trade-Marks Act and that “the three prizes be paid on 
the basis of the jury’s decision.”!&- Instead of approving the jury’s 
/rst choice, however, the board selected the second-place winner, 
a design of the three “Cs” of the Centennial Commission with a 
maple leaf in the centre. Cabinet, however, still embroiled in the 
)ag /asco, rejected the symbol. Armed with a budget of /ve thou-
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sand dollars, Peter Aykroyd was charged with the duty of develop-
ing a symbol. First he approached Alan Fleming, who had designed 
the CN logo, but his price far exceeded the commission budget. 
Persevering, Aykroyd then went to the advertising /rm of Coo-
per and Beatty in the fall, which advised him that a “pleasing and 
[decorative] symbol is more likely to give pleasure than a serious or 
formal solution, [as it is] less likely to meet with public disapprov-
al . . . or cause o*ense or be misunderstood.”!&.

%e project was made more di+cult by the fact that the sym-
bol had to satisfy several requirements. From a technical point of 
view, it had to be suitable for reproduction in all sizes and medi-
ums, as well as in colour and black and white. As a symbolic device, 
the logo could “not suggest Centennial of Canada, as distinct from 
Centennial of Confederation,” and it had to be bilingual.!&0 When 
considering potential elements of the symbol, the /rm recom-
mended that, in light of the continuing debate over the proposed 
new )ag, it would be prudent to avoid symbols closely connect-
ed with the )ag. In particular, they suggested that unless o+cial-
ly  adopted as the national symbol, the maple leaf, still the centre 
of some controversy, should be avoided. At a subsequent meeting 
with  representatives from the advertising agency, Secretary of State 
Maurice Lamontagne, Commissioner John Fisher and Peter Ayk-
royd agreed the maple leaf could be used to symbolize Canada. 

Eventually, a young twenty-four year-old designer named Stuart 
Ash produced two designs. One was a stylized maple leaf, the other 
a )ower motif with petals. In November, the commission executive 
committee endorsed the stylized maple leaf and the symbol was rat-
i/ed by the national conference later that month, and Cabinet sub-
sequently approved the design. %e Centennial Symbol, a stylized 
maple leaf made up of eleven equilateral triangles representing the 
ten provinces and the Canadian north, was designed “as an aid in 
promotion of the Centennial” and the commission encouraged “the 
widest possible use of the Symbol in all its various forms.”!&# A press 
conference was held January !", !"#0, to introduce the logo to the 
Canadian public, only twenty-seven days before the Canadian )ag 
became o+cial. While the commission now had an o+cial symbol, 
they had yet to agree on a speci/c theme.

While the commission had adopted a list of Centennial events 
that had, in large part, been developed as a result of the early Cen-
tenary Council “idea sessions,” organizers had not developed a 
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central theme. In September !"#., Commission Secretary Claude 
 Gauthier wrote to John Fisher recommending the commission clari-
fy its mission. Satis/ed that the commission was promoting interest 
in Centennial planning among government and private organiza-
tions while continuing to work on a program of projects, Gauthi-
er expressed concern that sta* had “not yet developed one single 
major project which [had] captivated the imagination of the Cana-
dian population and through which [the Commission] could be 
adequately identi/ed.”!&$ Gauthier, speculating how best to achieve 
greater recognition, suggested several approaches. He argued that 
the commission could undertake greater publicity of existing pro-
grams or they could develop a new approach or project that would 
lead to greater integration of members from ethnic groups into the 
larger Canadian community. Alternatively, they could focus on the 
Liberal vision of national unity as expressed through their poli-
cy of cooperative federalism.!&' Gauthier favoured a fourth choice, 
improving communication between Canadians through a program 
of interprovincial travel by all Canadians that he described as a 
“Knowledge Exchange.” 
%e commission secretary was not the only sta* person disturbed 

by the commission’s lack of direction. Jean-Pierre Houle, Peter Ayk-
royd’s predecessor at the P.R. and Information Branch, addressed 
the issue in a report titled “In Search of a %eme,” written in the fall 
of !"#.. Asking why and what Canadians should celebrate, Houle 
recommended the commission promote Canadian history in gener-
al and the work of the Fathers of Confederation in particular.!&" He 
argued that the promotion, aimed at “Mr. Everybody,” would deliv-
er what Canadians were in greatest need of, “a feeling of belonging 
to a historical past.”!!& He advised the commission to “retain the ser-
vices of historians of demonstrated ability and skilled writers . . . to 
prepare texts and scripts”!!! to be used on radio, television and 
in the print media. Senior o+cials, however, were not convinced 
that it was in the national interest to emphasize the historical past, 
uncertain they could appeal to a collective national memory. %ere 
was some concern that, in fact, historical commemoration would 
only serve to amplify regional di*erences and strengthen local loy-
alties, thereby weakening the social and political fabric of the coun-
try.

Writing about the Canadian Diamond Jubilee of !",$, Robert 
Cupido observed that “local and regional celebrations . . . did not 
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always conform to the aims and perspectives of nationalist elites.”!!, 
%e Jubilee was conceived by the government and middle-class sup-
porters as a way to instill national pride and incorporate “ Canada’s 
growing immigrant population into the mainstream,” and also help 
improve relations between Quebec and English Canada.!!- %e cele-
bration was popular. However, according to Cupido, “national sen-
timent . . . had to be mediated by other, more concrete ties, based on 
a+nities of class, language, religion, ethnicity.”!!.

In Winnipeg, the city’s immigrant communities, largely invisible 
to mainstream citizens, participated in the Jubilee pageantry “with 
eighteen di*erent nationalities represented in the ‘patriotic section’ 
of the parade.!!0 No longer content to endure systemic discrimina-
tion in silence, Cupido argues, their public participation revealed 
“a new assertiveness on the part of many immigrant groups, . . . and 
an implicit determination to raise their status and preserve their 
cultural identities in the face of assimilationist pressures.”!!# Labour 
too saw the Jubilee as an occasion to examine what Confederation 
meant for the ordinary working Canadian, deciding that it demand-
ed a rededication to /ghting for the common man and strengthen-
ing the labour movement, not something that ruling elites had had 
in mind. According to Cupido, 

the Jubilee of Confederation unintentionally provided civil 
time and space for certain groups, with very di*erent con-
ceptions of the Nation, to assert their particular identities 
and memories and traditions – and ultimately to frustrate 
the aspirations of pan-Canadian nationalists.!!$

More than thirty years later, organizers were still struggling with 
issues surrounding national unity and were eager to avoid creating 
an environment that served to promote discord.

Organizers were also unsure whether it was wise to use Con-
federation as the central focus of the celebration, fearing it would 
only serve to amplify local and regional disparities and revive 
long-standing constitutional disputes. A Montreal journalist, for 
example, writing an article that questioned what Canadians were 
celebrating, argued that by celebrating Confederation Canadians 
were celebrating a fraud, as the political process was not working.!!' 
Dissatisfaction with the Constitution was not, however, restricted 
to Quebec. By the early !"#&s, provinces across the country came 
to share the view that the British North America Act and Confed-
eration was overdue for reform. It is perhaps not surprising then 
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that organizers decided that Centennial “should not re)ect merely 
Confederation itself, or its period,”!!" but instead should describe a 
range of Canadian history, a view supported in principle in a Cen-
tenary Council discussion paper for a workshop on Centennial and 
its social aspects. %e author and convenor, Bernard Ostry, advised 
that, above all, organizers should not “emphasize celebrations of 
past achievements or talk too much of re-dedication to the idea of 
Confederation.”!,& According to Ostry, the aim “should be to con-
tinue to build a community with diverse interests for this, [in his 
view, was] the distinctive and real quality of Canada.”!,!

%e commission expanded this objective to include a celebra-
tion of national continuity and a commitment to making the coun-
try work. To this end, speaking at a public engagement, one o+cial 
urged Canadians not to consider that “the birth of [the] country 
was in any way a /nished fact.”!,, To illustrate his point, he declared 
that “just as the birth of a child is the beginning of a long and ardu-
ous struggle to maturity, so the birth of [Canada] was the /rst step 
in a di+cult and labourious march [toward] . . . maturity in the 
family of nations.”!,- Maintaining that, while during this period 
of growth and transition, Canadians were “prepared to consider 
any accommodations, any compromise, any rearrangement inside 
the House of Canada,” they were “determined that the house itself 
must stand /rm and inviolate.”!,. Centennial, he claimed, o*ered 
Canadians an opportunity to look back at the past, “not from any 
base desire to glory in our past accomplishments,” but rather to 
turn to history as a “measuring rod” for the future.!,0 History, fre-
quently contentious and often the source of disagreement, turned 
out to be too problematic. %e commission elected, instead, to 
emphasize the promise of a bright and prosperous future. With this 
approach, organizers believed they could appeal to the broadest 
section of Canadian society and thereby achieve their goal of maxi-
mum participation.

By May !"#. the federal government had committed to spend 
approximately one hundred million dollars on Centennial.!,# 
 %irty-/ve million dollars was earmarked for the National Capital 
Construction Program in Ottawa, going toward the construction of 
a National Library and Archives, the Canadian Museum of History 
and a National Centre for the Performing Arts. Twenty-/ve million 
was allocated to the Centennial Grants Program, which committed 
one dollar for every man, woman and child in Canada to the cost 
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of a Centennial project of lasting signi/cance, provided the funds 
were matched by one dollar from the province and one from the 
municipality.!,$ %e commission was also responsible for adminis-
tering funds for the Federal/Provincial Centennial Grants Program, 
which involved approximately “,& million dollars for the acquisi-
tion, construction or restoration of buildings or other capital works 
of historical or architectural merit.”!,' %e government agreed to pay 
two and a half million dollars or 0& percent of the cost of construc-
tion, whichever was less, toward the cost of a Confederation memo-
rial project to be constructed preferably in the provincial capital.!," A 
/nal twenty million dollars was designated for “programs of national 
signi/cance not geographically /xed . . . designed to bring the Cen-
tennial to the people.”!-& %ese programs did not include capital con-
struction or those shared with the provincial  governments. %is /nal 
category of programs had to meet particular criteria, however. Proj-
ects had to contribute to national unity and serve the public inter-
est, and not be restricted in area nor con)ict with other approved 
projects. Moreover, they could not provide a source of commercial 
 revenue, and the applicant, being “capable and competent,” had to 
be willing to  contribute  substantially in time and money.!-!

By the close of !"##, '$ percent of the funds allocated for the 
Centennial Grants program had been committed to projects, and 
by !"#$ “more than two thousand projects had been completed.”!-, 
During Centennial year, hundreds of communities across the coun-
try proudly unveiled new recreation facilities, theatres and libraries 
as they celebrated one hundred years of Canadian Confederation.!-- 
Under the Federal/Provincial Confederation Memorial  Program, 
many new buildings were constructed, such as the provincial 
archives in Victoria, B.C., the Manitoba Cultural Centre in Winni-
peg and a centre for science and technology in Toronto. In addition 
to managing these large-scale programs, o+cials were busy plan-
ning an extensive program of events for Canadians.

In the early planning stages there was continuing discussion as to 
what types of events were appropriate for a national anniversary. In 
his opening statements at the second national conference of repre-
sentatives and organizations planning for Centennial, Dr. J. Roby 
Kidd told participants that they needed to “decide if . . . Centenary 
is for every person.”!-. He informed delegates that, if this was the 
case, “some forms of celebrating are not likely to please all of us, 
[and] they will not equally satisfy our feelings about what is good 
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taste” but, he argued, “is this a Centenary for Canada’s citizens, or 
just those who have good taste?”!-0 Both the council and the com-
mission concluded it was a celebration for all Canadians, with par-
ticular attention given to involving youth.
%e !"#&s was, above all, a decade of the young. In !"0#, .#.' 

percent of the population was under the age of twenty-one. By 
!"#!, this number was .'.. percent, and on the eve of Canada’s 
Centennial year, the number had risen to .".. percent. %is statistic 
emphasized the fact that Canada was indeed a young country. Nev-
ertheless, according to everyone involved in planning the event, 
one hundred years of Confederation was worthy of celebration. 

As plans for the national event unfolded, organizers agreed that 
the success of the event demanded that Canadian youth be actively 
involved in Centennial. Consequently, many programs and events 
were designed with a view to attracting Canadian young people. 
%e youth travel exchange program, designed for students /fteen 
years or older, was a commission success story, with more than 
twelve thousand Centennial travellers taking advantage of the pro-
gram. Travel units, composed of twelve students accompanied by 
a male and female adult chaperone, visited a province or territory 
other than their own during July and August !"#$, fully funded by 
the commission. %rough a similar but less formal program, quali-
fying organizations could apply for a grant of up to /fteen thou-
sand dollars to help defray the cost of travel, accommodation and 
meals.!-# In addition to the travel exchange program, the commis-
sion collaborated with several recreational and health organiza-
tions to develop an athletic awards program that was administered 
in cooperation with provincial education authorities. %e most 
successful component of the program was the section designed for 
school children. Comprised of three compulsory and three optional 
events, the program allowed students to win a gold, silver or bronze 
crests or red shields in recognition of their physical ability; by the 
close of Centennial year, “gold, silver and bronze crests and Red 
Shields were awarded to the 0 1 million students aged six to eight 
who participated.”!-$ By the following summer, however, one little 
girl, a grade four student at Caulfeild Elementary in West Vancou-
ver, B.C., had not received her badge. Indignant, she wrote to “Mr. 
Trudeau” to lodge a complaint against the government of Canada, 
writing that she had “met certain standards” and that she “ would 
appreciate it . . . if he would do . . .  something about it.”!-' It is uncer-
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tain whether the commission had anticipated this level of youth 
participation.

Perhaps the most popular “youth event” organized by o+cials, 
however, was the Confederation Train and Caravan, a project that 
was /rst considered by John P. Kidd, executive director of the 
Canadian Citizenship Council. In a !"0# memo to the president, 
Kidd suggested the “freedom caravan” as one of several possible 
Centennial events. %e Centenary Council later promoted the idea, 
and eventually the commission adopted it as part of their o+cial 
Centennial program. While it was the single most expensive proj-
ect undertaken by the commission,!-" it was also their most success-
ful, with attendance numbers far exceeding commission estimates. 
Two and a half million Canadians visited the Train in sixty-three 
communities, and six and a half million people in six hundred and 
/fty-/ve communities toured the Caravan. For thousands of school 
children, unable to travel to Montreal for Expo(#$ or too young to 
take part in the youth exchange program, this would be their most 
lasting impression of Centennial year. 

Along with the big-budget provincial/federal grant programs, 
Confederation Train and Caravan and youth exchange, the com-
mission supported several other signi/cant projects.!.& Festival 
Canada, a national event, operated semi-independently of the com-
mission, with senior sta* sitting on the Program Development 
Committee.!.! In addition to the cross-country tours by nation-
al and international companies, the program also promoted local 
performances, supported a special program designed speci/cally 
for the National Capital Region and /nanced, through grants, the 
creation of new work. It was the second largest budget item on the 
commission balance sheet. While popular with many Canadians, 
it was, nonetheless, criticized for being “too highbrow.” %e com-
mission, eager to appeal to a broad range of Canadian society, had 
anticipated such complaints and designed a varied program that 
was reputed to have something for everyone. As articulated by one 
journalist, Centennial was “supposed to be a something-for-every-
body birthday party.”!.,

For those people who enjoyed the pomp and circumstance of 
 military-style productions, there was the RCMP Musical Ride or 
the Department of Defence Military Tattoo. For Canadians who 
preferred arts and culture, the National Gallery hosted a visual arts 
program. Numerous folk festivals were also held across the nation. 
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%e commission organized spectacular events too, like the Son et 
Lumiere show in the national capital. Based on a European exam-
ple of historical pageants using historical buildings as backdrops, 
the spectacle was viewed from an eighty-seat amphitheatre at Nepe-
an Point Park. 

For the historically minded, there was the Voyageur Canoe 
 Pageant. “Nine provinces and the Yukon Territory /elded crews”!.- 
who left on May ,. from Rocky Mountain House in Alberta. %e 
crews stopped at ninety communities and after paddling -,,'- 
miles arrived at Expo(#$ in Montreal on September ., with the 
Manitoba team winning the prize purse. Other historical events 
included re-enactments of the history of Western Canada and a 
Centennial Pageant play. In addition to these events, the commis-
sion authorized several National Film Board /lms and television 
productions. %ey also administered a publications program that 
saw some ,-,&&& books, worth approximately $!-&,&&&, donated 
to .0! libraries across the country.!.. Librarians chose books from 
a list drawn up by a selection committee. Re)ecting the bilingual 
character of the country, 0& percent of the funds were allocated to 
works that had a Canadian subject, with “,& percent of the bud-
get . . . spent on books printed in French.”!.0

%e publication program also invited submissions from Cana-
dian authors for the commission’s consideration. Out of the '0& 
requests for assistance, !&- were recommended and "0 grants were 
made to authors and associations in the amount of $,#,,.&&, with 
an average grant amount of $,,00&. No grant exceeded the $0,&&& 
limit.!.# %e commission also sponsored an Interfaith Confer-
ence, which hosted three large interfaith gatherings throughout 
the year.  Finally, if none of the o+cial events appealed to Canadi-
ans it was certain they would /nd something to look forward to at 
the provincial or local level, as hundreds of associations, societies 
and non-pro/t groups organized a wealth of events to commemo-
rate Centennial year. In Nanaimo, B.C., city o+cials inaugurat-
ed the Great Centennial Bathtub Race, now a summer tradition. 
Across the country people developed neighbourhood beauti/ca-
tion programs, organized parades and pageants and planned par-
ties to celebrate Canada’s one hundredth anniversary. Like other 
festivals and spectacular celebrations, Centennial featured many 
elements associated with festival culture. %ere were pageants, pro-
cessions and parades, as well as o+cial and uno+cial parties and 
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public and private acts of gift giving. Centennial also introduced 
another important element of public celebration to the Canadian 
public: spectacle. With large-scale initiatives like the Confederation 
Train and Caravan, extensive visual and performing arts programs, 
as well as Expo, the government, through the Centennial Commis-
sion, organized a spectacular event that functioned as an excellent 
tool for o+cials to promote a nationalistic agenda.

From the beginning, organizers recognized that if Centenni-
al was going to be a success they had to get the Canadian public 
interested and paying attention, a view emphasized by Prime Min-
ister Pearson when he addressed delegates at the National Cen-
tennial Administration Conference held on Ottawa October 0, 
!"#-. He encouraged participants to “plan not for Ottawa, not for 
the province, but for every town, village and home in Canada,” as 
it was only by “getting to the grass roots . . . that . . . !"#$ [would] 
make its fullest possible contribution to the better understand-
ing and warmer co-operation of all the diverse elements in . . . [the] 
nation.”!.$ Similarly, speaking at the Canadian Club in Montreal in 
late !"##, Commissioner Fisher remarked, “You can’t just force peo-
ple to celebrate, you have to give them a motivation, an incentive 
to participate directly . . . to share both in the task and in the fun of 
Centennial Year.”!.' Fisher told the audience that Centennial events 
and programs served several purposes. First, they were designed 
to “remind Canadians of their past,” and second, they would “pre-
pare [Canadians] for the future by building permanent works of 
cultural, social and recreational value, in order to put a new face on 
Canada in !"#$ and for the years to come.”!." Appreciating the com-
plexity of the task at hand, organizers followed the directive of the 
government and the commissioner, doing their best to ensure that 
Canadians had a wide assortment of choices and multiple opportu-
nities in which to take part and express their commitment to Cana-
da. In the end, however, it was largely up to individual Canadians 
to make a personal commitment to get involved.
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Chapter 2 
Canadians Catch  
Centennial Fever:  
Promoting Canadian Unity

“I am not naive. I know something is wrong somewhere. 
One of our prime jobs during the Centennial will be to 
promote Canadian unity. %e Centennial should be a kind 
of catalyst.”

John Fisher: Maclean’s, !# May !"%(

%e Centennial Act stipulated that organizers were to promote 
interest in the historic milestone. %is proved more di+cult than 
the commission had anticipated as, initially, Canadians were large-
ly indi*erent to the idea of celebrating the Centennial of Confed-
eration. Confronted with the public’s ambivalence, planners had 
to consider how to publicize the event.! Organizers were directed 
to plan a celebration that both communicated the feeling of a fun, 
unpretentious party and emphasized the historic signi/cance of 
the national event; they were also expected to secure massive pub-
lic participation. In order to achieve the latter objective, they had 
to get the word out about Centennial quickly and inspire Canadi-
ans to get involved. Given that commission sta* employed a range 
of promotional tools, including television, print advertising, bro-
chures, pamphlets and posters, as well as a public-speaking bureau, 
it was only natural they should chose to exploit the medium of /lm 
in an e*ort to publicize the Centennial message.

Joining forces with the National Film Board of Canada (NFB) 
and commercial /lm companies, the commission produced sever-
al documentaries and short /lms to promote Centennial. By high-
lighting events and programs, as well as chronicling Canadian 
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history, each /lm carried a message designed to reinforce Canadi-
an identity and national unity. Equally important, the material also 
helped encourage Canadians to get involved in the celebration. 
While the majority of /lms were short promotional clips intended 
to air on television to advertise Centennial, there were also length-
ier productions such as Centennial Fever and Helicopter Canada. 
%ese two /lms, cooperative ventures between the commission and 
the NFB, were targeted to a wide viewing audience and intended 
to advance Centennial themes. An account of a small Alberta town 
preparing for the national anniversary, Centennial Fever focused pri-
marily on the local experience and championed the principal com-
mission theme of national unity. Helicopter Canada, on the other 
hand, emphasizing the grandeur and diversity of the natural and 
constructed Canadian landscape, considered a more general sub-
ject that, according to sta*, appealed to both Canadian and inter-
national audiences. 

While each production explored di*erent subject material, they 
were produced for the same purpose: to generate interest in and 
enthusiasm for Centennial and to strengthen national unity and 
reinforce national identity. %e /lms provide an opportunity to 
examine how organizers endeavoured to realize the Centennial 
mandate through the medium of /lm. Of particular interest is how, 
given the inherent challenges of using /lm as a promotional tool, 
the documentaries were designed to advance national unity and 
communicate a vision of Canadian identity in the face of enduring 
regional, cultural and social plurality. 

Described as “the great unresolved equation between art and 
industry,”, /lm was “the /rst . . . of the industrialized art forms . . .
 [to dominate] the cultural life of the twentieth century.”- First 
introduced in the !'"&s, within twenty years the technology had 
developed to the point where it could support a growing entertain-
ment industry throughout North America and Europe. In Cana-
da, the earliest commercial showing took place on June ,$, !'"#, in 
Montreal. Demonstrations of the French Cinématographe received 
glowing reviews in La Presse, with people )ocking to see several 
very short /lms showing a train arriving at a station, a small boat 
at sea and the proprietors, the Lumière brothers, playing cards.. 
Later that summer, two Ottawa businessmen, brothers Andrew M. 
and George C. Holland, charged twenty-/ve cents per person for 
admission to a public screening in Ottawa and, on opening night, 
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!,,&& Ottawans showed up to see the open-air spectacle at the West 
End Park.0 Audiences, reaching “!,#&& . . . in the /rst week,”# attend-
ed the magic Vitascope show to witness the miracle /rst-hand. As 
word of the new technology spread, the medium of /lm increased 
in popularity and developed a loyal following. 

In the formative years, due to the lack of professional facilities, 
screenings usually took place in impromptu, temporary settings, 
such as an empty storefront or the local community hall. By !"&', 
however, in response to increasing public demand, permanent cin-
emas began to spring up across the country. Designed to appeal 
to various tastes and pocketbooks, while these theatres ranged in 
style and tone, in most cases, audiences for these early /lms were 
likely to see “one-minute snapshots, mute testimony to the realism 
of the photographic image and the illusions of continuous move-
ment.”$ Eventually, however, audience expectations grew. No lon-
ger dazzled by a sequence of moving postcard images, people soon 
demanded storylines and character development.

Realizing that the potential to generate pro/t rested largely in 
the ability to give the audience “what they want,” producers began 
to make “feature-length” /lms that conformed to a “consolidated 
set of ‘classical’ narrative conventions.”' Wanting to broaden their 
appeal and draw on the as yet largely untapped middle and “high” 
culture audience, /lmmakers produced stories with a range of char-
acters, plots and genres. By the !",&s Hollywood had emerged as 
the /lm capital of the western world, and feature-length /lms had 
become the norm. Sensitive to the tastes of their viewing audience, 
producers constructed /lms that ful/lled consumer demand, and, 
in the process, /lmmakers and producers came to appreciate that 
the medium, easily manipulated, could be used as an e*ective tool 
to sway public opinion.

As early as World War I, /lmmakers had produced /lms that pro-
moted a particular political agenda and served as propaganda tools 
to bolster national pride. Early vignettes, usually comedic farce, 
ridiculed enemy leaders and national symbols. In England, for 
example, audiences, comforted by animated shorts of a bumbling 
Kaiser, were reassured of their country’s military prowess. Later, 
more sophisticated feature presentations emphasized enemy brutal-
ity and barbarism and the indignation and outrage of the defend-
ing nation in an e*ort to win support for the cause." An equally 
important “weapon” in the propagandist’s arsenal was the news-
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reel. Characterized as an objective portrayal of “the facts,” newsreel 
footage was /rst used during World War I and evolved into a par-
ticularly popular and e*ective “informational” tool during World 
War II. Used extensively by both the Axis and Allied powers, news-
reels played an important role in rallying support and boosting 
morale. Perhaps the most notorious example of using /lm to realize 
political objectives, however, was undertaken by German Propa-
ganda Minister Joseph Goebbels during the early !"-&s and into 
the !".&s. 
%roughout the war period the documentary continued to play a 

crucial role as an important propaganda tool, with all parties pro-
ducing material designed to unite people to support the cause. Fol-
lowing the war, the United States War Department produced /lms 
documenting the atrocities perpetrated in the concentration camps, 
and also /lmed the Nuremberg trials. However, soon after, the 
genre lost favour in Europe and did not gain popularity again until 
the late !"0&s. 

In North America, Canada was the exception, with the federal 
government establishing the National Film Board in !"-" “to inter-
pret Canada to Canadians and the rest of the world.”!& %e govern-
ment appointed British /lmmaker John Grierson as the board’s 
/rst /lm commissioner. Grierson’s work in Britain during the !"-&s 
had “established both him and the emerging documentary form as 
a new force in world cinema.”!! Described as a “political man, and 
a moralist,”!, he championed a style of /lmmaking that captured 
ordinary people going about everyday life, but in a “highly cre-
ative and exciting way,” in an e*ort to “help people communicate 
with each other.”!- For Grierson, “education of the citizen became 
the dominating preoccupation . . . from the !".&s on.”!. According 
to Grierson, however, education did not mean teaching “the facts.” 
Instead, he believed “education should inspire . . . people to loyalty 
and to self-sacri/ce for the larger interests of the state.”!0 Documen-
taries, as educational “social tools,” should, in his view, “mobilize 
the will and galvanize people into action.”!# According to British 
/lm scholar H. Forsyth Hardy, “when Grierson moved to Canada 
in !"-", the restrictions that had hampered his ambitions for the 
social use of /lm fell away.”!$ “Here was a new country, a clean slate. 
Here above all . . . was the commitment of a government, coming 
from the top.”!'

Realizing that documentary /lm is expensive, Grierson rec-
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ognized early on in his career that federal support was crucial to 
the continued well-being of the organization, and in the forma-
tive years, the board, as a government creation, enjoyed consid-
erable /nancial and political support from the government. No 
doubt, the Grierson vision of /lm as an educational tool appealed 
to many federal o+cials keen to communicate key government mes-
sages. Moreover, politicians and bureaucrats were likely  similarly 
 comforted by the fact that Grierson “believed there should be 
a close link between the needs of government and the needs of 
the /lmmaker;” throughout the !"-&s, Grierson “maintained this 
link.”!" Producing /lms that were usually highly didactic and mes-
sage driven, in the tradition of earlier British documentary styles, 
the Grierson vision dominated /lmmaking in Canada well into 
the late !"0&s. By recruiting and training talented young /lmmak-
ers to work at the new /lm board, Grierson revitalized the waning 
Canadian /lm industry and transformed Canadian cinema in the 
 process.

Cinematic styles changed signi/cantly in the years following 
World War II, however, with documentary /lmmakers eventually 
abandoning the highly dogmatic, ideological productions of ear-
lier times in favour of a more subtle, complex approach. By the late 
!"0&s, “a new kind of political cinema” emerged.,& During the post-
war move toward decolonization, guerilla groups turned increasing-
ly to the medium of /lm to communicate their message of political 
independence. Using simple equipment, they made documentaries 
that looked at “political realities with a degree of unbiased frank-
ness,” producing /lms that “were more subjective — and more 
ambivalent.”,! %e /lms of the !"#&s were not as dogmatic as earlier 
productions, with directors preferring to adopt a newsreel style of 
shooting that suggested unadulterated reportage. Labelled cinéma 
direct or cinéma-vérité, the technique developed out of “a journal-
istic impulse.”,, Invoking a greater sense of realism, the movement 
“attempted to incorporate aspects of the real into the work of art 
and so shared common aspirations with other movements in art.”,- 
Of course, this did not mean that these /lms did not promote a par-
ticular point of view. While the style was more sophisticated and a 
little less obvious, they, like their predecessors, still had a message to 
convey to audiences, and in many instances any footage considered 
unsuitable or counterproductive was cut during the editing process. 
How didactic the message was depended largely on the director’s 
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own personal style and the goals of the production team. 
While the new cinema of the late !"0&s / early !"#&s was, in tone 

and content, a far cry from the material being produced for a main-
stream audiences, there is little doubt that there was a trickle-down 
e*ect, with directors of both commercial features and documenta-
ries adopting many of the new /lm techniques. “Canadians, funded 
by the National Film Board of Canada, provided signi/cant con-
tributions to the cinéma vérité oeuvre.”,. While “it is considered 
to be of secondary importance and derivative of either the Ameri-
can or the French version, or some combination of those versions,” 
one scholar suggests that, in fact, “the roots of the Canadian style 
can be traced back to at least !"0,.”,0 Called the Candid Eye Move-
ment, /lmmakers were encouraged to 

experiment with candid portraits by seeking a naturally 
interesting character or group of characters, caught up in 
circumstances that involved the whole person in some kind 
of universally signi/cant and fascinating situation.,#

While the Candid Eye series ended in !"0", NFB /lmmakers a+l-
iated with “Unit B continued to experiment with the direct- cinema 
technique”,$ and produced /lms that highlighted “quotidian 
events rather than momentous occasions.”,' Allowing “the for-
mal structure of their /lms to evolve organically out of the events 
they depicted,” Canadian /lmmakers “stressed the importance of 
the camera’s access to real (unstaged) events – its access to human 
beings in their ordinary social existence.”," 

By the mid-!"#&s, however, the NFB had introduced the Chal-
lenge for Change/Société nouvelle program, which “was billed as a 
program to ‘improve communications, create greater understand-
ing, promote new ideas and provoke social change.’”-& Run by an 
“interdepartmental committee comprised of seven federal govern-
ment departments,” the program was designed so that “the govern-
ment departments involved would initiate projects.”-! Perhaps the 
most memorable and in)uential /lm produced during the Chal-
lenge for Change period was Colin Low’s Fogo Island series. Lowe 
shot twenty hours of /lm and made several short /lms about indi-
vidual community members. Low screened the /lms throughout 
the community, with the intention that they would function “as cat-
alysts to discussion of mutual problems, allowing people who may 
have been reluctant to speak in public to let their /lms speak for 
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them.”-, In this way, the /lmmaker used the /lm “as an instrument 
of inter- or intra-community awareness in order to help people /nd 
their strengths as a community, not to reinforce their isolation.”-- 
Like the cinéma direct/cinéma-vérité movement before it, the Chal-
lenge for Change program also in)uenced mainstream, commercial 
/lmmaking.

Centennial Fever and Helicopter Canada employed elements of 
both the Candid Eye genre and aspired to many of the principles 
articulated in the Challenge for Change movement. In each case, 
however, the /nal /lm was driven in large part by the commission’s 
desire to achieve what may be considered competing objectives. 
Along with communicating the key themes of national unity and 
identity, the /lms were designed to entertain audiences and leave 
people with a feeling of optimism and excitement. Most important-
ly, however, they were developed to promote Centennial. %e com-
mission adopted a more subtle, indirect approach, opted to use /lm 
as a means to educate the public about Centennial and persuade 
them to get involved, choosing not to promote a blatantly nation-
alist agenda. In this way, both /lms harken back to the Grierson 
vision of /lm as a persuasive tool to communicate information and 
educate.

Situated one hundred and thirty miles northeast of Edmonton, 
St. Paul, Alberta, was incorporated as a village in !"&" and by the 
early !"#&s had grown to thirty-/ve hundred residents. As the town 
had signi/cant Francophone, Aboriginal and ethnic communi-
ties, Centennial o+cials were con/dent St. Paul held promise as 
the subject of a short documentary. %ey maintained it provided a 
unique occasion to demonstrate how cultural and regional di*er-
ences, when reconciled, could function to enhance and strengthen 
the local community. By recording how a diverse group of indi-
viduals joined forces to plan successful Centennial events, the /lm 
was designed to foster feelings of fellowship and cultural harmony. 
Peter Aykroyd’s Public Relations and Information Department con-
sidered the /lm an excellent promotional tool for television-. and 
live theatre viewing, reasoning it would inspire Canadians to get 
involved in Centennial. Moreover, they believed the commendable 
community spirit pro/led in the /lm would serve as an incentive, 
motivating Canadians to duplicate the St. Paul example elsewhere 
in the country. 

On January !&, !"##, therefore, Peter Aykroyd recommended the 
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commission approach the Treasury Board for a sum not to exceed 
thirty thousand dollars for both a French and English version of a 
black and white /lm, approximately /fteen minutes in length, that 
would chronicle Centennial preparations in St. Paul, Alberta.-0 
According to organizers, the thirty distribution prints, /fteen in 
English and /fteen in French, would function as a sort of training 
aid and prepare other Canadian communities to plan for !"#$. O+-
cials also believed the /lm o*ered the commission a much needed 
opportunity to publicize the event and, thereby, generate public 
interest in the year-long national anniversary.

Driven in large part by the local Chamber of Commerce, the St. 
Paul operation was certainly ambitious. According to the St. Paul 
Centennial Progress Report, thirty-seven projects were under-
way by March !"## and several more were in the planning stages.-# 
 Perhaps the most outlandish and well-remembered stunt was the 
construction of a U.F.O. landing pad just outside the city. Accord-
ing to a St. Paul resident involved in the project, it was “conceived 
over innumerable beers by three employees of a local construc-
tion company.”-$ %e forty-foot by sixty-foot concrete oval stood 
on eight-foot pillars and was /tted with a “sophisticated electronic 
beeper system and blinking landing light.”-' %ere was also a thirty 
by eight-foot map of Canada at the site, with St. Paul pinpointed 
by a light and the words “you are here.” %e fourteen-thousand-dol-
lar project was designed by Edmonton engineer Alex Mair, and 
while it is uncertain whether they were successful in enticing visi-
tors from “outer space,” members of the Centennial National Con-
ference did stop by for a brief visit. Arriving in an Armed Forces 
Chinook helicopter, they held a meeting at the site.-" 

In addition to highlighting the many unique events planned for 
!"#$, the report publishers took a moment to re)ect on the impor-
tance of the Centennial program. Deciding that “centennial prepa-
ration and activity can be fun and exciting for all ages,” the editor 
remarked that residents of St. Paul “[were] taking a good look at 
[themselves] and /nding out that the guy next door is really a /ne 
fellow.”.& More importantly, he observed “how well [they] actu-
ally [did] get on together.”.! Writing that Centennial preparations 
“must be used as a tool for removing the many inhibitions some 
[Canadians] have,” and emphasizing that “the ultimate success of a 
project is secondary to the good which [could] be accomplished in 
trying,”., the publisher of the report unwittingly championed the 
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important Centennial theme of citizen involvement. Since the town 
embraced the Centennial philosophy so completely and with such 
unabashed enthusiasm, it is little wonder the commission chose to 
make St. Paul the focus of a documentary /lm..- 

%e project had /rst been considered early in !"#0, when an 
employee in the commission’s Public Relations Department secured 
three quotes from commercial /lm companies... By mid- September 
!"#0, however, the National Film Board, having heard rumours 
of the project, “made rather vigorous protests to the Commission 
and insisted . . . they be given the contract.”.0 %e board lobbying 
proved e*ective and they secured the contract. %ey then commis-
sioned Josef Reeve to write and direct the /lm. Two thousand dol-
lars was allocated for researching and developing a storyline and in 
early !"##, Reeve submitted a draft script that was approved by the 
senior commission sta*. 

Although they asked to preview rushes of the /lm early in the 
shooting schedule, it was not until April !"## that commission 
P.R. sta* /nally reviewed a cutting copy. %ey decided the /lm 
was “entirely out of keeping with the spirit and tone of the original 
shooting script.”.# While not completely satis/ed with the visuals, 
it was the accompanying commentary in particular that displeased 
senior public relations o+cer C. Clyde Batten. Batten expressed 
concern that the script did not impart the “light touch”.$ the com-
mission desired. Moreover, in the early rushes the script, according 
to Batten, did not always connect well with the visual material. In 
addition, hoping to maximize the appeal of the /lm, Batten sug-
gested there be more footage showing the young people in St. Paul 
involved in Centennial activities that were “not square.” O+cials 
were eager to produce an entertaining, exciting /lm and, after view-
ing the initial footage, they worried that some of the “animation, 
the joie de vivre, the sense of whimsy [had] been ironed out of the 
product.”.' 

Reeve incorporated several of Batten’s suggestions into subse-
quent cuts, but revisions were continuing, with senior commission 
sta* proposing style and content alternatives to the very end. At 
its completion, the /lm had cost three times the estimates provided 
by commercial companies, and some commission sta* were of the 
opinion that the NFB had taken appreciably longer to complete the 
project than a commercial company would have done. In addition, 
the NFB had yet to produce the promised French-language version. 
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%e exercise had, from the beginning, been fraught with di+cul-
ties and cost overruns, and commission satisfaction with the /nal 
product was mixed. One o+cial, observing that the “excessive costs 
might have been justi/ed had the /lm been of outstanding merit,” 
nevertheless took heart that the documentary was a “good compe-
tent piece of workmanship.”."

It is di+cult to account for the continuing production prob-
lems, as, from the beginning, the commission had expressed clearly 
their goals and objectives to the NFB. According to one senior o+-
cial, it may have been due to the fact that footage for the /lm had 
been shot some time before the commission had even granted /nal 
approval for the project.0& As a consequence, the project is thought 
to have consisted, in large part, of editing the existing footage to 
meet commission objectives.

In a memo dated November !,, !"#0, the commission’s public 
relations director, Peter Aykroyd, wrote to the liaison o+cer at the 
NFB requesting that “the /lm . . . re)ect the beginnings and growth 
of the St. Paul Centennial experience, and be so designed that it 
will have general interest beyond !"#$ as an example of extraor-
dinary community development work sparked by the Centenni-
al Committee.”0! Aykroyd suggested the movie should “motivate 
other communities toward the kind of concerted action taken by 
the Chamber of Commerce in the city of St. Paul in cooperation 
with all citizens toward a vast array of imaginative and worthwhile 
projects in the context of the upcoming Centennial of Confed-
eration.”0, In addition, the NFB was also instructed to produce a 
/lm that imparted a “sense of whimsy and light-heartedness” and 
“transmitt[ed] the excitement and enthusiasm of the St. Paul exper-
iment.”0- According to Aykroyd, the /lm o*ered “the occasion of 
poking a little fun at ourselves”0. and should, therefore, “avoid 
the feeling of . . . pomposity or excessive gravity.”00 Commissioner 
John Fisher concurred and in a note scribbled to Aykroyd asked 
him to “please make sure [the /lm not be] . . . too arty.”0# Fisher 
also requested the /lm not be shot “too late in winter.”0$ Reeve was 
unable to accommodate  Fisher’s /nal directive, as the footage was 
complete; the /lm had been shot during a typical northern Alberta 
winter. Doubtless, the very fact that it was a joint project between the 
NFB and the commission likely served to complicate matters. Given, 
however, that expectations for the /lm were so high, it is not surpris-
ing the twelve-minute production did not realize everyone’s aims. 
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In the opening scene, the isolated town of St. Paul, Alberta, 
appears abandoned as a dog howls in the background and a lone 
resident walks down the deserted main street. %e narrator, con-
/rming this is a very quiet place, remarks earnestly, “In the begin-
ning there was St. Paul. A farm town wedged in the northeast 
corner of Alberta. Population -0&&. Nationalities? All kinds.”0' 
Initially, even the opening sequence was the source of some dis-
cussion. Alternate introductory commentary referred to the com-
munity “brew” of nationalities and suggested the town’s Centennial 
fever was due to the “gentle competition” of the “mixed nationali-
ties.”0" %is material was eventually rejected, likely because o+cials 
wanted to avoid anything that suggested disunity. Planners opted 
not to specify the national mix of the town and chose to down-
play regionalism, preferring instead to keep the content general, 
thereby ensuring any Canadian town could be substituted for St. 
Paul. Having set the scene, the creationist allusions of the introduc-
tion are soon abandoned, and the narrator’s solemn tone is quickly 
replaced with cheerful, lighthearted banjo and harmonica music, 
reminiscent of something heard at a country festival. Contrary to 
the /rst impression, St. Paul, it seems, is not bleak and uninterest-
ing, but a vibrant community, impatient to celebrate the Centennial 
of Confederation.

Immediately, the audience is introduced to seventy-six-year-
old T.C. Ashworth, respected town pioneer and former reeve. 
 Ashworth, looking crusty and wise, recounts how, having navigat-
ed the Saskatchewan River on a barge, his family arrived in !"&. 
when he was fourteen. Filmed trudging through a snowy landscape 
he remembers the St. Paul of his youth, which, some twenty-/ve 
miles away from his family’s home, comprised just two stores and 
a church. He marvels that, while in the early days “there wasn’t a 
fence between [St. Paul] and Edmonton,” many people have settled 
the area in the subsequent sixty years. Ashworth reminisces about 
St. Paul’s commemoration of the Diamond Jubilee in !",$, recalling 
a )oat carrying “nine local belles — all of them French” represent-
ing a province.#& In an early cut of the /lm, he remarks that “we felt 
proud of Confederation and we wanted to celebrate it.”#! Compar-
ing the outpouring of national pride for the sixtieth anniversary of 
Confederation to a married couple celebrating their gold or silver 
anniversary, he suggests Confederation, like a marriage contract, is 
an agreement between all Canadians that must be honoured, “for 
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better or worse.” 
By employing the marriage metaphor and introducing the image 

of the Francophone girls, the /lmmakers imply the importance of 
the Franco-Anglo relationship and invite Canadians to renew their 
“vows” and recommit themselves to Canada. Ashworth’s observa-
tions function to orient the audience and his remarks provide a 
sense of historical continuity and political security, as his “dimen-
sion of years allows a longer look at the course of Centennialism.”#, 
%e former reeve, presented as an outstanding Canadian role 
model, emerges sincere and sanguine, ready and eager to celebrate 
another important milestone in Canada’s history.

Continuing with the themes of national pride and loyalty, the 
/lm cuts to a scene in which the present mayor of St. Paul, Jules 
Van Brabant, addresses a crowd gathered in front of the new recre-
ation centre for the dedication of another Centennial project. Resi-
dents purchased a mission bell and installed it at the community 
centre, but in order to ring it people had to contribute money, with 
the proceeds going to build the St. Paul Retarded Children’s Cen-
tre. As the camera pans the cheerful scene, it lingers on a bilingual 
sign at the recreation centre and then switches to a shot of the new 
Canadian )ag )ying briskly in the breeze next to the o+cial Cen-
tennial symbol. In highlighting the )ag and Centennial symbol, 
the /lm producers impart a feeling of credibility to both as signi-
/ers of Canadian autonomy, pride and national unity. No doubt 
they hoped other communities would follow St. Paul’s example and 
display o+cial emblems prominently. %e bilingual sign was likely 
intended to demonstrate the success of the new government policy 
of bilingualism; with /lmmakers illustrating that even in the back-
waters of northern Alberta, Canadians would /nd Francophones 
living harmoniously within the larger community. A man, perhaps 
a member of the local Centennial council, notes, not too subtly, 
that “the idea of the bell came from the island of Iona . . . where it 
was used . . . to call the people in case of danger,” suggesting that, in 
his view, it is in the best interest of all Canadians to heed the signs 
warning of the potential for national discord and unrest. %e bell, 
installed and /nanced by the St. Paul Foundry, which was reputed 
to be more than two hundred years old, had previously rung from 
various local steeples and school missions. 

At the January !"#0 dedication ceremony, the town named the 
bell Iona “in commemoration of the spirit and fortitude of those 
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brave people who faced unknown dangers to /nd a way of peace 
and freedom from persecution.”#- Jack Golding, the attending Cen-
tennial Commission representative, observed that

in the year .#- a group of people desiring to /nd a refuge 
from persecution wherein they could worship according to 
their dictates, eventually found Iona, an island lying o* the 
coast of Scotland.#. 

In naming the bell Iona, town organizers promoted the long-held 
view that Canada, like Iona, was a sanctuary, open to all people 
)eeing persecution. Like Iona, Canada was considered a tolerant, 
inclusive nation and this, in the view of the residents of St. Paul, 
was worth celebrating. Leading by example, St. Paul’s residents 
encouraged fellow Canadians to demonstrate their patriotism and 
plan Centennial events that exhibited their national pride. 
%e Centennial Commission considered St. Paul an ideal sub-

ject for the /lm not only because it was host to some thirty-seven 
Centennial events, but also because it was an eclectic community 
where, in addition to French and English, residents spoke Ukrai-
nian, Cree and, in the case of Rocco, the local photographer, Ital-
ian. %e residents’ e*orts were applauded in promotional literature, 
with producers pointing out that “the projects to commemorate 
Canada’s hundredth birthday are almost as diverse as the town’s 
-,0&& people.”#0 And, as an example of a model Canadian town, it 
epitomized the increasingly popular theory of unity through diver-
sity, a principle best illustrated in a /lm scene shot in the local Co-
op grocery store. 

Moving informally through the grocery store, the cameraman 
approaches eight people, asking if they have any plans to celebrate 
Centennial. A gentleman in his seventies says that he is “helping 
along,” while a young man claims that he “thinks it will be a nice 
program for Canada.” A young woman of eighteen or nineteen, 
perhaps symbolic of a then indi*erent Canadian public, says that 
she “thinks it’s interesting,” but when asked what she is going to do 
about it pauses a second, as if confused, before replying, “Noth-
ing, I guess.” An elderly Francophone man responds in French that 
he will do his part, and a young boy, likely of Asian descent or a 
new Canadian, answers enthusiastically that he “think[s] it’s great.” 
Finally, when asked whether he has any plans, a man bundled up in 
winter gear responds, “Yes, I might become a Canadian.” 
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%e scene presents a cross-section of contemporary Canadian 
society, with individuals representing a variety of constituencies: 
women, Canadian youth, immigrants, Francophones and seniors. 
As evidenced by the brief encounters, however, the commission 
faced a considerable challenge, as even in a town like St. Paul, 
reputed to have organized the most events of any town in Canada, 
interest in Centennial ranged from enthusiasm to ambivalence and 
outright bewilderment. Confronted with the di+cult task of gen-
erating excitement and support for an event that had yet to cap-
ture the public imagination, the /lm’s producers presented a series 
of suggestions for possible Centennial projects, hoping it would 
encourage Canadians who had not yet developed a Centennial plan 
to get started. If organizers were to realize their goal of securing the 
broadest possible level of citizen participation, they had to illus-
trate how everyone could make a contribution and get involved. 

Reassuring Canadians that “it only takes one person to start a 
Centennial project,” the narrator points to the example of local St. 
Paul high school teacher Sister Claire Adèle. Shown standing next 
to a wall display that announces that “to live creatively equals hap-
piness,” Sister Adèle serves as an example of a motivated, enthusi-
astic individual, eager to participate in the national anniversary of 
Confederation. Dressed in her traditional habit, she remarks that 
“women should [not] be afraid at all of entering into the Centenni-
al.” In fact, she reassures women that “this is exactly their place.” As 
for her Centennial project, she wanted her students “to think about 
books.” According to the St. Paul Centennial Progress Report, her 
project was, in fact, more ambitious than she suggests in the /lm. 
Sister Adèle, eager for her grade eleven students to learn more 
Canadian history, had each student prepare a report on the Cana-
dian province they felt was the best. Students then presented their 
views at the weekly Chamber of Commerce luncheon meetings and 
cash prizes were issued for the best report. 

Projects like this emphasized the importance of individual 
involvement and, perhaps more importantly, reassured Canadians 
that their Centennial project could be original and re)ect their own 
particular interests and passions. Organizers hoped that, with the 
example of Sister Adèle, they could attract other Canadians who, 
like her, might chose to express their national pride in a more per-
sonal, whimsical fashion. Participation was key to the success of the 
project, and material promoting the /lm suggested the “best way to 
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enjoy Centennial year is to pick a project and get on with it.”## 
Keen to reinforce the theme of citizen involvement and eager 

to demonstrate that Centennial enjoyed support from all seg-
ments of St. Paul’s diverse community, the producers interviewed 
a Cree man attending a local livestock auction. When asked what 
he thinks of the program, he responds, “Centennial, well it’s a 
good project.” Probing a little further, the cameraman asks why he 
thinks so, and the Cree man replies, “Well, it involves Indians in it 
too . . . it’s good for me and it’s good for my people too.” To empha-
size the point, the /lm shifts from the auction to the kitchen of Dr. 
and Mrs. Louis Manden, who hold weekly art classes for a group 
of Cree youth. Noting the students are “gifted with photographic 
memories and a style of their own,” the narrator observes that “one 
of the lads has already won a Centennial art contest.” %e prize 
was a personal visit with the prime minister and a trip to Paris, 
France. In a scene that does not appear in the /nal cut, Dr. Manden 
explains that eighteen-year-old Oscar Wiskeyjack won the prize for 
an allegorical image of an Indian brave and the new Canadian )ag, 
remarking that Oscar couldn’t understand his victory, as he felt he 
had “plenty of drawings better than that.” Apparently no one had 
informed Oscar of the plan to employ national and allegorical sym-
bols in an e*ort to strengthen national unity and Canadian iden-
tity. In recounting his experience, Oscar con/des to the cameraman 
that the other young men on the reserve told him “they would have 
traded places with [him] for anything.” 

Along with images of a compliant, congenial and involved 
Aboriginal community, producers presented a romanticized vision 
of the French-Canadian community in St. Paul. Filmed sitting 
around a kitchen table, St. Paul matrons chat and gossip happi-
ly in French as they work cooperatively under the direction of the 
local priest. %ey are busy knitting toques to sell in an e*ort to 
raise funds to send the local pee-wee hockey team to a tournament 
in Quebec City in !"#$. %e /lm then cuts to a shot of young boys 
playing hockey on the local outdoor rink, coached by the local 
priest, dressed in his cassock. Earlier versions of the documentary 
suggested a more complex relationship between the Anglophone 
and Francophone communities. Initially the director suggested 
concentrating on a “rink where two Priests: Morin & Beaupré [put] 
peewee and juvenile players through a strenuous workout,”#$ and 
recommended inserting “some ‘mellow’ comment on the evolu-
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tion of [the] rinks from a tightly controlled French cleric monopoly 
into their present, and far happier, inter-ethnic state.”#' In an earlier 
version of the script, one father spoke of the teams’ Canadianiza-
tion, observing their highest scorer now is a Protestant.#" Organiz-
ers eventually cut the material, perhaps deciding the footage did 
not advance the theme of unity. Instead, the commission, adopt-
ing a rather neutral tone, chose to emphasize the residents’ spirit 
of cooperation, preferring to downplay any existing cultural con-
)ict. While the /lm portrayed an idealized vision of Franco-Cana-
dian life in St. Paul, commission o+cials hoped, nonetheless, that 
it would serve as a model Canadians would reproduce across the 
country.

Continuing to provide Canadians with Centennial project ideas, 
the /lm director introduces the audience to a group of residents 
who have turned a local bonspiel into a Centennial fundraiser. Par-
ticipants hand over their one-dollar “donation” at the request of the 
o+cial who assures them it is for a good cause that is “only once a 
hundred years.” One young man, wearing one of the locally made 
toques, reaches into his pocket and remarks, “I hope there’s a Cen-
tennial fund for us.” He then complains, somewhat jokingly, that 
“you can always tell a good citizen; he’s broke.” And in yet  another 
scene capitalizing on the theme of the responsible citizen, we see 
that even the local farming community is participating in St. Paul’s 
Centennial blitz. At the St. Paul Auction Mart, the auctioneer man-
ages to sell the same pair of goats at least nine times and, in the pro-
cess, raise one hundred and sixty dollars for the disabled children’s 
school. %e record, however, went to a stray dog that was auctioned 
nineteen times, a story that garnered press coverage in the Globe and 
Mail and several other Canadian newspapers.

As the /lm draws to a close, the narrator observes “Centenni-
al fever works in many ways,” and that in “St. Paul everybody’s 
caught a bit of it.” Remarking that “the old look behind and the 
young look ahead at a country they’re just discovering,” the narra-
tor’s parting words suggest a pleasant balance of historical continu-
ity and hope for a bright future. Emphasizing this view, the closing 
shot, in contrast to the opening scene, shows the main street of St. 
Paul full of people and tra+c, giving the impression of growth and 
vitality, testimony to the determination and drive of the residents.

Centennial Fever articulates a view of Canadian identity that 
champions a philosophy of cultural harmony and tolerance. As a 
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promotional tool for Centennial, the /lm imparted a strong vision 
of a Canadian identity while giving “full recognition of the contri-
butions to the growth and development of the country by peo-
ples of several races and many nationalities.” %e /lm does refer 
to the distinct cultural heritage and regional characteristics of the 
northern Alberta town; but the producers focused primarily on the 
more general theme of citizenship, as they considered this a com-
mon bond that united Canadians. %e prevailing message stressed 
that di*erences of race, language, history and geography did not 
need to be divisive forces and, perhaps more importantly, that uni-
ty need not be synonymous with uniformity. Articulating a strong 
vision of Canadian unity, the /lm expressed the view of then Secre-
tary of State Judy LaMarsh that “people can be Canadians and still 
retain . . . their heritage of culture and region.”$& Highlighting what 
united Canadians, rather than what divided them, producers pre-
sented the Albertan community as a model of Canadian national-
ism and encouraged others to follow the St. Paul example.

At completion, the /lm had cost appreciably more than antici-
pated and taken considerably more time than proposed. Further-
more, the NFB had yet to produce a French-language version. In 
a letter to Peter Aykroyd, an o+cial at the NFB wrote that it was 
with “regret [that she had] to report that the Director of the French 
Language Version . . . expressed the opinion that, with the best will 
in the world, it would be impossible to make a French version of 
[the] /lm, either by recording a French voice track or by using sub-
titles.”$! Noting that “in the beginning it was suggested that the /lm 
director should shoot sync sound in French as much as possible, 
so that the English sync sequences could be replaced by original 
French shooting,” she remarked, however, that “this was not done, 
[primarily] . . . because the Director found that the French spoken 
by the inhabitants of St. Paul [was] very bad French indeed, . . . that 
would have required subtitles in French to make it intelligible.”$, 
%e NFB recommended, therefore, that the /lm be distributed only 
in English.

A compromise was reached, with the NFB adding a running com-
mentary from start to /nish. Acknowledging that while “this is not 
the best in /lm making, particularly in a commentary running over 
interviews,” it was felt that “short of re-shooting the interviews, it 
was the only way to cover the predominant English sound.”$- Feel-
ing that “the text [was] a straight-forward one,” NFB o+cials could 
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not see any underlying innuendos that would o*end Quebec or the 
commission.$. In a memo to sta*, however, Commissioner Fisher 
remarked he was “not very pleased with the French version,” not-
ing, “it is a sloppy job .  . .giving . . . [the] . . . impression . . . that no 
one speaks French in St. Paul.”$0 

Fortunately, this was not a problem in the Helicopter Canada proj-
ect, as there were no interviews and very little close-up footage of 
Canadians. %e country was the central character in this documen-
tary, but even this seemed to pose problems for the commission.
%e executive committee of the Centennial Commission had /rst 

considered the Helicopter Canada project in March !"#.. At a spe-
cial meeting of the executive, the commission was asked to spon-
sor a one-hour “helevision” /lm on Canada to be shown before 
and during the Centennial year. Peter Aykroyd, then Director of 
special projects, outlined in a letter why the commission should 
support the project. He suggested that, unlike some projects they 
sponsored, this project “could have an impact in every corner of 
Canada . . . [and while many] Centennial projects [were] histori-
cal (retrospective) in character . . . this . . . [was] modern and for-
ward thinking.”$# Of particular importance, however, was the fact 
that, according to Aykroyd, the /lm could promote the Centennial 
theme of national unity, as it would introduce Canada to Canadians 
in a new and exciting way.

Following a lengthy discussion, the executive, deciding the 
project had merit, proposed approaching the NFB with the o*er 
of splitting the signi/cant costs, estimated at three hundred and 
twenty-/ve thousand dollars. %e commission agreed to shoulder 
two-thirds of the costs, with the NFB responsible for the remain-
ing one-third. %ere was a proviso that should the Treasury Board 
require that the commission bear the total cost it would raise its 
contribution to a maximum of three hundred and twenty-/ve thou-
sand dollars. In December !"#., Peter Aykroyd tabled a document 
entitled “Helicopter Canada – Draft Submission of Script Sum-
mary.” %e executive did not support the project in its initial form, 
as they felt it did not enunciate “a set of principles”$$ that re)ected 
commission goals and objectives. It, therefore, requested that the 
storyline be revised and that the associate commissioner not release 
funds to the NFB until the executive had an opportunity to review 
and approve the new script. Two weeks later the executive met and 
discussed the matter further, with some members expressing reser-
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vations about the project. Of particular concern was the fear that 
the /lm would turn into “just another travelogue.” %ey were also 
worried that, in its present form, it contained “too much that is ste-
reotyped” and made inadequate reference to Aboriginals and other 
ethnic groups. 

Particularly troubling to the executive, however, was the fact 
that, in their opinion, “the script fail[ed] to show the unity of this 
country growing from the presence therein of a great diversity of 
people.”$' Eventually, the executive did agree to authorize the asso-
ciate commissioner to ful/l the National Film Board request for 
one hundred thousand dollars as working capital to begin the pro-
duction. %eir approval, however, was conditional upon the NFB 
meeting the following criteria: “that an analytical rather than a 
geographical approach be taken . . .[ and] . . . that the /lm attempt 
to show the dynamics of Canada and of Canadians on a regional 
basis.”$" %ey also directed Aykroyd to inform the NFB “that the 
material submitted heretofore [fell] short of the expectations of the 
Executive Committee.”'& Aykroyd advised the NFB of the commis-
sion concerns and, in January !"#0, noti/ed the associate commis-
sioner that the NFB had “accepted the recommendations” and was 
going to submit a revised version of the script in the subsequent 
weeks.'! 

Promoted as the “/rst full length moving picture feature to be 
made entirely from a helicopter-in-)ight anywhere in the world,” 
Helicopter Canada was a coast-to-coast bird’s-eye view of Canada.', 
%e Alouette aircraft was mounted with a unique camera appara-
tus that enabled the cameraman, Eugene Boyko, to /lm free of the 
usual vibration produced by the craft. Boyko, a cameraman with 
fourteen years’ experience at the /lm board, had previously made 
 several “classroom /lms on the geography of Canada and /lms 
about the RCAF,”'- with his most celebrated work being Fields of 
Sacri)ce, a /lm commemorating the Canadians who died in the two 
World Wars. With the assistance of pilot Claude Fourcade, proj-
ect manager Bob Baylis, engineer Jean Mondion, truck driver Sil-
vio  Carpini, and producer Peter Jones, Boyko began /lming in 
September !"#0 and /nished production in January !"##, in time 
for pre- Centennial promotional release in Europe and the United 
States.

Initially the /lm board considered several stylistic approach-
es for the project. %ey discussed using well-known personali-
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ties, such as Wayne and Schuster, or historical /gures to deliver 
the commentary. One novel suggestion had “a party from outer 
space discovering Canada as a strange terrestrial area.”'. %e NFB 
rejected these ideas, arguing “story lines or fantasy devices would 
inhibit . . . mobility and . . . tend to . . .  make the /lm ‘dated’ before 
it had achieved maximum distribution.”'0 Instead they decided the 
audience’s guide should be “an unidenti/ed passenger in the heli-
copter . . . [who would] . . . represent [their] curiosity and interest 
but . . . [would] also act as a witty and informal guide.”'# %e pro-
ducer chose to have a minimum of narration, preferring to have the 
powerful visual images “speak” to the audience. %e /lm, however, 
was not intended to be a geography lesson and would not, there-
fore, be a “de/nitive picture of Canada . . . [that] . . . attempted to 
give each province equal time.”'$ Similarly, according to the NFB 
proposal, the /lm would not simply be a series of picture post-
card shots promoting the physical beauty of the country.  Rather, 
Helicopter Canada was designed to illustrate “the human fabric of 
 Canada . . ., Canadians at play, at work . . . the industry, wilder-
ness, [and] isolation . . . whenever possible the scenes [were to] be 
framed by a human perspective.”'' 

Comprised of a series of shots documenting the Canadian expe-
rience, the choice of material for the /nal /lm was eclectic and ran-
dom. Following no particular order, the /lm opened with a shot of 
the gun drill at Fort Henry in Ontario and then moved to Quebec 
City, followed by Caribou in Newfoundland running over the ter-
rain, to clouds on a Maritime farm, picturesque scenes of the Prai-
ries, Montreal and a Rocky Mountain sunset. %e audiences also 
saw men trapping lobster in the Maritimes, miners in Sydney, Nova 
Scotia, images of Oak Island, wildlife, crowds at the CNE, trappers 
on skidoos and dog teams in Ottawa, as well as skaters, a horse-
drawn sleigh on Mont Royal, the Golden Boy atop the Manitoba 
Legislature, visitors at the Calgary Stampede and totem poles in 
Vancouver’s Stanley Park. But this is only a small selection of the 
/lm images, as the /nal cutting copy listed well over three hundred 
shots. 

On May !-, !"##, o+cials from the commission and the Nation-
al Film Board viewed a cutting copy of Helicopter Canada mixed 
with the proposed commentary and soundtrack.'" Later, a group 
met to discuss the /lm in greater detail and produced a report sug-
gesting possible revisions."& In their e*ort to realize the goal of 
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appealing to both a national and international audience, the group 
recommended the commentary be revised to provide the appropri-
ate context and background. %ey also suggested some sections 
be rewritten as, in their present form, they only reinforced clichés 
about the Canadian climate. For example, in an early draft of the 
commentary the narrator remarked that the country “began to 
warm up about 0&,&&& years ago,” and now it was “warm enough 
to swim, in parts of Canada, part of the time.”"! %e commission 
recommended the script be “toned down so as not to underline 
the implication of the cold in Canada, but rather make the point 
that in many parts of Canada its warm enough to swim much of 
the time.”", Perhaps in an attempt to attract visitors to Canada dur-
ing Centennial, organizers tried to challenge the popular vision of 
Canada as a frozen wasteland. Unfortunately, and again much to 
the chagrin of Commissioner Fisher, the /lmmakers had shot a con-
siderable amount of footage in the dead of winter. In particular, the 
Toronto, Montreal and Ottawa sequences were winter scenes. 

Commission sta* were also troubled by the soundtrack and com-
mentary accompanying the Ottawa sequence. An early version 
shows a dog team racing around a city street corner in Ottawa and 
then cuts to a long shot of the Parliament Buildings. Initially, the 
commentary read that “this is the capital city of Canada . . . where. 
. . during the winter, Members of Parliament come from the four 
corners of the nation to keep warm with heavy debate.”"- And, 
referring to the dog racing, the narrator facetiously observes that 
“these are not actually Members of Parliament.”". Commission sta* 
advised the /lm producer that “the dogs barking over the dog race 
[would] have to be amended on the sound track, so as not to be 
related to the Houses of Parliament, and the implication must not 
be present, to put it bluntly, that the M.P.s are barking.”"0 In addi-
tion, the commentary was revised in order to delete a remark sug-
gesting that in !'#& the future site of the Houses of Parliament was 
considered a possible site for a lunatic asylum. In his report, Ayk-
royd wrote that reference be deleted “and replaced by something 
else equally as useful,” as it was considered in poor taste to imply a 
connection between the “occupants of the House of Commons and 
the word lunatic.”"# Eventually, the whole Ottawa sequence was re-
worked in an e*ort to incorporate these commission “suggestions.”

A similarly delicate matter was Quebec. Sensitive to the tenu-
ousness of provincial support, Centennial organizers were careful 
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not to o*end government o+cials. Accordingly, Aykroyd brought 
problems with the commentary to the attention of the NFB. %e 
central concern was that in the opening commentary there was 
reference to Canada’s birthday celebrations, a point that Quebec 
disputed vehemently. In a letter to the NFB, Aykroyd recommend-
ed closer examination of the commentary to make sure there was 
no reference to Canada’s birthday celebrations, as it was “a cardi-
nal principle that the Centennial Commission avoid this phrase.”"$ 
Writing that the country existed prior to !'#$, Aykroyd explained 
that “to many Canadians it [was] o*ensive to signify that !'#$ 
marked the birthday of Canada . . . it was the period of Confedera-
tion of Canada . . . and these true facts must be borne in mind.”"'

Perhaps one of the oddest revisions, however, was that of the 
closing commentary. %e narrator observes that Canada has been 
called “the oldest underdeveloped country in the world . . . [with] 
the cultural development of Luxembourg, the economic structure 
of the Congo, and the climate of Siberia.”"" Organizers advised 
that “for diplomatic reasons . . . this reference . . . must be changed 
to some more obscure country.”!&& %e /nal choice was Afghani-
stan. Equally curious is the narrator’s /nal statement, in which he 
observes that “the people who say these nasty things are Cana-
dians,” noting that “the rest of the world seems to like her.”!&! 
%e problem, it seemed, was not with how others viewed Cana-
da, but how Canadians viewed themselves. %e /lm, of course, 
was designed to counter the culture of self-deprecation and instill 
national pride in Canadians. 

Commission reaction to the success of the /nal product was 
mixed. N. Goldschmidt, chief of the Performing Arts Division, 
wrote to Peter Aykroyd, saying he felt the /lm was “entertainment 
of the highest quality” that “should make every Canadian proud 
to identify himself with a country so beautifully and imaginatively 
displayed on the screen.”!&, Moreover, he thought the “/lm [would] 
make everyone aware what this country is all about” and “will 
awaken in . . . people not only interest, but also the desire to know 
their country better.”!&- Commissioner Fisher, on the other hand, 
was not as convinced the /lm was as e*ective a tool as had been 
promised. He was particularly concerned that the /lmmakers did 
not illustrate the geographic diversity of Canada and, more impor-
tantly, emphasize the Centennial connection su+ciently.!&. Fisher 
was also angry that the NFB had changed the title from the agreed-
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upon Helicopter Canada to Highball or Take It From the Top, and he 
refused to accept the test print until the title was changed, “as 
requested.”!&0 Other senior o+cials expressed concern the /lm was 
only a partial portrayal of Canada, arguing that the overall impres-
sion was one “not likely to appeal to tourist bureaus because the 
honest look at Canada . . . shows a great deal of wide open spaces, 
considerable snow, and a country still under construction.”!&# 

In contrast to these reservations expressed by the o+cials, 
reviews in the popular press proclaimed the /lm an unequivocal 
success. Clyde Gilmour of the Toronto Telegram wrote that it was 
“stunningly beautiful” and that he took “pleasure in recommend-
ing it,” as it had “plenty of refreshing humour [and] excellent wide-
screen colour.”!&$ A review in the Globe and Mail declared it was a 
“marvellous /lm [that] achieved the almost impossible in mak-
ing scenes of Canadian life and grandeur of [the] landscape seem 
fresh, new and awe-inspiring all over again” and noted that “every 
Canadian should see it.”!&' Arthur Zeldin of the Toronto Daily Star 
claimed it presented “a wide, deep and moving look at the spe-
cial pains and glories woven into the fabric of [the] country” and 
urged Canadians to go and see it.!&" Clearly, the joint project was 
a critical success, and, according to /lm historian Garry Evans, 
the /lm “became one of the all time top-ten favourites at home 
and abroad.”!!& One reviewer even went as far to suggest Helicopter 
 Canada should be nominated for an Academy Award, which, as it 
turned out, it was. Given the unexpected endorsement by the Cana-
dian press and American /lm industry, the commission was even-
tually pressed to concede that, unlike the St. Paul experiment, the 
joint project was a commercial success. In May !"#$, the executive 
authorized a further expenditure of seventy-four thousand, seven 
hundred and eighty dollars to be “used to make !#mm and -0mm 
prints of the documentary . . . in eight foreign languages,”!!! the only 
condition being that the advice of “External A*airs be sought to 
make sure that the best possible choice [was] made.”!!, %e /lms 
were to be used by Canadian Embassies and missions abroad in 
order to promote Canada’s Centennial message overseas. 

 While it is di+cult to assess how e*ective a tool the /lms were 
as vehicles designed to reinforce Canadian identity and strengthen 
national identity, it is clear they did succeed in promoting Centen-
nial and generating enthusiasm for the event. In !"#$, Canadians 
caught Centennial Fever and like the residents of St. Paul, Alber-
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ta, who seem to have been among the /rst to contract the “fever,” 
people joined together and organized eclectic, imaginative Centen-
nial events and projects. %ey participated in record numbers, and 
the ensuing “epidemic” of Canadian patriotism wildly exceeded the 
commission’s expectations.

Functioning more as educational and promotional tools for Cen-
tennial rather than as vehicles to directly advance nationalist objec-
tive, both /lms, particularly the commercially successful Helicopter 
Canada, were intended to inspire Canadians to get involved and 
celebrate Canada’s one hundredth anniversary. In each case, how-
ever, /lm production highlighted internal tensions that hindered 
commission o+cials from realizing broad policy objectives. For 
example, initially organizers were delighted that St. Paul, Alberta, 
was a bilingual community, as this demonstrated that Francophone 
culture was not restricted to Quebec. Later, learning that people 
in Quebec would not be able to understand the St. Paul dialect, 
commission o+cials realized that, rather than emphasize cultural 
bonds, the language problem actually highlighted the “problem” 
of Canadian regionalism. Similarly, Helicopter Canada, with its vis-
tas of a largely unpopulated, rugged country, reinforced the public 
perception of Canada as a cold, empty country. Fortunately for the 
commission, however, the medium of /lm lends itself to manipu-
lation, and in each instance o+cials worked jointly with NFB sta* 
to ensure that the /nal products re)ected, at least as much as was 
 possible, commission goals and objectives. Helicopter Canada, with 
its beautiful images of an impressive landscape, revealed that Cana-
dians had something to be proud of, and Centennial Fever showed 
Canadians how to demonstrate their pride. 

As promotional tools for the national anniversary, both /lms 
articulated a vision of cultural tolerance and political harmony, 
and, emphasizing the diversity of the Canadian experience, provid-
ed audiences with an overview of Canadian society, always return-
ing, however, to the central themes of good citizenship and unity. 
Both /lms promoted an image of historical tradition that helped 
cultivate a sense of cultural cohesion and political stability and, in 
this way, furthered the objectives of the Centennial Commission. 
Moreover, rather than communicate change, the /lms, exemplify-
ing a Durkheimian understanding of the role of public ritual and 
celebration, served, in fact, to authenticate existing traditions and 
advance the status quo. While both Centennial Fever and Helicop-
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ter Canada paid homage to the past, the primary focus was on the 
future. Acknowledging that the “the second century of Confedera-
tion must be based on what has been achieved in the past,”!!- pro-
ducers and commission o+cials emphasized the theme of a new 
beginning, actively communicating the message that the country 
was on the threshold of a future full of promise.
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Chapter 3 
Out of the Past:  
The Future

“ . . . [symbols] seldom persist unchanged . . . [undergoing] 
modi/cation and selective exposure in order to correspond 
to . . . changes in values, . . . [but] the basic function of the 
symbol system is unaltered. [S]ymbols continue to trans-
mit values and ideals to succeeding generations, thereby 
lending both continuity and rea+rmation to the cultural 
contents which they carry.”

M. Kenneth Brody, “Yankee and the Bicentennial,”  
Sociological Inquiry, (Fall !"#*): *%(

Of all the Centennial events, perhaps one of the most popular and 
well remembered was the Confederation Train and Caravan proj-
ect. Organized by the Centennial Commission, it came to exem-
plify the Centennial spirit for many Canadians. In small towns like 
Swift Current, Saskatchewan, people “stood eight deep in a line 
[that] extended a city block in temperatures of only ,. degrees 
above zero”! to see the much anticipated Confederation Train. %e 
project succeeded in focusing people’s attention on Canada: its 
past and its future. 

Faced with the task of persuading massive numbers of Canadi-
ans to get involved in the anniversary of Confederation, Commis-
sion organizers looked for ways to excite interest in what was a 
considerably abstract phenomenon. In an e*ort to give tangible, 
meaningful expression to a rather obscure and removed historical 
fact, planners adopted a strategy that encouraged Canadians to cel-
ebrate the national anniversary in their own unique and personal 
way. By not de/ning how people should celebrate, planners hoped 
Canadians would feel free to express their enthusiasm in a range 
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of ways and, most importantly, participate. While the approach 
proved successful, some o+cials expressed concern the tactic might 
arouse regional loyalties, emphasize discord and thereby under-
mine the primary goal of reinforcing national unity. %erefore, they 
advised the generous use of symbols, imagery and language that 
transcended local, regional or personal loyalties and stressed the 
collective experience and points of shared contact between Cana-
dians. Moreover, claiming it was critical they develop an event that 
would “anchor” the celebration, they promoted the idea of support-
ing one large project that would function as a focal point Cana-
dians could identify with. Serving as a type of teaching tool, the 
program exempli/ed sociologist Lloyd Warner’s theory that sym-
bolic events, like the Train and Caravan, function to orient and 
reassure visitors by presenting a comforting vision of the past and 
the future. 

It was soon evident that the Confederation Train and Caravan 
program satis/ed this objective. %e commission’s advertising /rm, 
Vickers & Benson of Toronto, concurred, declaring “the importance 
of the . . . [program could] . . . not be over-estimated” because “the 
train, as a tangible, visible entity,” worked to “create and transport 
the presence of Centennial – giving it a cohesive form on a Nation-
al basis that few other [projects] could hope to achieve.”, As the 
embodiment of Centennial, both the Train and Caravan projects 
generated extraordinary interest and inspired thousands of Canadi-
ans to participate in other Centennial projects, as well as to develop 
their own, more idiosyncratic expressions of national  loyalty.

At the o+cial dedication ceremony in Ottawa, Secretary of State 
Judy LaMarsh told the assembled audience that the Confedera-
tion Train was “in many respects a very representative Centennial 
project.”- Remarking that the project symbolized “the co-operative 
attitude which . . .[was] . . . a dominant theme for [the] historic cel-
ebrations,” she spoke of how the commission, various branches of 
the federal government and private sources had worked together 
to design and construct the display.. Likely in an e*ort to empha-
size the Centennial theme of unity, she also took time to acknowl-
edge that the project had demanded that three levels of government 
work cooperatively to arrange the complicated train schedule.
%e Confederation Train had /rst been proposed by John P. 

Kidd of the Canadian Citizenship Council. In September !"0#, 
Kidd wrote to the president of the council, suggesting possible 
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Centennial programs. Noting it was an idea he had “dug out of 
[his] old /les,” he remarked that the “freedom caravan” was a proj-
ect sponsored by the American Heritage Foundation some years 
earlier.0 Comprised of six cars designed to carry museum displays 
documenting American history, the exhibit had toured for two 
years throughout the States. According to Kidd, John Diefenbaker 
had expressed interest in mounting something similar in Canada 
and had raised the matter several times in the House of Commons. 
Kidd suggested the exhibit, designed to appeal to high-school stu-
dents, would celebrate Canadian heritage and the “idea of freedom, 
and growth and workings of self-government,”and should travel 
across the country during the school year.# Recognizing that it was 
too large a project for the council to undertake single-handedly, he 
recommended the organization work with local chambers of com-
merce and members of the business community. %e council even-
tually established a committee to consider the project in greater 
detail, and even went as far as to secure quotes for the semi-trailers. 
It was the Centennial Commission, however, which was the direct 
bene/ciary of the council’s preliminary investigative work. Com-
mission sta* recognized the potential of the project and, before 
long, it was incorporated into the o+cial Centennial program.

In April !"#., Cabinet approved an expenditure of up to seven 
million dollars for the Confederation Train and Caravan. Released 
for the purpose of developing an exhibit and acquiring artifacts to 
display, the funds were also used to cover the cost of purchasing 
sixty-four trucks and sixty-four trailers for the Caravan, as well as 
six coaches for the Confederation Train. 

From the beginning, the project proved to be an organizational 
and logistical challenge. First, o+cials confronted the di+cult task 
of transforming the commercial caravans and coaches into travel-
ling entertainment/educational facilities. In the case of the Cana-
dian Paci/c Railway coaches, this required gutting and modifying 
the interiors, in preparation for the installation of the new, modern 
exhibit equipment and displays. %e Confederation Train consisted 
of /fteen units, decorated on the exterior with colourful symbols. 
%ere were six exhibit cars, seven service cars that housed the sleep-
ing, dining and baggage compartments, and two diesel engines. 
%e exhibit had a travelling sta* of twenty-two, as well as a com-
plement of seven RCMP o+cers, in full dress, who were responsi-
ble for security. It was open to the public seven days a week from " 
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a.m. to !! p.m. %e commercial trailers for the Caravan exhibit also 
had to be designed to meet the unique exhibit requirements. By the 
summer of !"#0, suppliers had responded to the tenders sent out by 
the government, and exhibit organizers recommended the execu-
tive authorize a contract award to ATCO for sixty-four tractors and 
sixty-four trailers, at a total cost of one million, twenty-seven thou-
sand, /ve hundred and forty-four dollars. In addition, they advised 
purchasing six Canadian Paci/c Railway coaches for seventy thou-
sand dollars per unit, with Canadian Paci/c agreeing to overhaul 
the equipment for an additional nine thousand dollars per coach.$ 
While this part of the exercise had been comparatively straightfor-
ward, what followed – writing the storyline and developing the dis-
play – proved to be much more complex.

According to a Centennial “Fact Sheet,” the Confederation Train 
was designed to “bring to the people of Canada a vivid recreation 
of . . . [their] history . . . as well as a unique conception of what the 
future may hold for Canada.”' %e exhibit, a multimedia display 
that incorporated sound, light, odour and three-dimensional exhib-
its, was a massive undertaking. Beginning “one million years ago 
when Canada was a tropical land,”" the story highlighted signi/-
cant historical markers in the country’s past.  By late !"#., how-
ever, there were still problems with the storyline. According to 
one o+cial, while it had “come a long way” and had “improved 
considerably . . . there [was] still some room for improvement.”!& 
Maintaining there was “still too much emphasis on material and 
economic accomplishments,” he expressed concern that “political 
developments and outstanding personalities” were downplayed.!! 
Having reviewed the storyline in detail, he prepared a revised draft, 
incorporating his suggestions. In particular, he recommended the 
storyline “attempt to be equitable in its treatment of all the groups 
and regions in Canada.”!,  “Without exaggerating the contribu-
tion of any one group,” he claimed the exhibit had to recognize the 
duality of Canadian history as, in his opinion, not to do so would 
invite criticism from “a large number of Canadians.”!- Most impor-
tantly, though, he advised senior sta* against taking the “easy way 
out by concentrating on material accomplishments,” arguing that 
the Train and Caravan should “stimulate pride in being Canadian 
and awareness of what this means in terms of problems and con-
)icts.”!. Considering Centennial celebrations were planned to rein-
force national unity, the challenge was how to address the problem 
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of rebellion and dissent in a way that would not undermine com-
mission objectives. Perhaps not surprisingly, examples of historical 
con)ict and political dissent were minimized, with o+cials prefer-
ring instead to interpret the past in a way that reinforced national 
loyalty.

In anticipation of the lines of people waiting to visit the Train 
and Caravan, designers developed exterior displays to keep crowds 
entertained. Organizers also went to great lengths to stress that the 
program was an exciting and unique experience, assuring people 
that even the exteriors of the Train and Caravan, decorated with 
designs by several Canadian artists, were interesting.!0 Along with 
twenty-foot letters spelling “Canada” and “Confederation,” the 
Caravan was covered with images re)ective of Canadian history 
and society. In addition to the exterior graphics, there was also an 
entertainment stage at the entrance to the Caravan, and in the out-
side quadrangle area visitors could view regional display, designed 
to acquaint them with the facts and /gures about their own area. 
Called “triadetics,” the pyramid shapes constructed from skeletal 
frames of aluminium tubing featured mechanical exhibits docu-
menting in sound, light and photos the development of the local 
region. %e British Columbia display, for example, had a model of 
construction equipment used on the Peace River development and 
dozens of helicopter models that whirled with the turn of a crank.  
As the Train and Caravan were open to the public until eleven in 
the evening, the display also featured high-tech lighting that illumi-
nated what planners described as the “modern, even swinging, rep-
resentations of the Canadian scene.”!# 

Eager to di*erentiate the exhibit from a conventional museum 
visit, organizers went to considerable lengths to characterize the 
Train and Caravan as a fun, enjoyable experience. %e press kit 
emphasized the dynamic nature of the exhibit, noting it was “not 
a museum or an art gallery or a history lesson,” suggesting it was 
“more like a time machine trip to visit the people of all walks of life 
who lived and worked, laughed and wept in Canada.”!$ Also, pro-
motional literature, designed to alleviate potential areas of concern, 
took pains to reassure Canadians that text in the Train and Cara-
van was kept to an absolute minimum.!' Secure in the knowledge 
that they would not have to endure a profusion of written material, 
people were eager to visit the display con/dent that it would be a 
pleasant, entertaining experience. %is was in stark contrast to the 
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accepted view of museums as serious places people went to learn 
but certainly not to have fun. 

Described by one scholar as “powerful identity-de/ning 
machines,”!" public museums have, since their inception, played 
an important role in authenticating and legitimizing “the spiritu-
al heritage of the nation.”,& %e roots of the present-day institution 
can be traced back to late-eighteenth-century Europe. Recog-
nized as the “/rst truly modern art museum,” the designation of 
the  Louvre as a national museum in !$"- signalled the birth of the 
public museum as a symbol of civic pride, “political virtue” and 
national sovereignty.,! Transformed from the palace of kings to 
the place of the people, it was a “powerful symbol of the fall of the 
ancien régime and the creation of a new order.”,, Open to all people, 
the museum championed a more democratic vision of society and 
welcomed everyone to visit and learn about the national past. %e 
museum movement )ourished throughout the nineteenth centu-
ry, with many wealthy patrons founding institutions throughout 
Europe and North America, no doubt driven, in part, by the social 
and political prestige conferred on them as a result of their philan-
thropy. Exemplifying a spirit of civic duty and a commitment to the 
common good, the movement also enjoyed support among gov-
ernment o+cials who soon recognized the advantages to be gained 
from establishing public institutions devoted to compiling and pre-
serving an authoritative account of the national collective memory. 

One scholar observed that “historically, it can be argued that 
museums have been created to promote the aspirations of their 
creators.”,- Because while “[m]useums and their . . . exhibitions are 
morally neutral in principle, . . . in practice they always make moral 
statements,” and it is this “alleged innate neutrality . . . that enables 
them to become instruments of power as well as instruments of 
education and experience.”,. 

In the twentieth century, contemporary art and cultural history 
exhibits and collections, both private and public, were “charged 
with the ideology of the sponsor who made the display possible” or 
re)ected the vision of the individual who curated the show.,0 Due 
to the constraints of time and space, curators implement a selec-
tion process that privileges particular objects over others. Typical-
ly organized according to broad thematic historical markers such 
as the ancient world of Greece and Rome, the Medieval or Renais-
sance periods or national milestones, museum exhibits have, tradi-
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tionally, advanced a linear view of the world that illustrates, either 
through works of art or cultural artifacts, how society has “pro-
gressed” to its present state. %roughout the process, however, 
“decisions are made to emphasize one element and to downplay 
others, to assert some truths and to ignore others.”,#

For example, when deciding what to display or how to arrange a 
display, curators base their decisions on what viewers will consid-
er appropriate. However, “assumptions underpinning . . . decisions 
vary according to culture and over time, place, and type of museum 
and exhibit.”,$ Depending on what objects are displayed and how 
they are arranged, museum exhibits can communicate a variety of 
messages to viewers that “either aid or impede . . . appreciation and 
understanding of the visual, cultural, social, and political interest 
of the objects and stories exhibited.”,' Given this, it is perhaps not 
surprising that organizers of the Confederation Train and Cara-
van program, anxious to consider the experiences of all Canadians, 
struggled with what to include in the exhibit and how to arrange 
displays. 

Fearful of tiring or boring visitors with too much text, organiz-
ers made extensive use of historical artifacts and reproductions, 
as well as maps, artwork and photographs. During the late !"#&s, 
museum professionals began to embrace an “interactive,” hands-
on approach that stimulated all the senses and allowed visitors 
to engage in a more pro-active sense. %e aim was to provide “an 
evocative and expressive, rather than a documentary, style of pre-
sentation.”," Instead of presenting a chronological history of Can-
ada, organizers elected to arrange the interior displays into several 
general subject areas, in an e*ort to present an inclusive account 
of the national past. In her memoirs, then Secretary of State Judy 
LaMarsh remarked that “[n]o attempt was made to tell the whole 
story of Canada, only the lasting impressions were there – of lone-
ly, arduous exploration and settlement; of the politics and wars 
and Depression of a growing nation; of its transportation and 
farms and industries.”-& Rather than provide a comprehensive his-
tory, the exhibit was designed to evoke a feeling of pride in visitors 
and, highlighting past achievements, impart an appreciation of the 
Canadian “story.” %is approach exempli/es the principle of the 
collective experience, de-emphasizing di*erences and highlighting 
connections. Fearing that there is no actual consensus about a com-
mon history or the concept of a uni/ed nation, government o+cials 
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design events like Centennial so as to emphasize collective ties, 
no matter how tenuous or arti/cial. %e success of an extravagan-
za like the Confederation Train and Caravan, therefore, depends 
largely on careful planning and e*ective management. 

 Having developed a strategy, organizers then faced the di+cult 
task of how to translate abstract themes and principles into tangi-
ble displays using historical artifacts. Given that “an exhibition is 
a cultural artifact that articulates a producer’s visions, biases, and 
concerns,”-! it is helpful to consider how the exhibit was construct-
ed and structured. By considering what organizers chose to feature 
and display, this study endeavours to provide a better understand-
ing of government goals.

Upon entering the /rst Caravan trailer, “Beginnings,” visitors 
encountered a cave-like wall of prehistoric times, with the Centen-
nial symbol carved into it. As they moved through the exhibit, they 
emerged from the cave and encountered a Gaspé Coast seascape, 
complete with the cries of seagulls and waves lapping against Percé 
Rock, the site of Jacques Cartier’s landing in !0-.. %ere was also 
a map of North America tracing the route taken by the /rst inhab-
itants of the continent, from Asia across the Bering Strait and 
through Alaska to “Canada.” A second map tracked the movement 
of Aboriginal peoples throughout the country, identifying their 
/nal settlement areas. Along with images of settlements, there were 
also several examples of Aboriginal art and culture, including Inuit 
stone carvings, intricate beadwork, artifacts from the West Coast 
Haida, Plains Indian drawings and an Iroquois shield. 

During a promotional preview for CBC Radio, Commissioner 
John Fisher escorted a reporter through the exhibit. %e journal-
ist, obviously impressed with the displays, remarked in amazement 
how the physical environment had shaped society and culture. Lat-
er, as the two men walked through the exhibit highlighting Aborig-
inal culture and society, Fisher commented on the complexity and 
ingenuity of early Aboriginal civilization, telling the reporter they 
“were the greatest do-it-yourself . . . people . . . the world [had] ever 
known.”-, Remarking that “the white man learned a great deal from 
[them],” he concluded that “we owe him so much in the develop-
ment of civilization on this continent.”-- %e reporter graciously 
concurred, remarking that “without the knowledge of the Indian, 
the /rst white men would not have survived.”-. With this o+cial, 
if )eeting, recognition of the important role of Aboriginal culture 
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and society throughout Canadian history, Fisher could rest easy, 
reassured that he had “paid his respects.”

Writing about the Australian Bicentenary !"'' Exhibition, Peter 
Cochrane and David Goodman observed that organizers adopt-
ed the theme of the journey, “an abstraction of the immigration 
experience,” as the central focus of the Bicentennial Exhibition.-0 
Recasting Aborigines as the /rst immigrants to the continent, orga-
nizers highlighted shared experiences and downplayed di*erences. 
Remarking that the celebration was “as much about .&,&&& years 
of the Aborigine and the four weeks of the Vietnamese boat people, 
as it was about ,&& years of the British and their descendants,”-# 
the authors note the general manager of the Australian Bicentenary 
Authority took great pains to emphasize the collective experience. 
%e strategy served as a levelling mechanism, designed to demon-
strate that “everyone has an ethnic background.”-$  While perhaps 
not as obvious, organizers of the Confederation Train and Caravan 
had employed a similar approach. 

Manufacturing a vision of a shared history, organizers worked to 
strengthen national unity and reinforce national identity by high-
lighting collective experiences. Casting North American Aborig-
inals as Canada’s “/rst immigrants,” organizers established a 
common frame of reference that they hoped many non- Aboriginals 
could relate to and understand. %e result was an equalizing e*ect 
that stressed a horizontal perspective of Canadian society in which 
no one cultural group was considered more important than any 
other.
%e immigrant experience was a recurring theme throughout the 

Centennial exhibit, with many displays focusing on the stories of 
the early settlers and the arrival of new Canadians during the late 
nineteenth century. As visitors moved through the Caravan they 
entered the second section, “Exploration and Immigration,” where 
they were greeted by the sound of the voyageurs singing and maps, 
recessed into the )oor, documenting European exploration.-' 
Becoming gradually more detailed, the /nal map, an “aerial photo 
of Canada’s latest land acquisition, the man-made Ile. Ste. Hélène 
in the St. Lawrence River, the site of Expo(#$,”-" served to empha-
size the Canadian spirit of exploration and achievement. %e Cara-
van evoked romantic images of rugged, fearless explorers taming 
a wild country and its inhabitants. A wooden sled, heavily packed 
with furs, spoke of the extraordinary wealth waiting to be exploit-
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ed. In a corner, stored in what was described in the press mate-
rial as a “treasure chest,” were the “the goods the Indians wanted 
for their furs: mirrors, beads, knives, axeheads, crimson )annel.”.&  
Along with artifacts from the fur trade, navigational instruments 
were also on display. %e most famous item was a reproduction of 
Champlain’s astrolabe. 

Engraved into the Caravan walls were the names of well-known 
early explorers: Cartier, Champlain, La Salle, Joliet, Frobisher, 
Hudson, Captain George Vancouver. Speaking to the reporter, 
Fisher, eager to emphasize the exhibit was unbiased, reassured him 
that they had been placed in “no particular preference to any of 
them.”.! On the Train, however, one whole room was dedicated to 
examining Champlain’s role in Canadian history. A large wall map 
traced what promotional material referred to as his “adventures” 
from !#&- to !#," and a picture on the wall highlighted Champ-
lain’s military victories over the Aboriginal community. Champlain 
“the builder” was represented by a picture of Quebec City’s /rst 
building, as he and his men were reputed to have wintered there. 
Finally, visitors faced a life-sized model of Champlain dressed in  
seventeenth-century clothing. Designed to provide people with 
a “vivid impression of . . . [Champlain’s] energy and accomplish-
ments,”., the display presented a selective account of an ideal-
ized historical /gure. Reinforcing the image of a noble man who, 
surviving in a hostile physical and social environment, worked to 
establish New France, designers pro*ered a larger-than-life /gure 
already familiar to many Canadians. Considered by many Canadi-
ans as a national hero, Champlain emerged from the exhibit as a 
proud “founding father.”

Visitors to the Caravan then proceeded to a section that focused 
on the development and growth of Canada prior to Confederation. 
%ey walked through a replica of an eighteenth-century Quebec 
tailor shop. %en, quickly moving from French to English  Canada, 
they found themselves in an Upper Canada tavern, complete with 
the sound of horses’ hooves on the pavement outside. Inside the 
“/replace and lanterns )icker[ed] warmly,”.- and the smell of bees-
wax candles emanated throughout; on the table was a copy of 
William Lyon Mackenzie’s Colonial Advocate of !'-&. Subsequent 
displays highlighted the pre-Confederation battles of Wolfe and 
Montcalm in !$0"; the war of !'!,; French-Canadian militiamen 
and British regulars repelling the American at Chateauguay in !'!- 
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and the Fenian raids into the Maritimes and Quebec. %e sounds of 
battle eventually gave way, however, to material documenting the 
Confederation conferences in Charlottetown and Quebec City. 

Visitors then moved into what was described as the apex of the 
exhibit, the “Confederation Chamber.” Compared to the previous 
sections, this exhibit was stark and simple. %e room, designed as 
a place where people could pause and re)ect, had royal blue walls 
and plush red carpet. %e only display in the room was a sculp-
ture, by Canadian artist Sylvia Lefkovitz, cast in bronze and lit by a 
single spotlight. Lefkovitz, a Canadian sculptor working in Milan, 
had won a competition held by the commission. %e thirty-six 
Fathers of Confederation were cast in the centre of the sculpture. 
%ey were surrounded by citizens from the time, representing all 
walks of life: a farmer, trapper, Aboriginals, housewives and chil-
dren playing...  Stressing that Canadians joined together to build 
Canada, the sculpture articulated the principle of national unity, 
highlighting how Canadians had worked collectively to achieve 
national goals. John Fisher too, talking to the CBC reporter, took 
the opportunity to emphasize the important spirit of cooperation 
highlighted in the work of art. With patriotic music playing in the 
background, Fisher told the reporter that, in his opinion, Char-
lottetown and Quebec resulted in something uniquely Canadian. 
Observing that “Confederation . . . came together without revolu-
tion, without wars, without bloodshed,” and noting that no one 
came to the table “with any guns, or any malicious intent,” Fisher 
took pride in the fact that the Fathers of Confederation were “men 
of goodwill who decided like gentlemen to . . . dream of a nation.”.0  
Downplaying political tensions, both past and present, Fisher invit-
ed guests to take a moment to re)ect on the “good fortune that is 
[theirs] to be Canadian, to be living in this great land.”.# Accord-
ing to the planners, the story of Canada was one of progress and 
constructive development for all citizens. %e subject of histori-
cal con)ict and opposition emerged infrequently in the exhibit, 
with organizers preferring to emphasize stories that reinforced the 
national unity theme and promoted the commonly held convic-
tion that Canada was a tolerant, inclusive and peaceful nation. By 
avoiding overt references to anything potentially di+cult or explo-
sive, organizers designed an exhibit that functioned to instill a 
sense of shared values and emphasized common bonds.
%e treatment of the Riel Rebellion demonstrates the organiz-
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ers’ reluctance to tackle controversial issues. Riel was described in 
press kit material as “brilliant but deranged,”.$ and Riel’s struggle 
was reduced to a brief, overly simpli/ed account. On the Train, the 
/rst Riel Rebellion was represented by Louis Riel’s pistol, a pho-
tograph of Riel and copies of original documents. Planners avoid-
ed any direct or thorough exploration of the historically signi/cant 
event. On the Caravans, organizers chose to display a photo of a 
soldier holding a gun to signify the defeat of the rebels. Press kit 
information noted, in passing, that the Métis “tried again in !''0, 
but failed,” observing curtly that “Riel was executed.”.' With little 
real explanation as to the circumstances of the Rebellion, or any ref-
erence to ongoing contemporary tensions, organizers presented a 
highly sanitized view of Canadian history that was moderated with 
symbols dear to the Canadian mainstream.." For example, designers 
placed a scarlet tunic of the Mounted Police alongside the Riel arti-
facts. As a powerful Canadian symbol of an  institution  treasured by 
many Canadians, the uniform conjured up heroic images of honour-
able, loyal Mounties who, in the end, always got their man. Fash-
ioning the police force as a model of justice and truth, the display 
helped reinforce the view that the Rebellion, as an act of treachery, 
demanded the immediate response and intervention of the govern-
ment. Planners fashioned a story that inspired national loyalty and 
pride, promoted civil obedience and conformity and thwarted alter-
native views that might have undermined the status quo. 

Similarly, a section chronicling the construction of the Canadian 
Paci/c Railway highlighted the e*orts of William Van Horne and 
/nancier Donald Smith, seen driving in the last spike, rather than 
the hundreds of workers who laboured to complete the mammoth 
project. Displays documenting the wave of immigration at the turn 
of the twentieth century too made little reference to the personal 
struggles and tragedies faced by new immigrant families. Instead, 
visitors to the Train walked past “illuminated panels of glowing yel-
low grain.” In the background they heard “strains of ethnic songs” 
and saw beautiful displays of Ukrainian traditional dress.0& With 
bucolic images of golden wheat /elds on the Prairies and colour-
ful, uplifting examples of ethnic culture, planners promoted the 
more familiar vision of Canada as a remarkable land of opportu-
nity, choosing not to consider the hardships and discrimination 
that lay ahead for many of the new Canadians. Likely in an e*ort 
to avoid criticism for having organized such a highly managed 
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event, organizers did not remove all references to Canada’s di+cult 
past. Organizers did not, however, adopt a judgmental tone or sug-
gest systemic inequity or racism, choosing not to impart feelings of 
guilt. Even with these occasional references to tensions in the his-
torical landscape, the dominant theme throughout the exhibit pro-
moted the commonly held view of Canada as a  sanctuary.

One of the most graphic displays described in some detail the 
 horror of trench warfare during World War I. Visitors walked “past 
a gritty army blanket used as a door” and found themselves in a 
muddy trench, the )oor littered with “clips and rounds of ammu-
nition, . . . empty mess kits and bully beef tins, [a] gas mask and a 
ri)e.”0! %e sounds of exploding shells, as well as ri)e and machine-
gun /re, helped amplify the visceral experience, and visitors no 
doubt left convinced of the old adage that “War Is Hell.” Perhaps 
to help clear the disturbing sights and sounds of war from their 
minds, visitors then walked into a lively scene from the Roaring 
Twenties, replete with honky-tonk music, a racoon skin-coat, potted 
palms and a Mack Sennet movie playing on the screen. “Another 
abrupt division between eras await[ed] beyond [a] beaded curtain,” 
however, as people confronted a grim news headline announcing 
the stock market crash of !",". With photos of unemployed men 
travelling the railway and images of the Great Trek from Vancou-
ver to Ottawa, as well as reproductions of signs declaring, “No Men 
Wanted,” organizers managed to impart some feeling of a period 
characterized by desperation and hopelessness. Visitors then heard 
the familiar sounds of war as the exhibit shifted to World War II. 
Just as quickly, however, they moved forward to contemporary soci-
ety, with displays championing Canadian achievements in science, 
medicine, industry, the arts and international a*airs in the post-war 
period. 
%e /nal section of the Train and Caravan was devoted to an 

exploration of the future, but according to organizers “not in 
the conventional manner of predictions, collections or imagined 
future scapes.”0, Instead, the Canadian Government Exhibition 
Commission, the group charged with designing the exhibit, sug-
gested the section include “a series of questions, comments and 
facts gathered from a group of interested and interesting Canadi-
ans.”0- Intended to be “visually uncomplicated” so visitors could 
re)ect on what they had seen, it also a*orded guests an opportu-
nity to give some thought to the questions posed. Organizers were 
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 concerned,  however, about what questions should be asked. Con-
sideration was given as to the appropriate balance between “seri-
ous” questions that invited re)ection on the future of the country 
and questions that would simply inspire visitors and “leave them in 
an elated frame of mind.”0.  %e challenge was to create a contem-
plative atmosphere that invited Canadians to celebrate the nation-
al achievements and successes of the past one hundred years, while 
also considering what the future held for them as individuals and 
as citizens. %e challenge was to design something that, while not 
obviously political, furthered, indirectly, the political objectives 
of the commission. %e executive remained con/dent that plan-
ners would achieve a proper balance and exercise sensitivity when 
deciding how best to address the problems that lay ahead for the 
country. As visitors left the exhibit, they saw a “swirl of [familiar] 
faces”00: Barry Morse, Harry Jerome, Wayne and Shuster, Kate 
Reid, Oscar Peterson, Pierre Berton, Robert Goulet, Gordie Howe, 
Paul Anka. But as they progressed down the corridor there were 
also “portraits of unidenti/ed Canadian men, women and children 
softly spotlighted, re)ecting a variety of moods and expressions.”0# 
%e music, Bobby Gimby’s Centennial song, “CA-NA-DA!,” 

played in the background, sung in both French and English by the 
Young Canada Singers, a group of ten-year-olds from Montreal and 
Toronto.0$ Described in promotional material as almost deafening, 
the sound level helped build a dramatic and emotional atmosphere 
“in an attempt to stir the thousands of Canadians”0' who visited the 
Train and Caravan, thereby inspiring pride and enthusiasm as they 
ventured in the post-Centennial era. According to a press release, 
organizers expected that visitors would “come out feeling what a 
great country [Canada] is and what a future it has, rather than with 
the simple satisfaction of having seen a good exhibit.”0" One thing 
was certain: before long, the Gimby song became a surprise hit and 
a memorable highlight of the national anniversary. 

Gimby, a “Toronto society orchestra leader,”#& had approached 
Vickers & Benson, the commission’s advertising /rm, in !"## with 
words and music for a Centennial song. %e Centennial Commis-
sion agreed to underwrite an initial recording and, in addition, paid 
Gimby seven hundred and /fty dollars for the unlimited use of the 
song in several promotional spots on television and radio. Organiz-
ers also used the “catchy tune”#! as background music at provincial 
meetings held to organize the Confederation Train and Caravan. It 
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was also used in the /lm Preview ’%$. Immediately, it generated real 
enthusiasm and was soon considered by many as an uno+cial Cen-
tennial song. Eventually, realizing they had a “hit” on their hands, 
the Commission Executive Committee authorized the purchase of 
the copyright and its promotion as the o+cial Centennial song. %e 
commission also secured Gimby for the duration of the Centenni-
al year, arranging for him to play the o+cial song at many o+cial 
events. Dressed in green tights and a cape, he captivated audi-
ences and, reminiscent of the Pied Piper, generated great excite-
ment among Canadian children.#, In January !"#$, ,0,&&& copies 
of the recording were shipped to retail outlets across the country 
and within days dealers had sold them and were “going crazy with 
requests.”#-  Distributors projected sales in excess of ,0&,&&& cop-
ies, a record number for Canada. As Centennial year drew to a close 
most Canadians were familiar with the song, having heard it in 
school, at home, on the radio and at numerous Centennial events. 
While organizers had hoped Canadians would remember their vis-
it to the Confederation Train or Caravan, it was soon evident that 
most people, especially children, remembered the ubiquitous “CA-
NA-DA!” more than any other Centennial event.#. 

%e Train and Caravan was an enormous success, and after only 
four weeks on the road, the attendance at the eight caravans sur-
passed all the projected estimates. Within a sixteen-week period, 
/ve million people had visited the Caravan, far exceeding the /gure 
predicted for the full twenty-eight week project. By early October 
!"#$, more than six million people had toured the Caravan. Atten-
dance numbers were similarly impressive for the Train, with well 
over two million people having visited the exhibit by the fall of 
!"#$. By the end of the run, ,.0 million people from #- communi-
ties had visited the Train and #.0 million from #00 communities had 
seen the eight Caravans that travelled to remote areas of the coun-
try not supported by rail service. Interestingly, /gures tracking 
attendance as a percentage of provincial population revealed that 
the Caravan, designed to reach remote, rural areas, was the most 
heavily attended with close to 0& percent of residents visiting the 
displays. No doubt, the fact that the exhibit was free and the “only 
show in town” likely accounts, in some part, for the high atten-
dance in rural Canada. In the Maritimes and Northwest Territories, 
the percentages surpassed the 0& percent mark and the Yukon /g-
ures, at !.$ percent, suggested that attendance exceeded the local 
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population.#0 %at Canadians in remote areas were so supportive 
likely surprised commission sta* who, back in !"#., had decided 
not to support an exhibit designed to tour the north.

In January !"#., the commission considered a proposal to devel-
op a Centennial exhibit that would be carried by barge over the 
 Mackenzie River system. After considerable discussion the exec-
utive rejected the proposal, deciding it was imprudent given the 
“high cost and low return of the [project].”## Nevertheless, the 
project was pursued privately, and on June !$, !"#$, “[a]n Indi-
an Princess smashed a bottle of domestic champagne . . . to launch 
Canada’s Centennial barge – a -, day )oating birthday party for 
remote settlements of Great Slave Lake and the Mackenzie  River.”#$ 
%e one-hundred-and-twenty-foot Radium !++ left Hay River, a 
community seven hundred miles north of Edmonton, for the eigh-
teen-hundred-mile journey to the Arctic Ocean. Edward Horton, 
who had /rst pitched the idea to the commission, told the gathered 
crowd that “he hoped it would help unite the north, and give north-
erners the feeling that ‘we and the people down river are part of 
 Canada.’”#'

As Centennial year drew to a close, planners were no doubt 
delighted to learn that, due to its popularity, requests were )ood-
ing into Ottawa to repeat the tour in !"#' for those people who had 
missed the /rst tour. Perhaps the only disappointment for organiz-
ers were the /gures tracking the Train attendance in Quebec. With 
#& percent of the tour /nished, only 0.0 percent of Quebeckers had 
visited the exhibit, compared with -' percent of the population 
that went to see the Caravan display.#" %e discrepancy between the 
/gures supported the /ndings of a survey conducted earlier by the 
government illustrating graphically the level of discontent among 
a growing number of educated, urban residents who were not satis-
/ed with Quebec’s position in the Confederation.

From the beginning, organizers had expressed concern that Que-
bec would not support the Train and Caravan project. %erefore, 
keen to avoid any awkwardness, planners devoted a great deal of 
attention to the details of the exhibit. In late !"##, a Francophone 
sta* person toured the Confederation Train exhibit and, noting 
several potential “problems,” made recommendations for improve-
ment of displays to planning sta*. He advised using more French-
language newspapers to illustrate events like the Depression and 
the Second World War. Noting that most of the material was taken 
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from Le Droit, he suggested drawing examples from a broader selec-
tion of French papers such as Le Devoir, Montréal-Matin, Le Soleil, 
L’Action, La Tribune or Le Nouvelliete.  While he did not “believe that 
this point would be criticized by French groups in the West,” he did 
think that it would be “in Quebec City, in Sherbrooke and in Trois-
Rivière and in Montreal.”$&  %e individual also commented that 
an exhibit composed of unilingual tra+c signs would be improved 
if designers made greater use of the international signs that used 
symbols rather than words. In any case, he suggested that there 
should be a mix of English, French and bilingual material through-
out the exhibits. Organizers, already having responded to concerns 
about display material, had implemented changes to the exhibit in 
an e*ort to secure the ongoing support of the Quebec provincial 
government. %e problem had involved a controversial display pro-
posed by designers during the developmental stage.

Planners had considered holding a competition for school-age 
children across the country. %ey would be asked to draw pictures 
illustrating what, in their view, were the causes of Confederation. 
%e pictures were then to have been displayed in a section of the 
Train and Caravan highlighting Confederation. %e Province of 
Quebec, however, through the Department of Education, object-
ed, saying they would not participate in the contest, believing the 
concept was too political. Quebec noti/ed the commission that 
“should [it] mount drawings identi/ed as by children from schools 
in other provinces in the two caravans intended for the Province of 
Quebec, the Provincial government would withdraw all coopera-
tion for [the] project.”$!  After extending an apology to the Quebec 
government “for the mishandling of [their] relations with Quebec 
in this matter,” the commission passed a resolution at their March 
meeting authorizing the Canadian Government Exhibition Com-
mission “to assemble material to be used as an alternative manner 
of illustrating the causes of Confederation in that particular section 
of the Caravans.”$,  Eager to avoid public criticism and keen to have 
Quebeckers participate in the national anniversary, federal o+cials 
preferred to remove the o*ending section and, whenever possible, 
emphasize the bilingual character of Canadian society. %e inci-
dent demonstrated the fragility of the relationship between Quebec 
and Ottawa. Subsequently, organizers proceeded cautiously when 
it came to promoting Centennial in Quebec, as the celebration con-
tinued to receive mixed reviews in the province. Quebeckers were 
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more willing to celebrate the possibilities of the future than re)ect 
on the past, as there seemed little to celebrate. Sensitive to this sen-
timent, exhibit designers chose to accentuate national themes that 
demonstrated how Canadians, working  cooperatively, triumphed 
against great odds, rather than highlight divisive moments in the 
historical record. 

Given that the goal of Centennial was to strengthen national 
unity, it is perhaps not surprising that organizers chose to inter-
pret contested moments in Canadian history as examples of how 
Canadians had “weathered the storm” and managed to emerge 
even stronger. %roughout the exercise exhibit designers tried, per-
haps in vain, to reconcile competing visions of the Canadian social 
and political landscape. %is, of course, in)uenced the choices 
the designers made when constructing the story. While organiz-
ers introduced innovative display techniques into the Train and 
Caravan exhibits, producing a theatrical experience, complete with 
lights, sounds and actors, they did not seriously challenge the tra-
dition of using the institution as a tool to universalize and normal-
ize national narratives. While the familiar temple-like facade of the 
conventional museum was absent, and the tone was distinctly fun 
and friendly, the exhibit, nonetheless, re)ected elements of the con-
ventional museum experience. Like conventional museum settings, 
the Centennial exhibit was a special space, “reserved for a particu-
lar kind of contemplation and learning experience . . . [that demand-
ed] . . .  a special quality of attention – what Victor Turner called 
‘liminality.’”$- Following a route that told a story designed to ampli-
fy feelings of community pride and promote goodwill among Cana-
dians, many visitors left the exhibit con/dent that Canadians were 
honourable people who shared many common stories and experi-
ences. While there were moments, such as the Quebec “incident,” 
when the “audience [had] its way of escaping control, from refusing 
to follow the exhibition plan,”$. the vast majority of visitors identi-
/ed with the vision of Canada portrayed throughout the exhibit. 
Imparting a sense of a shared national identity, it united visitors, 
reminding them of historical traditions and accomplishments com-
mon to all Canadians. %rough the vehicle of public ritual and dis-
play, the Train and Caravan exhibits functioned to advance existing 
cultural and social norms and promote the ideals of mainstream 
Canadian society. In this context, the exhibit presented a large-
ly “invented tradition,” presenting a highly sanitized vision of the 
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Canadian historical past. 
At the opening ceremony in Victoria to launch the Train, Secre-

tary of State Judy LaMarsh stated that it was her “hope and con-
viction” that the Confederation Train would “add a new strength 
and a new meaning to . . . national unity.”$0 If organizers measured 
the exhibit’s success by the number of people who lined up to visit 
the Train or Caravan, they would have been correct to declare that 
it was, without doubt, one of the most successful projects spon-
sored by the Centennial Commission.  It is more di+cult, how-
ever, to gauge success based on whether the exhibit succeeded in 
strengthening national unity. Nevertheless, it did articulate a vision 
of Canadian national identity that resonated with many Canadians, 
who, having waited patiently in long lines to walk back in time, 
emerged from the exhibit ready to move into a bright, new future.
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Chapter 4 
A Fair to Remember:  
Expo!67

“A fair is for the masses and not for the thinkers. What the 
masses want are monuments.”

Mayor Jean Drapeau 

After attending the !"0' Brussels Exhibition as the Canadian rep-
resentative for the Canada Day celebrations, Senator Marc Drouin 
returned home to Montreal convinced that Canadians should host 
an international exhibition as the centrepiece of Centennial cel-
ebrations in !"#$. While the Government Exhibition Commission 
questioned the wisdom of staging such a large event, remarking 
that while it was “technically possible,” it was “hardly worth the 
e*ort,”! the idea attracted the attention of the newly elected Mon-
treal mayor, Jean Drapeau. Within no time Drapeau was champi-
oning the Expo project to anyone who would listen. He was not, 
however, the /rst person to consider the merits of hosting an inter-
national exhibition in Montreal.

In !'"0, A.S. Brodeur “published drawings showing the islands 
in the middle of the St. Lawrence River . . . as a suitable location for 
an international exhibition.”,  %e proposed site, Ile Ste. Hélène, 
was never used, however, as both the !"!$ and the !"., exhibi-
tions were cancelled due to war. In fact, Montreal almost missed 
the opportunity to host the event again, as initially the Soviet 
Union had secured the right to host the !"#$ Exhibition to cele-
brate the /ftieth anniversary of the Russian Revolution. Fortunate-
ly for Montreal, however, as costs mounted, Moscow experienced 
a change of heart and eventually withdrew from the project. Mayor 
Drapeau seized the opportunity to submit a bid and forwarded an 
application to Paris immediately. According to popular legend, the 
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paperwork arrived at the o+cial headquarters just as the deadline 
for receiving renewed applications expired. Montreal is reputed 
to have been the only city that met the deadline, and it is suggest-
ed that this was due, in large part, to Drapeau’s “eyes and ears” in 
Europe, Georges Marchais.- 

Marchais was a “wine-dealer with astonishing connections in all 
the capitals of Europe.”. Marchais was reputed to have worked for 
Le deuxième bureau, the French intelligence agency; along the way, 
he cultivated useful relationships with many of Europe’s most pow-
erful people and enjoyed extraordinary access to European power 
brokers and decision makers. Appointed by Drapeau as Le Con-
seiller Chargé de Mission pour l’Europe, Marchais was charged 
with keeping the mayor informed of the “situation” on the con-
tinent. Perhaps more importantly, though, Drapeau anticipated 
that Marchais, capitalizing on his social and political connections, 
would take every opportunity to promote the worthiness of the 
Canadian application.0 

In addition to enlisting people like Marchais to advance the 
Canadian submission, Drapeau also lobbied the Conservative 
government vigorously in an e*ort to secure their support for the 
city’s bid to host the exhibition. Also, cognizant of the unpredict-
able nature of politics, Drapeau spoke to Leader of the Opposi-
tion Lester B. Pearson, detailing the bene/ts of backing the rather 
grandiose project. In his memoirs, Pearson recalls Drapeau’s visit, 
remarking that he thought the mayor’s “plans for Expo . . . were 
quite literally out of this world.”# Pearson describes how Drapeau, 
sensing the future prime minister’s skepticism, spread his plans on 
the )oor and set about to convince him that Expo was a worth-
while project. Looking back, Pearson agreed, conceding that it had 
been a highly memorable and successful event. In those early days, 
however, few people shared Drapeau’s uncompromising vision 
and unwavering conviction that Expo would be a hit. On Novem-
ber !"#,, Montreal was awarded the right to stage the six-month-
long event, and Drapeau had his opportunity to prove the skeptics 
wrong.  

From the start the venture was fraught with di+culties, not the 
least of which was the challenge of deciding where to locate the 
enormous fair. Several sites were considered.$ Drapeau, however, 
favoured enlarging the existing St. Lawrence island of Ste. Hélène, 
but it could not be made large enough to accommodate the vast 
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fair. Undeterred, Drapeau, ever the visionary, proposed construct-
ing a new island adjacent to Ile Ste. Hélène. Eventually, after quar-
rying nearly twenty-/ve million tons of /ll and depositing it into 
the St. Lawrence, Canada’s newest land acquisition was christened 
Ile Nôtre Dame, no doubt in deference to its famous Parisian name-
sake. Even with this job behind them, however, organizers still 
faced a gargantuan task. With less than /ve years remaining until 
the opening of the gates, organizers had to develop an enormous 
facility that would be larger than many Canadian small towns. In 
an e*ort to ensure the success of the event, the government assem-
bled a motivated team of professionals to plan and run Expo(#$.

Pierre Dupy, Canada’s ambassador to France, was appointed  
commissioner-general of Expo,' and during the months leading 
up to the event he succeeded in encouraging sixty-one countries to 
participate. Dupy’s deputy commissioner, local businessman Rob-
ert Shaw, was “vested with the job of creating and running Expo.”" 
In turn, Shaw retained retired army colonel Edward Churchill 
as director of installations. According to author Robert Fulford, 
Churchill “soon became Expo’s favourite legend,”!& renowned for 
implementing the Critical Path Method!! of scheduling and organi-
zation. In addition to the Critical Path Method, however, Churchill 
made e*ective use of the emerging technology of computers. He 
also implemented /nancial incentives to ensure contractors com-
pleted work on time and, most importantly, engineered a “peace 
treaty with the province’s big labour federations” to guarantee the 
project did not fall behind schedule.!, While Churchill was often 
praised for completing the Herculean task of building Expo(#$, one 
critic put the accomplishments in perspective, remarking that  
“ [m]uch is made about what Churchill, Shaw and those other guys 
did at Expo . . . but when you throw that kind of money around, it’s 
not hard to get problems solved and get something built.”!- 

In !"#,, the Canadian World Exhibition Corporation, the admin-
istrative body charged with organizing and overseeing Expo, was 
established by an act of Parliament. %e terms agreed to saw the 
federal government pay 0& percent of the cost of Expo, “the prov-
ince -$1 percent and the Montreal area municipal governments 
!,1 percent.”!.  According to historian J.M. Bumsted, the “total 
cost of Expo(#$, estimated at $!#$ million in !"#., can never truly 
be calculated,” as “indirect expenses” for infrastructure improve-
ments, $0&& million for highway construction and $-&& million to 
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build pavilions on the site “were not included in the o+cial cost of 
$.-& million.”!0 It was a massive undertaking, “a mega project on 
a scale equal to the construction of the transcontinental railway or 
the St. Lawrence Seaway.”!# Early on, the project was criticized, and 
during the construction phase people in both Quebec and the rest 
of Canada questioned the suitability of the massive expenditures 
for the project. 
%e mayor of Granby, Quebec, Paul Trépanier, observed that 

while money was found to build massive monuments and build-
ings, “needy families of Montreal, Quebec, Sherbrooke, and Trois 
Rivière [continued] to wallow in unsanitary dwellings.”!$ Drapeau 
only served to exacerbate the situation when, showing little sensi-
tivity to critics’ concerns, he ordered the “construction of . . . blue 
and white fences seven feet high to mask the poverty”of the inner-
city.!' Responding to criticism of his increasingly autocratic man-
agement style, Drapeau is reported to have said that “[w]hat every 
team needs is one big star.”!" Drapeau was Expo’s star. Given 
his grandiose, )amboyant style, it is not surprising to learn that 
Drapeau promoted the idea of building a monument, reminiscent 
of the Ei*el Tower, on the Expo site.

Initially there was even some discussion surrounding a propos-
al to dismantle the famous Parisian tower and reassemble it at the 
Montreal exhibition site, leaving in its place a sign that read: “Gone 
to Montreal for Expo(#$.” While recognizing the logistical and 
/nancial challenges of such a public relations stunt, one observer 
commented that, in fact, the idea was scrapped because the owners 
of the Tower worried that once the Parisian landmark was removed 
it might never be reassembled.,&  Drapeau denied that the Ei*el 
Tower plan was serious, but he continued to promote constructing 
a modern monument, and in the winter of !"#. he unveiled a model 
of the proposed tower to considerable fanfare. Shortly thereafter 
city councillors approved funding to study the project in greater 
detail and Expo commissioners approved the project. %e proj-
ect was eventually abandoned, however, because, as the lowest bid 
exceeded the estimated cost of twenty-two million dollars by six 
million dollars, it was decided that the tower was too expensive to 
build.,! Drapeau had to wait until the !"$# Olympics to build his 
tower. Undaunted, Drapeau moved the Expo project forward at 
breakneck speed, masterfully defending and justifying the grow-
ing expenditures. While in the view of some Canadians the Expo 
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extravaganza represented a tremendous misuse of funds, for others 
it was a worthwhile and positive exercise.

In a commemorative article written in !""#, David Eley remarked 
that he moved to Montreal in !"## and watched “the physical con-
struction of the fair site from a distance.”,, In his view, “the build-
ing process . . . [was] an important experience for Canada, but more 
particularly for the province of Quebec and the city of Montreal.”,- 
It signalled the “coming of age of the Quiet Revolution” and a time 
when the province “hosted the . . . world” and was “embraced by the 
attention, a*ection and admiration of . . . nations.”,.  Like host cities 
before it, it was Montreal’s moment to step into the limelight.

Beginning with the /rst International Exhibition in London in 
!'0!, the early International Exhibition movement was concerned 
primarily with highlighting the achievements of trade and indus-
try. %e London exhibition, held in Joseph Paxton’s Crystal Palace, 
celebrated British technological and political supremacy. Visitors 
encountered a wide array of displays highlighting the Empire’s 
technological progress and innovation. Similarly, cultural exhib-
its emphasized western superiority, presenting non-European cul-
tures as “uncivilized” and “primitive.” Nevertheless, they provided 
a colourful backdrop and were su+ciently exotic to be of interest 
to the curious crowds. %e !'#$ Paris Exhibition, the “/rst example 
of a true thematic exhibition,” signalled a change in display style 
and a shift in focus. By the close of the century, fairs were no longer 
organized simply as a means to “bolster trade,” but rather with the 
more ambitious aim of energizing a )agging economy or strength-
ening national pride.,0 

According to historian John Allwood, as the International Exhi-
bition movement evolved, organizers recognized that the success of 
the event hinged increasingly on two critical components: “show-
manship and an audience.”,# Responding to public demand, orga-
nizers developed exhibitions that were more thematically cohesive 
and functioned to both entertain and educate visitors. Allwood 
notes that

[as] international exhibitions became a fashionable form of 
international public relations, indeed a mandatory exercise 
if the country was to be classed with the world powers, so it 
became less important to consider /nancial pro/t as one of 
the major motives.,$
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However, in an e*ort to rationalize the vast sums of money spent, 
organizers frequently found it helpful to organize exhibitions 
around a signi/cant historic event or theme.,' %e !''" Paris Expo-
sition, for example, commemorated the centenary of the French 
Revolution, while the !"&. St. Louis Exposition observed the Loui-
siana Purchase of !'&-. 

By the turn of the twentieth century, fairs had become more and 
more spectacular, as organizers competed to eclipse the achieve-
ments of previous host countries. At the !"&. St. Louis Exposition 
visitors were faced with a nine-mile walk to review the largest agri-
cultural display ever assembled, and an eleven-acre /eld showcased 
the latest )ying technology, with hot air balloons, kites, )ying 
machines and airships on display.," Canada participated in many 
of these early exhibitions, sending displays highlighting Canadian 
culture and society. In the case of the St. Louis exhibition, however, 
“the ornate pavilion [was] used only for receptions and as a head-
quarters for the national contingent.”-& By !"#$ the situation had 
changed, as Canadians, not content to simply participate, prepared 
to host what many people anticipated would be the best world 
exhibition organized up to that point. 
%e theme of the Montreal exposition, Terre des Homes, trans-

lated as Man and His World, was inspired by the book of the same 
title by French author Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. Variations on the 
principal theme included Man the Explorer, Man the Creator, Man 
the Producer, Man in the Community and Man the Provider, with 
each motif becoming a pavilion or complex of pavilions. According 
to one observer, 

%e aim was to communicate to each visitor the complexity, 
the wonder, and . . . the dangers of the world in which he lives; 
to penetrate the mysteries of science . . . to take a glance at 
the world of tomorrow; and . . . to bring home to the visitor 
that he himself is the central point in all of this. He is not just 
a passive spectator . . .but an active participant, in charge of 
his own destiny amid constant change.-!

In an e*ort to emphasize the international scope of the fair, orga-
nizers devised an ingenious strategy to encourage guests to the 
fair to visit all the pavilions. Rather than follow tradition and sell 
admission tickets, they chose instead to issue “passports.” As visi-
tors moved from pavilion to pavilion, their passports were stamped 
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with visas, giving visitors the impression that they had journeyed 
abroad.
%e international press raved about the fair, with reporters from 

all over the globe declaring Expo a magni/cent success. %ey 
praised Canada for hosting an event that was unlike any oth-
er world fair and that did not simply duplicate past European or 
American examples. According to the media from overseas, Expo 
gave expression to a uniquely Canadian vision, one that left visi-
tors with the sense that Canada had “grown up.” Expo projected 
an atmosphere of con/dence and sophistication that severely sub-
verted the heretofore commonly held view that presented Can-
ada as something of a cultural and industrial backwater, largely 
dependent on the support of other, stronger nations. Much to the 
delight of organizers, media coverage of the fair was extensive, 
with articles appearing in professional trade journals, magazines 
and newspapers, as well as coverage on television and radio. Some 
American radio stations even provided daily Expo updates, with 
“one radio station, in Washington, D.C., broadcast[ing] the tem-
perature at Expo every morning, along with . . .  regular weather 
reports” throughout the day.-, When criticism was directed toward 
Expo, it was, according to one journalist, likely to have come from 
a  Canadian.-- In an article for the New York Review, for example, 
Montreal resident and writer Mordecai Richler described Expo as a 
“good-taste Disneyland.”-. 

From the beginning, many Canadians had expressed reserva-
tions about the planned exhibition, fearful that it would overshad-
ow planned Centennial celebrations and drain funding from the 
national event. While there was enthusiastic support for the fair in 
the host province, elsewhere Canadians were less certain about the 
project. Writing in December !"#-, a journalist from an Alberta 
newspaper, the Ponoka Herald, remarked, 

another year is just about /nished and still there is little or 
nothing in the way of de/nite, concrete projects to mark Can-
ada’s !&&th birthday in !"#$ . . . Montreal’s proposed world 
fair for !"#$ has little or no meaning for the rest of Canada. 
%e most that can be said for it is that it is a tourist promo-
tion deal for Montreal and adjacent points for Quebec.-0

Complaining that the few meetings held to consider how to prepare 
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for Centennial usually “evaporat[ed] into a vague talk about bicul-
turalism – in both French and English,”-# the journalist expressed 
serious reservations about the event. Two years later another jour-
nalist declared he was concerned that Ottawa had not managed 
to generate su+cient interest in the national anniversary, argu-
ing that the “further away from Ottawa one gets, the less inter-
est there is in the coming Centennial.”-$ Writing that the “most 
widely publicized event – the Montreal World’s Fair – has been 
trumped up as a national a*air,” he noted that “like all world’s 
fairs, it remains the primary concern of its place of origin . . . and not 
something . . . Canadians [could] easily identify with the concept of 
nationhood.”-'  

Other Canadians shared these concerns and worried about 
how the multimillion-dollar project would a*ect Centennial 
 Commission celebrations. Initially, the federal government had 
committed to support the world fair to the tune of twenty million 
dollars, observing that any additional funding would be secured by 
way of temporary loans guaranteed by Canada and the Province of 
Quebec.-" %e formula seemed relatively straightforward, but there 
was continuing unease among Centennial supporters. No doubt 
they were not reassured when, at a !"#. press conference, a journal-
ist asked whether there was a ceiling for Expo funding and Pearson 
replied no..& Similarly Centennial organizers were dismayed by the 
rumours circulating about the mounting project costs of the exhi-
bition..! Reports about escalating costs only served to amplify the 
fears of Centennial advocates and a+rm misgivings many support-
ers initially expressed when the government had /rst considered 
supporting Montreal’s bid to host the event.

As early as !"#&, Senator Donald Cameron had asked wheth-
er the World’s Fair could not “be brought to Canada in some year 
other than !"#$.”., In order that there “be no misunderstanding,” 
Cameron reassured those present that he thought the Fair would 
be good for business and that “Canada, particularly Montreal and 
Quebec, would derive a lot of useful advertising and publicity from 
the venture.”.- And while he did not consider Centennial and Expo 
mutually exclusive, he did worry that it would result in the redirec-
tion of government funding from Centennial to Expo. He urged 
the government to “give immediate assurance that the substantial 
contribution to the Fair [would] not be used as an excuse to curtail 
things that should be done for the Centennial.”..  
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In !"#,, the Canadian Citizenship Council passed a resolution 
recommending the board of directors make a presentation to the 
federal Cabinet urging them not to take the funds for the Montreal 
World Fair out of the one hundred million dollars already allocated 
for the Centenary..0 During the discussion that followed, commit-
tee members agreed that, while it “would be an error not to con-
sider the Montreal World Fair as a worthy Centenary project, . . . the 
Fair should not displace other Centenary projects either fund-wise 
or personnel wise.”.#  %e group also thought the Fair should come 
under the authority of Trade and Commerce rather than the “still-
to-be appointed Centennial Commission.”.$ Private citizens too 
expressed concern about the public perception of the government-
sponsored event. 

T.H. Taylor wrote to advise then Secretary of State Judy LaMarsh 
that there was an “urgency to bring the centennial out from under 
the shadow of Expo(#$.”.' Taylor had been watching the evening 
CTV News and was greatly disturbed when an M.P. suggested that 
Expo(#$ was the “focal point of Canada’s centenary celebrations.”." 
Disagreeing, Taylor characterized Expo as a commercial venture 
that appealed to an international audience, whereas Centennial, 
by contrast, involved primarily Canadians and was, in his view, a 
largely spiritual and patriotic event. In closing, he suggested that 
when “people talk[ed] about Expo to the exclusion of the centenni-
al,”0& it had an adverse a*ect on the national celebration. It proved 
to be a continuing challenge for commission sta*, who, while keen 
to /nd a way for Quebec to participate and celebrate, were sensi-
tive to the possibility that the success of Expo might eclipse com-
mission events. %eir fears were not, as it turned out, completely 
 unfounded. 

Expo certainly did garner the lion’s share of media coverage, with 
the international press, in particular, covering the event extensive-
ly. %is helped blur the distinction between the events for many 
Canadians, with few people appreciating that two separate organi-
zations were responsible for each project. Given, however, that the 
Fair generated a great deal of interest and excitement, particular-
ly in the host province, it was not really a disadvantage that many 
Canadians believed it was an o+cial Centennial project. In the /nal 
analysis, the majority of Expo visitors were from the United States 
(...' percent), Montreal (,#." percent) and the province of Qué-
bec (..' percent). While almost ,& percent of visitors were from the 
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rest of Canada, there is nothing to suggest that this had a negative 
impact on Centennial events and programs sponsored by the com-
mission.0! It is more likely that Centennial was a bene/ciary of the 
Expo(#$ hype, as the press coverage probably inspired people to 
get involved and participate.

While the Centennial Commission and Expo organizers did not 
work together a great deal during planning stages, believing the 
two “events” were distinct, they did look to capitalize on opportu-
nities to act cooperatively, especially organizers from Expo, who 
wished to involve as many “investors” as possible. Mayor Drapeau, 
for example, approached the commission in late !"#0, inviting them 
to consider publicizing Centennial events in what he described as a 
Canadian Guide of Centennial Year that would highlight Expo(#$ 
as the main event. Remarking that it was a “known and regretted 
fact  . . . that . . . the people of Montreal and . . . the area . . . have the 
impression that Expo(#$ is the sum total of the Canadian e*ort for 
Centennial,”0, he proposed that the guide, a calendar of events, 
would induce Canadians and foreign visitors to travel throughout 
the country to participate in other Centennial events. Similarly, in 
his view, it would help attract interest from Canadians outside of 
Quebec in Expo. Shrewdly exploiting the Centennial theme of unity, 
Drapeau suggested support for the guide would help further both 
projects and thereby help Canadians better understand the “relation-
ship of Expo(#$ with the overall federal Centennial program.”0- 

%e Commission Executive Committee thanked Mayor Drapeau 
for his presentation but voted to proceed with the proposal only 
after it had been given further study by the “appropriate authori-
ties within the Government.”0. %e commission, wary of associat-
ing Centennial with a commercial product, did not immediately 
consider that the project was worthy of their support. In the end, 
 however, after the obligatory period of study, the commission 
decided to proceed and purchased sixty-four pages in the guide, at 
/ve thousand dollars per page. Anticipating the commission would 
use only twenty of these pages, they elected to approach the prov-
inces to advertise their local events at the same rate per page. While 
the two organizations joined forces for this project and continued 
to liaise as Centennial year approached, the link was somewhat arti-
/cial, with each group pursuing their own objectives largely inde-
pendent of each other.

Like Centennial, however, Expo had an o+cial song that caught 
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the imagination of visitors and captured the spirit of the moment. 
%e lyrics spoke of a “magic island,” where visitors would “step into 
a dream . . . like a painted summer scene.” Certainly many of the 
pavilions were fantastical, conjuring up images of extraordinary, 
modern worlds where anything was possible. Dr. Karl Schwanzer, 
who designed the Austrian pavilion, remarked that Expo  exhibited 
“[t]he most exciting collection of buildings” he had ever seen.00 
And architects visiting from around the world agreed. With designs 
that challenged accepted construction practices, tradition was 
scrapped in favour of exciting new designs. %e German pavil-
ion, designed by Otto Frei, was an enormous plastic tent, and the 
Netherlands pavilion was a massive structure composed of thirty-
three miles of aluminum tubing that looked to some as if it was still 
under construction. %e Explorer and Producer theme buildings, 
truncated tetrahedrons, were originally to be welded together, but 
as there were not enough welders in Canada to complete the work, 
builders resorted to using two million, /ve hundred thousand nuts 
and bolts instead.0# 

Habitat #$, the innovative, experimental housing project 
designed by Canadian architect Moshe Safdie, garnered consider-
able interest and international press. Hailed as an outstanding per-
manent monument to honour the legacy of Expo, the project was 
conceived by the twenty-four-year-old architect as an answer to the 
challenges of urban living. %e prefabricated units were piled one 
on top of each other in such a way that the roof of one unit func-
tioned as a garden space for the apartment above. Built on a pro-
duction assembly line, the units came with kitchen and bathroom 
services pre-installed.0$ %e project was, however, like Expo itself, 
controversial. %e initial estimate for the project was forty million 
dollars, but the federal government reduced the building project 
to one-sixth the size of the original plans and implemented a maxi-
mum budget of eleven and a half million dollars0' By the opening 
of the Fair, most of the one hundred and /fty-eight prefabricated 
units had been rented, with thirty-six left open for the public to 
view.

Perhaps the most popular and ironically the most controversial 
building on the site was the American pavilion, a geodesic dome 
designed by Buckminster Fuller. While the exterior dazzled visi-
tors, the interior exhibits disappointed many Americans, who felt 
the displays, focusing too heavily on American pop culture, were 
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trivial and did not do justice to the imperial power. It was, none-
theless, popular with visitors who could chose to view the pavil-
ion on foot or ride the Monorail through portions of the exhibit. 
Along with the Fuller pavilion, other exhibits captured visitor and 
media interest. %e Czechoslovak Pavilion, for example, was an 
unexpected success, with visitors often lining up for three hours to 
view impressive cultural displays and unique multimedia presenta-
tions like the Kino-automat movie that allowed audiences to write 
the plot. %e British pavilion o*ered visitors a lighthearted look at 
contemporary Britain. Designed by James Gardner, the irreverent 
exhibit poked fun at British characteristics and habits, refusing to 
take itself too seriously. 

Adopting a di*erent approach, the Indians of Canada pavil-
ion disturbed many visitors but was, nonetheless, celebrated for 
its  honest, uncompromising portrayal of the harsh realities faced 
every day by Canada’s Aboriginal peoples. In March !"##, most 
likely in response to questions in the House of Commons about the 
level of representation of Aboriginal culture and society at Expo, 
the federal government issued a press release announcing that 
there would be an Indians of Canada pavilion. Andrew Tanaho-
kate Delisle, chief of the Caughnawaga First Nation, was appointed 
commissioner of the pavilion and charged with the responsibility 
of providing visitors with an honest, sincere depiction of Aborigi-
nal life in Canada. %e result was a controversial exhibit with an 
“overt political message that . . . made many non-Natives uncom-
fortable,”0" as many displays highlighted past injustices endured by 
Aboriginals. For example, upon entering the exhibit, visitors were 
met with a sign that read: “When the white man came we welcomed 
him with love, we sheltered him, fed him and led him through the 
forest. Many Indians feel our fathers were betrayed.”#& Several dis-
plays were critical of white society and its treatment of Aboriginal 
peoples, pointing to how, through mechanisms like the residen-
tial school system, they were compelled to abandon their culture 
and assimilate. Wanting to present a more complex, representa-
tive vision of Aboriginal culture and society, scattered throughout 
the exhibit were also messages that challenged stereotypes, show-
ing that “contemporary Indians were not just trappers, farmers 
and /shermen, but . . . also lawyers, teachers, politicians and doc-
tors.”#! While the pavilion was controversial and regarded by some 
as too political, many visitors recognized that, while the truth was 
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sometimes painful, it was important to confront these issues open-
ly. Functioning as a consciousness-raising exercise, the Indians of 
Canada pavilion was designed to educate visitors and served notice 
that Aboriginal peoples expected to participate actively in making 
the decisions that shaped their future. In this way, the pavilion dis-
play succeeded in expressing a key theme of Expo: the hope for a 
better future.

Expo celebrated the potential of humankind and the future and 
made little reference to the past. %e exhibition was about new 
beginnings and, with its emphasis on “tomorrow,” drew inspira-
tion from the contemporary world, choosing, when possible, to 
gloss over the di+culties of the past and present. Expo organiz-
ers achieved this by largely ignoring history, preferring instead 
to emphasize the promise of a prosperous future. A government 
report describing the general concept and thematic outline for an 
exhibition proposed for the Canadian pavilion at Expo o*ers use-
ful insight into how government o+cials, in contrast to designers 
for the Indian pavilion, chose to deal with di+cult, controversial 
issues.
%e display, a stylized maple tree comprised of the leaves, trunk, 

roots and soil, was designed to trace the development of Canadian 
society. %e leaves, some seven hundred photographs of Canadians, 
re)ected the diversity of the Canadian population and o*ered visi-
tors an opportunity to “get to know” their fellow Canadians. %e 
trunk signi/ed the many organizations, professional associations, 
service clubs and political parties that had contributed to build-
ing Canada. It was covered in the crests, badges and symbols of the 
groups that in)uenced the country. %e lower portion of the tree, 
and the roots, was divided into four sections that considered the 
factors that helped shape the country: urban living, ethnic diversi-
ty, cultural duality and industry. Finally, the soil exhibit considered 
the external forces that Canadians had had to address as the coun-
try grew and matured. Discussing how best to develop the “root” 
feature of the exhibit, designers conceded that throughout Cana-
da’s history there had been events that were bene/cial and other 
that had been detrimental to the country’s development. However, 
when confronted with how to incorporate problematic and conten-
tious issues or events, they decided that 

where a problem exists it will be faced, but the attempted 
overall e*ect in each support exhibit will be to emphasize 
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the positive aspect of the “new” situations, not to criticise 
the shortcomings that may exist.#,

Unlike the Indian pavilion, which positioned di+cult, sometimes 
unpleasant realities front and centre, demanding the viewer con-
front his or her biases, the Canadian pavilion presented a harmoni-
ous vision of the national fabric. By not adopting a highly critical 
or overtly political approach, government designers produced an 
exhibit that a+rmed the popular contemporary view that Canada 
was a tolerant country, where people worked cooperatively to solve 
their di*erences. %e vision was comforting, as it did not serious-
ly challenge Canadians’ conceptions of themselves or their coun-
try. Visitors left reassured that Canada was a good place to live and 
Canadians were good people who looked out for each other. While 
the delivery was in stark contrast to that at the Indian pavilion, 
the messages were not so dissimilar. Both the Indian and Canadi-
an pavilions emphasized the exhibition theme of new beginnings, 
highlighting an opportunity to foster new partnerships built on 
mutual respect and understanding. 

In addition to the innovative architecture and thought- provoking 
exhibits, visitors could also see an impressive selection of multime-
dia presentations and innovative /lms. According to one account, 
“the real revolution was not in making /lms, but in watching 
them.”#- Cinema at Expo demanded viewers “look at . . . subjects in 
new ways, . . . stretch our visual imaginations . . . indeed, to partici-
pate in the /lm rather than just absorb it.”#. Multi-screen, experi-
mental technical extravaganzas were the order of the day, with 
/fty-/ve of the sixty-two participating countries screening a /lm at 
their pavilion.#0 

%e Telephone Industries pavilion screened Canada,%$, a /lm 
that used the circle-vision technique. Nine cameras were mounted 
in a circle and projected on to nine screens, cocooning the audience 
of /fteen hundred people in an assortment of sights and sounds.## 
At other pavilions, visitors were confronted by images projected on 
to a thirty-foot vertical screen. At the Man the Explorer pavilion, 
“the audience sat on a turntable which moved as the /lm, Polar Life, 
appeared on consecutive screens.”#$

As early as November !"#,, the National Film Board had been 
preparing for the event, and, in anticipation of both Centennial 
and Expo, the board undertook “a spate of hiring.”#'  In addition to 
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an o+cial theme pavilion, plans were underway for “one commis-
sioned /lm for the Canadian pavilion,”#" but perhaps the most suc-
cessful NFB submission was Labyrinth by Roman Kroitor, Colin Low, 
Hugh O’Connor and Tom Daly, all from Unit B at the /lm board.

Described as a “philosophical journey,”$& the Labyrinth pavilion 
opened with a lobby decorated with sculptures. “Elevators then 
distributed the visitors to one of four levels surrounding cham-
ber !, before they were ushered into a tear-drop-shaped auditori-
um of eight balconies on four levels on either side of the theatre.”$! 
%e audience watched a twenty-minute /lm that used vertical and 
horizontal screens !!.- metres long, “which forced the viewer to 
look alternatively from side to )oor.”$,  A comprehensive theatre 
sound system, along with two hundred and eighty-eight speakers 
placed around the balconies, ensured that it was a truly multimedia 
experience. Footage for the production was shot in remote locales 
throughout the world, such as Ethiopia, Cambodia and Crete. 
Additional footage came from Japan, India, Britain, the Soviet 
Union, as well as the United States and Canada. During the course 
of Expo, !.- million people saw Labyrinth, with many people wait-
ing patiently for up to seven hours to view the unique /lm.$-  Hav-
ing cost an astonishing four and a half million dollars to produce, 
Labyrinth did enjoy considerable critical acclaim, with the New York 
Times declaring the /lm “as special to Expo(#$ as the Ei*el Tower 
was to the Paris Exposition of !''".”$. In keeping with the Expo(#$ 
spirit of innovation, the /lm technique was a forerunner of the 
emerging IMAX technology. 

Along with /lm productions, Expo(#$ o*ered visitors a range of 
live theatre and dance performances. In addition to booking local 
and national groups, organizers engaged the services of talented 
performers from around the world because Expo organizers main-
tained that visitors should, above all, have fun. With this as their 
goal, they had to design a fair that maximized enjoyment and mini-
mized aggravation. Of course, one of the largest hurdles, consid-
ering the international scope of the event, was the language issue. 
Rather than try to create a multilingual fair, however, designers 
chose instead to avoid language all together. Picture-signs, com-
bined with bilingual signage in the two o+cial languages, ensured 
that all visitors were able to enjoy the park and /nd what they were 
looking for. %e Expo symbol too, designed by Julian Hébert, was 
used to maximum e*ect, appearing on a variety of publicity items 
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ranging from ashtrays to )ags and umbrellas. %e basic motif, a 
vertical line with outstretched arms, was reputed to be the ancient, 
universal symbol for man. %e symbols were joined together in 
pairs, denoting friendship; the pairs were arranged in a circle sug-
gesting the earth which, in turn, articulated the Expo theme of Man 
and his World.$0 Unlike the Centennial symbol, however, Expo(#$ 
o+cials promoted the commercial use of the Expo symbol and 
“expected to bring the corporation a very substantial income.”$# 
%is was in complete contrast to commission o+cials who want-
ed to “make the [Centennial] mark available for the widest use 
on payment by the licensee of a nominal fee of $!&.&&.”$$ While 
the Centennial Commission did insist that the symbol should not 
be associated with items in “bad taste,” and that it should not be 
“incorporated in products, especially souvenirs, produced abroad 
and imported,”$' there were few real restrictions regarding its use. 
In fact, Centennial  o+cials encouraged all Canadians to make use 
of the symbol. Expo o+cials expressed concern that the unconven-
tional commission policy would jeopardize their ability to market 
the exhibition symbol. %ey did not, however, demand that Cen-
tennial sta* amend their policy. Instead, each organization opted 
to adopt two di*erent strategies in an e*ort to realize their shared 
goal of hosting successful and memorable events. Like their Cen-
tennial peers, Expo organizers faced innumerable challenges head 
on, undeterred and con/dent they could /nd a solution. 

Since Expo(#$ was conceived as a celebration of humanity’s 
indomitable creative spirit, tenacity and desire to succeed against 
enormous odds, it was /tting not only that organizers managed 
to build the fair in record time, but also that it was considered by 
many people to have been the most successful exhibition held to 
that point. In the end, Expo “welcomed #.,,!',$$& paying visi-
tors and turned a pro/t of $#$,'!#,!$,,&&.”$"  Quebeckers eager-
ly embraced the sites and sounds of other cultures and countries, 
as for many of them it was the /rst time they had been exposed to 
such a diverse array of cultures. Reminiscing, one visitor recalled 
how “locals began to take it in stride,” remarking that they had seen 
“the chairman of the Soviet Union today” or General de Gaulle or 
some other world leader.'& Considering that over the span of the 
event, ninety-two heads of state visited Expo(#$, it was quite pos-
sible that they had. 

With its ultra-modern displays and predominately optimistic 
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message, Expo(#$ captured the imagination of participants and vis-
itors alike. Even many of the skeptics were dazzled. Described as a 
“futuristic utopian city of buildings, streets, waterways, parks and 
public squares,”'! the Expo world was innovative, positive and full 
of promise. In the spirit of Benedict Anderson’s “imagined commu-
nity,” the sheltered archipelago in the middle of the St. Lawrence 
seemed, for a brief period, to exemplify the possibilities of a new, 
ideal world where people from many countries and cultures, speak-
ing a multitude of languages, united to celebrate the accomplish-
ments of humanity.
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Chapter 5 
Centennial RSVP

“Ce n’est pas à cause de la Confédération que les patates ne 
poussent pas en hiver.”

Quoted in Separatist Advertisement, 
Le Devoir, *- July !"%$

All Canadians were invited to participate in Centennial; in fact, as 
the year approached and the public relations campaign expanded, 
citizens likely felt a growing sense of obligation to get involved. 
Promotional pamphlets, for example, advised Canadians that  
“[t]he real success of the Centennial in !"#$ . . . depend[ed] on the 
extent to which every Canadian [took] part and help[ed] to do 
something worthwhile in his own community.”!  Not content simply 
to secure the support of Canadians across the country, organizers 
also supported a campaign to encourage Canadians living abroad 
to return home for Centennial. %e emphasis on Canadian par-
ticipation did not preclude organizers from inviting the rest of the 
world to join Canadians as they celebrated the anniversary of Con-
federation. With Montreal hosting the !"#$ Exposition, it seemed 
only natural that organizers should reach out to the world commu-
nity and invite participation by other countries. In preparation for, 
and anticipation of, the visitors expected from around the world, 
the commission sponsored a program of community improvement 
and rural beauti/cation, claiming in a press release that

[i]f we paint up, clean up, light up and plant in communities 
in all of our provinces, what a new Canada we can present in 
our Centennial years to ourselves and to visitors!,

But it was not simply a matter of sprucing up the country. Speaking 
to Canadian Club members in Montreal in !"##, Centennial Com-
missioner John Fisher remarked that “you can’t just force people to 
celebrate, you have to give them a motivation, an incentive to par-
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ticipate.”- Organizers recognized that people had to feel included 
in the planning process if it was going to be a success. Moreover, 
observing that “no one government or group can ever be expected 
to do it alone,”. he encouraged everyone to get involved and share 
in the responsibility of planning an outstanding national event. 

Initially the Centennial Commission had had di+culty convinc-
ing the public to prepare for the national anniversary, however, as 
Canadians were reluctant to get involved. According to Commis-
sion sta*, this problem required their immediate attention because 
the support of volunteer organizations, various levels of govern-
ment and the general public was critical to the eventual success 
of the event. Equally important, in their view, was the unquali/ed 
endorsement of the Canadian business community. A report writ-
ten by commission o+cials on how to generate interest in the cor-
porate world suggested that realizing this goal would be di+cult. 
Conceding that “public opinion does in)uence corporate philan-
thropy,” sta* observed, nonetheless, that “many of the industrialists 
are not convinced that the public are sensitized, or even interested 
in Centennial.”0 Moreover, given that “corporations are disposed to 
equate the cost of Centennial projects with the potential or bene-
/ts to their public image,”# the o+cial doubted that business would 
get “on side” until the commission or the Centenary Council, as the 
organizer of private sector, could demonstrate it was to their advan-
tage to do so.$

While there was some cause for concern, o+cials remained con-
/dent that, eventually, Canadians would warm to the idea of a 
 Centennial celebration. %eir certainty was eventually con/rmed, 
when, as the date approached, more and more people began to 
develop Centennial projects and to organize community events. 
O+cials had always encouraged the public to celebrate Centen-
nial in their own particular fashion, and Canadians, taking them 
at their word, expressed their national pride in astoundingly cre-
ative and sometimes rather curious ways. Hundreds of women’s 
groups across the country organized a “dizzying array of proj-
ects ranging from the wild-and-wacky to the wholly admirable.”' 
Women also wrote Centennial “anthems,” with one lady calling 
long distance to sing her composition to a “speechless Centenni-
al o+cial.”" Mrs. Kenneth Sinclair worked for two and a half years 
“hooking a fourteen-by-ten-foot rug, portraying the Houses of Par-
liament bordered by the provincial )owers, with end panels depict-
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ing Canadian industry and an outside border of the provincial 
crests.”!& While commission o+cials were somewhat bewildered by 
her generous o*er to loan it to them for public display, they were 
no doubt pleased that Mrs. Sinclair had included the new Maple 
Leaf in her handiwork. Students from Victoria Composite Second-
ary in Edmonton, Alberta, built a Centennial Park,!! and an Ottawa 
resident established the Bytown Bottle & Glass Museum, where he 
displayed his collection of ten thousand bottles. A patriotic dry-
cleaner named Vic organized a “Fly a Clean Flag” program, o*er-
ing to dry-clean anyone’s Canadian or Centennial )ag for free.
%e list of creative and unique projects began to grow, as Cana-

dians created Centennial hair-dos, grew Centennial beards,!, 
took part in neighbourhood beauti/cation projects, wrote plays, 
planned dances, held contests, knitted Centennial toques, spon-
sored sports tournaments and hosted youth exchange programs. 
Increased public interest was corroborated with the results of a 
survey conducted by the Canadian Federation of Mayors and 
Municipalities. According to the survey, in !"#- only forty-three 
communities reported having some sort of Centenary organiza-
tion, but by January !"#. the number had grown considerably, 
with more than three hundred businesses having formed Centen-
nial organizations or committees. While the northern Alberta town 
of St. Paul reputedly planned the most Centennial events, to the 
delight of organizers it was increasingly evident that most commu-
nities in the country were planning to participate actively in the 
anniversary of Confederation. Fortunately for the commission, it 
seemed that the event would be a team e*ort after all. %roughout 
the planning stages, however, o+cials worried constantly about 
one particular guest: Quebec. Federal government o+cials were 
anxious that Quebec join in the festivities, as the province’s par-
ticipation would function to emphasize the important government 
principles of bilingualism and biculturalism. Moreover, their par-
ticipation would help to advance the central Centennial theme of 
national unity.

From the beginning, the commission faced, somewhat irresolute-
ly, the question of Quebec and the problem of generating excite-
ment for an event that many Quebeckers, it was feared, viewed at 
best with ambivalence. Sensitive to the Quebec issue, Commis-
sioner Fisher attempted to allay public concern during a speech 
to a service group in Montreal, reassuring audience members that 
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“Quebec had joined the program with the greatest enthusiasm.”!- 
Conceding Quebec had chosen to proceed a little di*erently than 
other provinces, he con/rmed Quebec was, nevertheless, on side. 
As the Centennial year loomed, however, this “fact” seemed less 
certain. 

In November !"##, a Globe and Mail article suggested Quebec’s 
enthusiasm was )agging. %e newly elected Premier, Daniel John-
son, was quoted as saying that “worse things have been celebrat-
ed.”!. %e rather indi*erent remark, combined with his reluctance 
to fully endorse the event, did little to comfort commission orga-
nizers eager to present a uni/ed front. Federal o+cials were quick, 
however, to quash the suggestion that the province was not an 
enthusiastic participant. %ey drew public attention to comments 
in the same article by Quebec Provincial Secretary Yves Gabias. 
Gabias remarked that, after having consulted with the premier, he 
could con/rm that Quebec would “give its most complete and open 
co-operation . . . as long as the good spirit and present tact of the 
commission continued.”!0 
%e matter seemed settled, but with Centennial just around the 

corner, several more articles appeared in the press that cast doubt 
on Quebec’s commitment to the national anniversary. An editorial 
in the Montreal Star in December !"## claimed Quebec was going 
to “participate in, but not celebrate the centennial of Confedera-
tion.”!# %e unnamed journalist, unsympathetic to this approach, 
complained that such a position was intolerable. Writing that Que-
bec had had “a whole century to decide about its place in Canada” 
and that the provincial government had had “a thousand opportu-
nities to get out if they wanted to,” the journalist concluded that, as 
they had not done so, Quebec must “prefer what they have to the 
alternatives that present themselves.”!$ Given these circumstances, 
the writer suggested, “it [was] surely not asking too much that Que-
bec should not only ‘participate’ in the centennial of Confedera-
tion, but should celebrate it.”!' 

In fact, the provincial government did get involved in many of 
the o+cial Centennial projects and programs, and in communi-
ties throughout the province people organized Centennial events. 
Ongoing concerns about Quebec participation did cause compli-
cations for planners, but, as elsewhere in the country, the problem 
proved largely one of disinterest rather than outright political hos-
tility. A senior commission o+cial reported that, after having spo-
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ken with “highly placed authorities in the Quebec Government,” he 
was convinced “there [was] no animosity on [Quebec’s] part toward 
the Commission or its work . . . in fact one could describe their atti-
tude as one of indi*erence.”!" 

 A report prepared for L’Agence Canadienne de Publicité Mon-
tréal,,& the commission’s advertising /rm in Quebec, appeared to 
verify this concern. It found that many respondents, urban and 
semi-urban Quebeckers between the ages of /fteen and thirty-four, 
were confused about the meaning of the anniversary. %e report 
was designed to canvas the Francophone community to assess the 
level of public knowledge about the event, as well as the degree of 
interest in national, regional and local events. While .& percent of 
respondents considered Confederation an “association” between 
the provinces, another ,& percent regarded it as a “union entre 
deux nations.” Sixty percent believed Confederation was a political 
arrangement and .! percent viewed it as an economic agreement; 
only ,0 percent believed it was a social contract. To the delight of 
the commission, the great majority of the people polled thought 
Confederation was an historically signi/cant event, with .- percent 
responding they thought it was an occasion to manifest nation-
al loyalty. An interesting exception to the /ndings, however, was 
with men between the ages of /fteen and thirty-four who lived in 
urban environments. %ey were more sympathetic to the separat-
ist platform. Similarly disturbing to federal o+cials were statistics 
indicating that only !$ percent of the respondents thought Centen-
nial provided an opportunity to strengthen Anglo-Franco Canadi-
an relations, and only !0 percent thought it was an occasion to get 
to know other Canadians better. Moreover, while three-quarters of 
the people polled responded that they intended to visit Expo(#$, 
nearly half were undecided about participating in or attending oth-
er planned Centennial events. Like other Canadians, before !"#$, 
Quebeckers were largely indi*erent to the idea of a national anni-
versary. %e mood, a complex mix of ambivalence and growing 
resentment, was perhaps best exempli/ed in the book My Country? 
Canada or Quebec?, written by Quebec author Solange Chaput- 
Rolland.,!

Initially, Chaput-Rolland and Gwethalyn Graham had secured 
funding under the Centennial Publications Program to co-author 
a book that would continue work /rst begun in their joint e*ort, 
Dear Enemies. %e book, described as a dialogue between the two 
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Francophone and Anglophone friends, validated the bicultural fact 
of Canada and placed the issue front and centre. Soon after submit-
ting their application, however, Graham was diagnosed with cancer 
and in August !"#0, Chaput-Rolland telegrammed the commission 
that, as her co-author was unwell, she would have to /nd someone 
to take her friend’s place. Sadly, Graham died a month later. Cha-
put-Rolland did not replace Graham, deciding instead to continue 
the project alone. 

Described as a “daily diary re)ecting impressions of Canada as 
seen by a French Canadian,”,, the book explored relations between 
French and English Canada. With a grant of twenty-/ve hundred 
dollars to cover travel expenses, Chaput-Rolland travelled from 
coast to coast, speaking with fellow Canadians and educating her-
self about the Canadian “experience.” Conceding that due to “the 
limits of [her] Centennial grant, and because of . . .  family obliga-
tions,” she agreed that it would “be impossible for [her] to pass an 
exhaustive judgement on Canada.”,- Nevertheless, only eight days 
into her cross-Canada tour, Chaput-Rolland declared emphatically 
that her country was “decidedly Quebec.”,. Her apparently hasty 
conclusion was driven largely by what she believed was English 
Canada’s indi*erence to Quebec’s problems. Particularly galling 
to her was that, in her opinion, audiences across Canada were not 
listening to what she had to say. In Alberta she encountered hostil-
ity about the “Quebec problem,” and in B.C. there was, in her view, 
complete ambivalence. Adding to her frustration was the response 
from the media, which she accused of rarely reporting what she said 
but rather what they wanted to hear.,0 Arguably, while the threat 
of Quebec separatism /gured prominently in the minds of Canadi-
an politicians, it was still an anathema to many in English Canada. 
While disturbed by the potential break-up of their country, there 
was confusion about why Quebec would consider this a viable 
option.  

A comedy skit on a CBC variety show promoting Centennial typ-
i/es English Canada’s attitude toward the Quebec situation.  In the 
piece, Johnny Wayne, of Wayne and Shuster fame, plays the role of 
a “professor” charged with the responsibility of coaching a rather 
witless hockey team. In self-deprecating style, the scene opens with 
the comedian instructing the team not on strategy and plays but 
on how to get to the ice. Once the team leaves to look for the rink, 
Wayne takes sportscaster Ward Cornell to the lockers to show him 
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memorabilia he has collected over the years. Upon reaching the 
fourth locker, he opens the door and a very pretty young woman 
steps out. Remarking that she picked him up in Montreal, Wayne 
says she is his Centennial project. As she leaves the set he calls out 
to her, “Au revoir, ma belle, à toût à l’heure.” %en, blowing a whis-
tle hanging from his neck, the actor raises his eyebrows mischie-
vously and says rather incredulously, “How can anybody, who’s put 
together like that, want to separate?”,# %ough rather unsophisti-
cated and a little crude, the act serves to illustrate English Canada’s 
puzzlement over the Quebec “problem.” 

Many English Canadians were of the opinion that Quebec, “la 
belle province,” had little to complain about. Moreover, grow-
ing numbers of people in Western Canada were convinced Que-
bec received preferential treatment from the federal government.,$ 
Many Francophones, however, held an opposite view. It is quite 
likely the comedy skit would have been interpreted by many Que-
beckers as proof of English Canada’s insensitivity and lack of 
understanding of what was, in their opinion, a complex issue. %e 
characterization of Quebec as a pretty young girl only served to 
reinforce cultural stereotypes and con/rm the suspicion of many 
Quebeckers that they occupied “a subordinate position, ruled by 
the majority.”,'  %e widening political chasm was not due, howev-
er, solely to Anglophone ignorance of French culture and society. 

Writing that she had “lost con/dence in English Canada’s open-
mindedness,” Chaput-Rolland observed that while it was “easy for 
the other provinces to accuse Quebec of narrow nationalism,” they 
were no better, each believing their view was correct and above 
reproach.," She was critical too of intolerance in her own province. 
A case in point is that of L’Union Général des Étudiants du Qué-
bec, who refused to take part in a Centennial project sponsored by 
students from the University of Alberta. %e event was designed 
to bring students together from all over the country to share their 
concerns and educate the Canadian public about the challenges 
they faced. L’Union declined to take part because the organiza-
tion was boycotting all Centennial celebrations. Chaput-Rolland, 
while cognizant of the seriousness of their concerns, asked, “Why 
on earth are they so pretentious?”-& Writing that their “refusal to 
mix with students of other provinces, [and] their lack of courtesy in 
not inviting them to their campuses, are forms of narcissi[sm],” she 
remarked that, in her opinion, “[t]o . . .  pretend [Quebeckers] are 
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the only individuals in Canada aspiring to better democracy and 
social reforms is a ridiculous assumption.”-! 

Chaput-Rolland’s study emphasized the complex nature of Eng-
lish-French relations and illustrated the di+culty individuals faced 
when considering the alternatives. Writing,

I /nd myself torn by a strange paradox: this trip, this diary, 
has been made possible because of a Centennial grant, yet 
the more I visit in Canada, the less reason I /nd to celebrate 
a hundred years of living together.-, 

Further complicating the issue was her fear that, even “if Quebec 
were to secede from Canada,” there was no assurance the province 
would automatically become an exclusively French enclave or that 
the culture and society would )ourish.-- While angered and frus-
trated by English Canada’s apparent insensitivity to Quebec’s con-
cerns, and increasingly convinced that her loyalty lay with Quebec 
rather than Canada, she was not completely convinced that sepa-
ration was, in the /nal analysis, the most e*ective way to proceed. 
Perhaps in an e*ort to o*er a more inclusive, tolerant alternative 
to the separatist paradigm, Chaput-Rolland wrote about “solidar-
ity” rather than national unity. Whereas the latter implied political 
and cultural assimilation, the former suggested a more comple-
mentary, respectful relationship, with English and French Canada 
working together as equal partners. %ankfully for the commission, 
her vision of future French-English relations did not subvert fed-
eral policy. In fact, the government could point to new initiatives 
like the Commission on Biculturalism and Bilingualism as proof of 
their commitment to forging a new partnership with Quebec. 

Perhaps not surprisingly, however, many English Canadians were 
o*ended by My Country, considering it disloyal and in)ammatory. 
In March !"#$, Commissioner Fisher received a letter from Rees C. 
Hugh, a Member of Parliament. Hugh wrote to /nd out wheth-
er Madame Chaput-Rolland “proposed to reimburse the Com-
mission through the sale of her insulting book.”-. He also wanted 
to know why she was able to secure a grant in the /rst place. No 
doubt Hugh would have been appalled to learn the jury considered 
that the Chaput-Rolland/Graham project re)ected, perfectly, the 
goals and objectives of the publishing program, and scored the ini-
tial application forty-eight out of a possible /fty points. Described 
in reviews as “an impassioned and critical look at English-Cana-
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da,”-0 it did lead to a dialogue between French and English Cana-
dians and managed to penetrate English Canada’s indi*erence. 
Most important from the commission perspective, however, was 
the fact that Chaput-Rolland addressed the subject of Centennial. 
Her review of the planned national celebration was mixed. Remark-
ing that she thought it was “rather foolish to imagine that because 
we . . .  sing O Canada for -#0 days in !"#$, we will, the next year, all 
become big loving brothers,” she did not suggest an outright boy-
cott and, in fact, wrote that she could not “understand what Que-
bec [would] gain by letting hotheads ruin the plan for a Centennial 
year of celebration.”-# While it was not the resounding approval the 
commission had hoped for, Centennial organizers, eager to pres-
ent a uni/ed front and have Quebec participate, happily accept-
ed any support, no matter how quali/ed. For example, organizers 
welcomed Daniel Johnson’s lukewarm endorsement of Centennial, 
even if reference to the national anniversary was little more than a 
thinly veiled guise to speak on the delicate matter of constitutional 
reform.

During an address to the National Centennial Committee in 
April !"#$, Johnson welcomed delegates to Quebec City, telling 
them graciously that “Quebec [had] been looking forward to the 
celebration of the Centennial of Confederation.”-$  Shortly after 
these opening remarks, however, his address assumed an overtly 
political, partisan tone. Conceding that the Centennial of Con-
federation was an important and historic event for Canada, he 
recounted “its meaning and importance in relation to . . . constitu-
tional reform.”-' Arguing that the Fathers of Confederation “under-
stood the need, at certain junctures in history . . . to revise political 
structures to take into account not only the present but also the 
future . . . ” Johnson suggested that, because the country was in a 
period of crisis, it was essential that serious consideration be giv-
en to constitutional reform.-"  Informing delegates that the fed-
eral government had “no responsibility in matters that concern 
the intimate life of a people: its education, its laws, its family and 
social organizations,” the premier insisted the French-Canadian 
“nation” could only rely on the government of Quebec..&  More-
over, maintaining the federal government should stop trying “to 
impose . . . uniformity” on Quebec, Johnson, like Chaput-Rolland, 
pressed for a more equitable relationship..! According to the pre-
mier, a new partnership would only be achieved by re-evaluating 
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the Constitution and “encouraging the evolution of . . . federalism” 
to meet the challenges confronting Canadians in the next one hun-
dred years.., Concluding his address, Johnson suggested that the 
“best way of celebrating the Centennial [was] to seek a formula that 
[would] . . . enable . . . descendants of French culture and of English 
culture to celebrate a second Centennial as Canadians.”.- Perhaps 
not surprisingly, it was a familiar theme and the source of recurring 
tension between Ottawa and Quebec.

Forty years earlier, twenty thousand people had gathered in 
Montreal on the occasion of Canada’s Diamond Jubilee to hear 
Henri Bourassa speak on the origins of Confederation. Embark-
ing on “a sober, even pessimistic assessment of Canada’s social and 
political evolution since !'#$,”.. Bourassa focused his attention on 
“les di+cultés qui ont existé et qui existent encore entre les deux 
grandes races qui sont associéés dans la Conféderation.”.0 Remark-
ing that he thought it “was doubtful . . . whether Confederation in 
its present deformed state could long endure,” Bourassa declared 
that the Jubilee year should not be marked “by the mindless cele-
bration of a deeply )awed status quo, but by a solemn commitment 
to renew and rede/ne the Confederation pact.”.# Like Johnson dur-
ing Centennial, Bourassa exploited the Jubilee to meet his own 
objectives, using it as a platform to criticize the existing system and 
agitate for change. 

In the case of Premier Johnson, while organizers were likely cha-
grined that he couched his message of Canadian unity in terms 
of constitutional reform, o+cials took heart that the premier’s 
remarks served to emphasize the continued good political, social 
and cultural health of the nation. While the federal government 
never planned Centennial as an overtly political event, the Liber-
als, like the Conservatives before them, did want it to realize politi-
cal objectives. Centennial o+cials found themselves in the di+cult 
position of having to design a non-partisan, fun and unpretentious 
national celebration that also achieved the more political objectives 
of strengthening national unity and reinforcing Canadian identity. 
It was, in the view of some senior sta*, a tall order. 

In a memo to Commissioner John Fisher in September !"#., 
Commission Secretary Claude Gauthier wrote that the organization 
had to exercise caution, as “the natural temptation to a group . . .  
involved in the celebration of a political event which took place 
over !&& years ago, [is] to espouse the political objectives of the 
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Government.”.$ In Gauthier’s opinion, the issue was further com-
plicated by the fact that there were “two opposing theses, to a large 
extent one was identi/ed with the English speaking element of the 
population, the other with the Province of Quebec.”.'  English Can-
ada promoted the continuation of the status quo, with some minor 
concessions to accommodate the realities of the twentieth-century 
Canadian experience, such as developing a greater spirit of coop-
eration between provinces and the “broader recognition of bilin-
gualism across the country.”."  %e country’s future was not so clear 
in Quebec, with individuals and organizations promoting solutions 
that ranged from a modest suggestion of a model of “associated 
states” to calls for comprehensive constitutional reform. %e most 
radical “solution” was separatism. Gauthier considered whether 
the commission could or should identify itself with any of these 
approaches.0& Implying the answer should be no, he suggested 
the commission would do best to resist the trap to become overtly 
political, particularly when it came to the Quebec issue. In the end, 
the commission adopted an uno+cial policy regarding Quebec 
participation. While not a policy of appeasement, organizers were 
careful not to provoke provincial o+cials and, for the most part, 
exercised tact when implementing Centennial programs and events 
in Quebec, always inviting their involvement and, after consulta-
tion, responding to any of their concerns. In spite of this approach, 
however, the year did not pass without incident.

Perhaps of all the o+cials scheduled to visit Canada during Cen-
tennial year, Charles de Gaulle instilled the greatest anxiety among 
organizers, as the general, always a controversial public /gure, was 
renowned for his unpredictable manner. According to historian 
John English, “Pearson was ‘apprehensive’ about a de Gaulle visit, 
but since invitations had to be sent to all heads of state, little could 
be done.”0! %e “de Gaulle visit was unwanted, but necessary,”0, and 
o+cials believed that cancelling the planned visit could “provoke a 
series of events leading to catastrophe.”0- Further complicating the 
situation was the fact that the Quebec government had also extend-
ed an invitation to the general. %e result was extensive discussions 
between provincial and federal o+cials over the general’s itiner-
ary and whether de Gaulle would visit Ottawa or Quebec City /rst. 
Prime Minister Pearson was adamant that Premier Daniel John-
son would not thwart plans for the o+cial visit, stating that “if de 
Gaulle would not come to Ottawa, there could be no visit.” In the 
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end, however, Ottawa “reluctantly agreed to the French proposal, 
provided that a strong federal presence in Montreal was accepted 
by the Quebec government.”0. According to de Gaulle biographer 
Jean Lacouture, de Gaulle was “all the more willing” to travel to 
Canada, “when he learnt that the federal authorities in Ottawa did 
not at all care for the fact that [he] had been invited by the Quebec 
government.”00 Long before he even set foot on Canadian soil dur-
ing the Centennial year, General de Gaulle’s visit was already char-
acterized by controversy. As the day of his arrival approached, there 
were further signs that his visit might aggravate already sensitive 
federal-provincial relations. 

It did not help matters when federal and provincial o+cials 
 scheduled competing press conferences. According to a CBC 
reporter, the Quebec newsroom had been dismantled and taken 
away “because it was on federal property in a federal building.”0# 
Unfortunately for federal organizers, the situation did not improve. 
During the o+cial welcoming ceremony, a television commentator 
remarked that many Quebeckers considered de Gaulle’s presence 
a “Royal” visit. %e same journalist also pointed out that many of 
the boats on hand to greet de Gaulle’s ship )ew the tri-coloure and 
the )eur-de-lis but not the Maple Leaf. Later, there were audible 
boos from the crowd when the band played “God Save the Queen” 
and some people waved placards with Quebec nationalist slogans. 
Unfazed, the Governor General assured de Gaulle that Centennial 
celebrations would have been incomplete without his visit. Premier 
Johnson thanked de Gaulle for the “immense honour and joy” he 
brought to Quebec with his visit and welcomed him to New France. 
Ironically, as the ceremony /nished the CBC announcer observed 
that de Gaulle, very sensitive to protocol, would not do anything 
to jeopardize the sovereignty of Canada.0$ In retrospect, the remark 
certainly seems ill-fated.

In his study &e Gaullist Attack on Canada, !"%$–!""$, John F. 
Bosher claims that, prior to !"#$, “Charles de Gaulle and his gov-
ernment were gathering information and strengthening ties with 
Quebec.”0' Moreover, he suggests that when de Gaulle accept-
ed Johnson’s invitation to attend Expo he “saw the journey as an 
opportunity to assist the nationalist movements of Quebec.”0" 
According to Bosher, de Gaulle was aware of the historical signi/-
cance of the anniversary year for Canada and, astutely exploiting 
the powerful tools of symbolism and spectacle, designed his visit 
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to emphasize the Franco-Quebec bond. He travelled across the 
Atlantic “in a warship named Le Colbert, after the minister of Lou-
is XIV who had presided over the /rst great French migration to 
Canada.”#& And, prior to arriving in Quebec, he visited the French 
islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon. Had de Gaulle )own to Cana-
da, he would have had to land /rst in Newfoundland, as the island 
airstrips were too small. According to Bosher, de Gaulle “wanted to 
avoid all the English-speaking parts of Canada, such as Newfound-
land.”#! His visit was characterized as a “kind of historic, almost 
imperial voyage,”and he took every opportunity to “suggest that 
Quebec was still French.”#, Whether it was by snubbing the Cana-
dian Navy, refusing to return their welcoming salute or, during his 
“triumphal” procession to Quebec City and Montreal, his constant 
“allusions to the essential Frenchness”of Quebec, Bosher suggests 
de Gaulle’s staged visit left little doubt as to his “hostility to Con-
federation.”#- 

%e rhetoric increased and controversy followed de Gaulle 
throughout his visit. Journalists were quick to read symbolic mean-
ing into his visit to Expo, noting that while he “inspected the 
French pavilion for thirty-/ve minutes, [he] breezed through the 
Canadian art gallery in /fteen, and spent thirty minutes in  
Quebec’s glass showcase.”#.  Further adding fuel to the /re, the 
press reported that the Quebec motorcade was “dominated by ten 
Citroen automobiles which had been imported from France.”#0 
While all the cars had Quebec licence plates, they had been bent to 
/t, thereby obscuring the portion that read “!'#$ – Confederation 
– !"#$.”  %e situation culminated when, following his o+cial visit 
to Expo, the French president succeeded in o*ending thousands 
of Canadians during a nationally televised speech at the Montreal 
City Hall, when he uttered the now infamous words “Vive le  
Québec, vive le Québec libre.” 
%ere is ongoing debate as to whether de Gaulle deliberately 

planned to utter the in)ammatory remark or whether it was simply 
an unfortunate blunder. According to Xavier Deniau, who accom-
panied de Gaulle, “far from being improvised, his declaration . . .  
had been prepared as a result of the warmth of the Québécois.”## 
Others who knew him well argue it would have been “quite out 
of character for him to make the speech he made as a blunder in 
the excitement of the moment.”#$ While opinion remains divided, 
increasingly scholars maintain that the remark was premeditated. 
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Response from the federal government was immediate but, at 
/rst, perhaps a little too subtle. No federal government represen-
tatives were among the guests at an o+cial dinner hosted by de 
Gaulle  later that evening.#'  %e following day Prime Minister Pear-
son issued a statement admonishing the general for his statement.#" 
According to Maurice Sauvé, a Liberal Member of Parliament, 
however, it was the French-speaking members of “cabinet, March-
and and Trudeau, in particular, who mobilized Pearson against 
General de Gaulle’s intervention.”$& “Giving in to their pressure,” 
Pearson “hardened his tone and took responsibility for a statement, 
the terms of which . . .[were] discussed for three hours.”$! Accord-
ing to Lacouture, the “statement issued by the Ottawa cabinet. . .  
could not but re)ect a compromise between the Prime Minister’s 
concerns not to exaggerate the incident and the determination of 
the ‘hard-liners’ to be /rm.”$, While Pearson stated that the Cana-
dian government vehemently objected to de Gaulle encouraging 
the separatists, thereby inviting the collapse of Canada, the prime 
minister was quick to make a distinction “between the French and 
de Gaulle.”$- Concluding that “Canada has always had a special 
relationship with France,” and that Canadians “attach the greatest 
importance to our friendship with the French people,”$. Pearson 
chose to emphasize common bonds between the two countries and 
downplay the in)ammatory nature of de Gaulle’s remarks.

On July ,0, the day following de Gaulle’s provocative remark, 
Le Devoir carried a full-page advertisement that seemed to vali-
date government concerns. Placed by an organization identi/ed 
only as “un groupe de jeunes Québécois,” the advertisement item-
ized sixteen areas where, in their view, Confederation had failed 
French Canadians. Examples pointed to the abolition of French 
from schools in Nova Scotia in !'#., New Brunswick in !'$!, as 
well as other provinces over the years. %e group also questioned 
the unequal distribution of wealth between English and French in 
Quebec and drew public attention to perceived threats to French 
culture and society. It was the last point, however, that was perhaps 
the most problematic for the federal government. Stating that 

ni le statu quo, ni le fédéralisme coopératif, ni le statut par-
ticulier, ni les États associé ne peuvent remédier à notre situ-
ation de façon satisfaisante,$0

the group advised French Canadians that there was only one solu-
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tion to the problem, “l’indépendance du Québec.”$# Much to the 
chagrin of the government, the issue of Quebec nationalism was 
front and centre at a time when the Liberals wanted to reinforce 
Canadian identity, emphasize national unity and downplay sepa-
ratist concerns. %e Pearson government, while attentive to the 
possibility of controversy, was not well prepared to deal with the 
situation. From the beginning, government o+cials mishandled the 
visit, and, as a result, the prime minister soon found himself in a 
reactive, rather than a proactive, position. Moreover, the de Gaulle 
incident demonstrates graphically how di+cult it is to “manage” 
national mega-celebrations and ensure that the events unfold as 
planned. Fortunately for the government, however, many Cana-
dians, outraged by de Gaulle’s remarks, took the opportunity to 
speak out against the separatist movement and rebuke the French 
president.
%e government received nearly one thousand telegrams by the 

evening of the “incident,” with the majority reputedly arriving from 
Quebec.$$ %ere were also reports that radio stations and news-
papers in Ottawa had received threats to assassinate de Gaulle.$'  
Montreal businessman Fernand Bolduc wrote an open letter to 
President de Gaulle stressing that, in his opinion, the majority of 
French-speaking Canadians wanted to remain in Confederation.$" 
Mme. Cecile J. Schmid wrote a letter to complain that the Quebec 
government had gone too far, giving a “false impression of the real 
Province of Quebec.” Writing that Quebec was “not a French Prov-
ince,” she emphasized that it was a “North American Province with 
a French language and culture,” which, in her view, was “a very dif-
ferent thing.”'& G.E. Govier wrote asking when Canadians would 
stop “fawning over the English monarchy or French Presidency and 
grow up?”'! Given that in !"#$ Canada was celebrating one hun-
dred years of sovereignty, it was a /tting question. It was, however, 
one that many English Canadians were not, at least in the case of 
the monarch, yet prepared to address. Nevertheless, many Canadi-
ans agreed that the general had abused his position and spoken out 
of turn. 

Tradition has it that Pearson, incensed by the de Gaulle incident, 
snubbed the president and cancelled the visit to the Canadian capi-
tal. Bosher argues, however, that de Gaulle never had any intention 
of visiting Ottawa, and that “it was de Gaulle, not the Canadian 
government, who made the decision to cut short his visit.”', Fur-
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thermore, he suggests that while “it /tted de Gaulle’s purposes in 
Quebec to appear to have deliberately snubbed Ottawa, it also suit-
ed his government to pretend that he returned directly to France 
because of Ottawa’s ‘brutal reaction’ to his speech.”'- Any resultant 
/ssures in the diplomatic relationship could, therefore, according 
to Bosher, be “blamed on Canada,” while the French adopted an 
attitude of “injured innocence.”'. According to an Edmonton jour-
nalist, “When all [was] said and done, [Canadians] might come to 
the conclusion that Canada, though jolted badly, initially hasn’t 
been seriously hurt.”'0 In fact, in an indirect way, the incident actu-
ally served to bolster support for Centennial across the country. 
Using the de Gaulle incident as an example of collective behaviour, 
it is evident that the episode motivated many Canadians, particu-
larly in English Canada, to get involved. People rallied to support 
their country and demonstrate their national pride. While the press 
covered the de Gaulle story for several days following his speech 
in Montreal,'# the a*air did not, in the end, dampen public enthu-
siasm for either Expo or Centennial. Canadians continued to cel-
ebrate the one hundredth anniversary of Confederation across the 
country.

As the year progressed, Centennial fever gained momentum, 
but organizers, not content, continued to promote the anniversa-
ry in the popular press and on television. One television commer-
cial proudly announced that “[i]n !'#$ they’d never have believed 
how far our country could come in one hundred years.”'$ Declaring 
that after “a hundred years of freedom and growth,” Canada had 
arrived at “the most exciting year ever,”'' the commercial bombard-
ed audiences with images of a vibrant, active and energized nation. 
Families picnicked and fathers took vacation snaps, cosmopolitan 
couples headed out for a night of entertainment in the city, people 
used the wonderful new recreation facilities built with Centenni-
al grant money, cars raced along new highways and, in the closing 
shot, a young couple walked through the grass into a future full of 
promise. Missing from the /ctional and idealized vision of Canadi-
an life, however, was a group that remained largely marginalized in 
society: Aboriginal Canadians. 

Organizers appreciated that if they were to realize their objec-
tive of projecting a uni/ed, Canadian image, they needed to involve 
the Aboriginal community in a meaningful way that was in keeping 
with the commission mandate. %is, sta* feared, would prove di+-
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cult, because “!"#$, as the Centennial year of Confederation, [was] 
meaningless to Indians.”'" Moreover, many Aboriginals were “far 
from enthusiastic” about celebrating an event that, instead of hap-
piness, was marked by “defeat and bitterness.”"& Rather than anger, 
however, the prevailing mood was one of indi*erence. Again, the 
commission tried to stimulate interest in the national event and 
motivate people to participate actively.

Speaking at the fourth North American Indian Pow-Wow in Wik-
wemiking, Ontario, Commissioner Fisher acknowledged the impor-
tant role Aboriginals could play during Centennial, saying, 

[a]s Indians you have so much to o*er Canada, so much to 
share with the rest of [Canadians], so much to contribute 
to a once-in-a-lifetime Birthday Party such as the Centen-
nial Year."!

Continuing his appeal, he spoke of how “[h]istory teaches . . .  of 
your charity, your cheerfulness and your fortitude.”", Turning to 
a study by Professor Morris Bishop on Algonquin life,"- Fisher 
spoke of a time when there was a “perfect equality” between natives 
who “knew no rich or poor” and demonstrated “[a] keen sense of 
humour, and courtesy, patience [and] endurance.”". %e commis-
sioner invoked heroic images of the past instead of confronting the 
reality of modern-day inequities and injustice. But it was a di+cult 
task, given that Aboriginals were not easily swayed by o+cials sum-
moning images of Aboriginal generosity and forgiveness. %e audi-
ence remembered history di*erently than the commissioner did.

One o+cial suggested that for the occasion to appeal to Aborigi-
nal communities, it would have to be interpreted as the beginning 
of a new, better century rather than a celebration of a past that, for 
Aboriginal Canadians, was marked by years of exploitation and 
the devastation of their culture."0 Organizers also recognized that it 
was critical for Aboriginal communities to get involved in the plan-
ning process as early as possible. So, in January !"#., commission 
o+cials met with representatives from the National Indian Council 
of Canada (NIC) to discuss their participation in Centennial pro-
gramming. 
%e NIC, founded in !"#&, was made up of Aboriginal associa-

tions and federations from across the country and existed to coor-
dinate local and regional Aboriginal activities, initiate national 
programs designed to develop e*ective leadership, to act on behalf 
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of member organizations and liaise with governments at the civic, 
provincial and federal level."# At their !"#- annual meeting in Win-
nipeg, the council established a Centennial Committee and elected 
Wilfred Pelletier as chair. Charged with “creating . . .programs that 
[would] crystallize . . .Indian leadership with a view to [eventual] 
full participation . . . in Canada’s every day a*airs,” the committee 
worked to foster a spirit of cooperation between Aboriginals and 
the larger Canadian community."$ After some consideration, com-
mittee members proposed several themes for possible Centennial 
projects: travel and exchange programs, economic development, 
historical and cultural programs, political leadership training and 
an executive development program. In January !"#., NIC Centen-
nial committee members met with commission sta* in Ottawa to 
present their report and discuss program ideas. Of particular inter-
est to the commission was a possible exchange program between 
Aboriginals and non-Aboriginals and a cultural and historical 
program. %e cultural and historical program included a national 
dance troupe, Indian Day celebrations, a touring art exhibit, sum-
mer schools and seminars and an Indian history of Canada. Both 
programs complemented existing Centennial projects and helped 
realize the commission objective of celebrating Canadian heritage 
while also forging new relationships and strengthening old ones. 
%e following day the press announced the NIC had made a for-
mal submission to the commission. Subsequently, commission sta* 
found themselves /elding calls from the media interested in acquir-
ing more information about the NIC report. %ey indicated it was 
still under consideration and advised reporters that a decision on 
how to proceed was not expected immediately. With media atten-
tion increasing, organizers found themselves in a reactive rather 
than a proactive position. %e challenge was to respond e*ectively 
and develop a cohesive Indian program.

In addition to the proposed NIC programs, commission o+cials 
decided that another e*ective way to advance the acceptance of the 
national anniversary in the Aboriginal community was to include 
them in the Centennial Grants capital projects program, having 
communities participate on the same basis as municipalities apply-
ing for funds. While some o+cials expressed doubt about the likely 
success of such a program, they agreed to proceed, in any case, as 
they were eager to /nd ways for Aboriginal communities to become 
more involved in the celebration. %e Cultural Division, charged 
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with the responsibility of overseeing Aboriginal programs, devel-
oped policy guidelines for the commission board. In a lengthy 
memo they acknowledged that declaring Aboriginals a special 
group would be controversial but suggested there were many valid 
reasons to extend special assistance to Aboriginal groups. Noting 
that no other group in Canada was so marginalized and faced such 
“chronic and abject poverty,”"' the report argued that, because of 
the exceptional circumstances, the situation demanded an unusual 
response. 

A source of particular concern to o+cials was how best to admin-
ister funds for Aboriginal projects. While making brief refer-
ence to the traditional choices of Indian A*airs or the Church as a 
third party authorized to disburse funds on behalf of Aboriginals, 
the report did not recommend this, remarking that “Indians are 
very hostile to having programs organized and implemented for 
them by a third party.”"" Instead, A.J. Cormier, chief of the Plan-
ning Branch, Cultural Division, recommended that the commis-
sion work with the National Indian Council. But, in view of the fact 
that the NIC did not represent all Aboriginals in Canada, he sug-
gested they “leave the door open to regional Indian organizations 
who [might] wish to come forward with Centennial proposals.”!&& 
Cormier also suggested a grant to the NIC, not to exceed twenty 
thousand dollars per year, for administrative purposes. Before for-
mally adopting the policy, Cormier advised the commission execu-
tive that “the policy should be seriously tested on Indian leaders”!&! 
and, following their approval, be presented at the subsequent 
National Conference meeting for rati/cation.  

At the October !"#. board meeting, directors “expressed con-
siderable doubt as to the value and e*ectiveness of the approach 
proposed.”!&, Realizing there was considerable division among 
Canadian Aboriginals, directors worried that the NIC did not rep-
resent the interests of all Aboriginals. Moreover, the policy, as 
proposed, did not make provision for the Métis or Inuit. Given, 
however, that at the time, no other group came forward with a plan 
to mobilize Aboriginal participation, the directors decided to adopt 
the principles of Cormier’s report with the proviso that Centenni-
al sta* withhold payment of the grant until there had been further 
consultation with other Aboriginal leaders. Furthermore, the grant 
would be paid in installments “at the discretion of the Commission-
er and on condition that acceptable reports [were] provided every 
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six months, both on programming and on /nancing.”!&- Within the 
year, the Commission Indian program ran into di+culties.

At their November ,$, !"#., board meeting, commission direc-
tors reviewed a sta* report regarding the NIC and discussed 
whether they should continue to support the organization. Mem-
bers decided they should extend /nancial support to groups only 
with “the fullest support of and on the advice of the Indian A*airs 
Branch of the Department of Citizenship and Immigration.”!&. %e 
commission chose to freeze funding to the NIC because of alleged 
irregularities about how the grants were used. Complicating mat-
ters was the fact that the inquiry into the NIC had begun not with 
the commission, but with Frank Howard, Member of Parliament 
for Skeena, B.C. Howard was quoted as saying he “wasn’t hap-
py about the /nancing and operations of the council,”!&0 because 
there was no representation from the West Coast. %e situation 
was further complicated when it was alleged that the “commission 
dropped the NIC because it [wanted] to deal with treaty Indians 
only,”!&# a claim the commission vehemently denied. %e commis-
sion advised the press that, contrary to the understating of the 
NIC, the government had not committed itself to a three-year pro-
gram of grant assistance and that, as in any other case, grants were 
subject to review and assessment on an annual basis. Planning 
Director Robbins Elliot reported the “$!#,&&& grant was to /nance 
an ‘experiment’” and that commission sta* would now assess how 
successful it had been. 

In September !"#0, a Globe and Mail article reported on an “Indi-
an Seminar” held at the Ban* School of Fine Arts. Sponsored by 
the Canadian Council of Christians and Jews, the commission had 
awarded one thousand dollars to organizers. Representing eight 
provinces, delegates were First Nations youth, primarily universi-
ty students and teachers who, according to the commission o+cial 
present, “were very articulate, knowledgeable [and demonstrat-
ed] . . .  genuine leadership qualities.”!&$ Of the /fty-two participants, 
a few were purported to have “dominated the seminar” and issued 
an “in)ammatory press release that purported to summarize the 
/ve days of discussion.”!&' Dubbed “radicals” by the commission 
representative, the “rebel” delegates moved several resolutions con-
sidered controversial at the time. %e youth denounced the Depart-
ment of Indian A*airs, arguing it should be run by and for Indians 
and parallel the structure of the Veterans A*airs department. 
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Critical of the Government, they condemned the accepted prac-
tice of developing policies that a*ected Aboriginal peoples with-
out consulting them, concluding this illustrated that Aboriginals 
lived “under a true dictatorial system.”!&" %e most scathing indict-
ment, however, focused on the churches and their dominant role in 
Aboriginal society and disrespectful treatment of Aboriginals. 

Commenting on the statements, Reverend Ahab Spence, an 
Aboriginal priest at the Anglican residential school at Sioux Look-
out, Ontario, dismissed the protests, saying

[t]his attitude toward the church comes from a few radical 
young Indians . . .  I don’t feel that this opinion is held by 
most of those attending the seminar and it certainly is not 
shared by many on the reserves, I’m sure.!!&

A commission o+cial concluded that “ all in all . . .  the grant 
money was well spent.” Writing that “the ferment among young 
Indians [was] the best indication that an enlightened leader-
ship [would] emerge in the not too distant future,” the o+cial 
took heart, commenting that the “young radicals of today will be 
more tempered in another decade.”!!!  %e remark suggests a lack 
of appreciation of the growing politicization of young Canadian 
Aboriginals. While it remained something of a puzzle for some 
commission sta* how to involve Aboriginal communities in Cen-
tennial, they continued, nevertheless, to try to /nd ways for Aborig-
inals to participate. %eir vigilance may have been fuelled in part 
by fears of a Quebec-like boycott, but it is evident from documen-
tation that commission o+cials were committed to developing bet-
ter relations between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginals throughout 
Canada. In the view of one o+cial, 

Centennial year o*er[ed] a very special opportunity to jus-
tify ourselves vis-a-vis the Indians of Canada for the terrible 
indi*erence which we have manifested towards them in the 
last !&& years.!!.

Early on in the planning process, sta* agreed that while they would 
be pleased to o*er direction and assistance if requested, members 
of the Aboriginal community should be free to develop their own 
Centennial plans, just like any other group or organization. %e 
approach could prove challenging, but the strategy was e*ective 
more often than not. As with other Centennial projects, the key 
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to participation lay in not dictating projects, but in encouraging 
people to design and implement their own Centennial projects and 
plans. 

According to the editor of the Calgary Elbow Drum, the newslet-
ter for the Indian Friendship Centre, “for those natives who were 
in compliance with the white man’s way of living, !"#$ has much 
to o*er.”!!0 He illustrated his point using the example of the cam-
paign to build a new Indian Friendship Centre in Calgary. Planned 
as a Centennial project, members hoped to raise one hundred and 
 seventy-/ve thousand dollars toward the construction of a much 
larger facility. %e project /t neatly into the commission’s vision of 
appropriate projects and, therefore, warranted support. %e cam-
paign literature, however, communicated a complex mix of ambiv-
alence and hope experienced by many people in the Aboriginal 
community during !"#$. Entreating potential donors to “[h]elp turn 
our defeat of !'#$ into a victory,”!!# the material implied that Cen-
tennial year signalled a new beginning for Aboriginals in Canada 
and that they too, like other Canadian citizens, could look forward 
to a better future. Paradoxically, just as Aboriginals were organiz-
ing politically in order to assume a more active role and ensure 
that their voices were heard and considered in Canadian society, 
many people in Quebec were seriously considering separating from 
 Canada. 

Commission o+cials, eager to promote a spirit of national har-
mony, endeavoured to /nd ways for both Quebec and Canada’s 
Aboriginal community to participate. Given the inherent political 
tensions, however, it was often di+cult for either group to recon-
cile commission policy of national unity with their experience of 
cultural and social marginalization. Not convinced that Centenni-
al provided an opportunity to /nd points of common contact with 
other Canadians, many Aboriginals and Québécois nationalists 
remained skeptical of the governments motives and, consequently, 
were reluctant to join the celebration. Moreover, believing that the 
Liberal rhetoric of national unity implied conformity and capitu-
lation, some people decided to resist the Centennial “moment” or, 
as in the case of the young Aboriginal “radicals,” use the opportu-
nity to demonstrate dissatisfaction with the status quo. Exempli-
fying Raymond Williams’s theory of tensions between established 
and the newly emerging “structures of feeling,” the reluctance of 
Aboriginals and Quebec Francophone communities to celebrate 
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Centennial demonstrated clearly that not everyone believed they 
were members of the “imagined” Canadian community. It is likely 
that o+cials would have not have regarded this as a signi/cant set-
back. Rather, it was a “victory” of sorts, as one of the primary objec-
tives of mega-celebrations like Centennial is to get people talking 
to each other, exchange information, share experiences and learn 
about one another in order to forge common bonds and cultivate 
a sense of shared history. O+cials confronted a challenge as they 
worked to design a national celebration that articulated a vision 
of cultural cohesion and political stability that included Canada’s 
Aboriginal and Quebec Francophone communities. Recognizing, 
however, that managed events like Centennial can help strength-
en the national identity, as well as play a crucial role in building a 
sense of shared aspirations, o+cials were adamant that, like other 
Canadians, Quebec and Aboriginal peoples should be invited to 
the celebration. While some people may have chosen to participate, 
rather than to celebrate, the event was still successful, as it provid-
ed an opportunity for citizens to think about what it meant to be 
Canadian, and consider the future of the country.
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Conclusion

I still carry with me the excitement, the anticipation, the 
enthusiasm, and the belief in human potential that the Cen-
tennial Year seemed to promote . . . despite my critical aware-
ness of the persuasive strategies, message design, the social 
construction of reality, and all the lengths the government 
went to instill in me the appropriate patriotic attitude, the 
lingering Centennial attitude still feels good.

Leanne Stuart Pupchek, “Remembering !"%$,”  
ACS Bulletin AEC, Winter !""$–!""#, !.

More than forty years after Centennial, the national event contin-
ues to evoke warm memories for the many thousands of Canadi-
ans who took part and celebrated the one hundredth anniversary 
of Confederation. But perhaps some of them look back a little for-
lornly, remembering a period that suggested renewed optimism 
and hope in the future. In retrospect, there is a natural temptation 
to /nd fault with the highly managed nature of the event. It would 
also be easy to criticize Canadians for failing to maintain the coop-
erative spirit engendered by Centennial. It is more di+cult, howev-
er, to dispute the fact that Centennial was, from an organizational 
perspective at least, a success.  

Writing about the American Bicentennial, historian Robert G. 
Hartje remarked that when American o+cials began preparing for 
the national event, they looked to the Canadian Centennial as an 
example of a good working model. Concluding it was “well orga-
nized with good leadership on many levels,” they reported that 

it involved government spending in productive and inno-
vative projects . . . [that] . . . always recogniz[ed] local integ-
rity . . . it [also] included arts and history prominently . . . thus 
releasing creativity and identifying important traditions of 
the past.! 
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Perhaps most importantly, however, the American planners rec-
ognized that their Canadian counternparts had “allowed for the 
distinctive contributions of race, creed, language, and personal 
interests.”, 

Realizing from the beginning that mass citizen involvement 
was critical to the success of the event, the Centennial Commis-
sion developed a program designed to encourage the widest range 
of public participation possible. O+cials acknowledged that this 
sweeping approach might result in some unconventional Centen-
nial projects. But this was not considered a serious problem, as the 
commission never intended to control how individual Canadians 
chose to celebrate.- In fact, their reluctance to dictate the “how” of 
the celebration helps explain, in part, why Centennial was so suc-
cessful. Canadians were not forced to express one concept of Can-
ada or Canadian identity. O+cials did not pressure Canadians to 
adopt one particular vision of Canada or reduce their experience 
to one all-encompassing theme. Instead, organizers invited every-
one to get involved and express their national zeal in their own 
unique fashion. In fact, while commission o+cials no doubt pre-
ferred a ringing endorsement of the celebration, they were willing 
to accept criticism too. Madame Chaput-Rolland’s study on the 
state of the Francophone/Anglophone relationship, for example, 
was not a ringing endorsement in support of the Canadian Confed-
eration. Similarly, young Aboriginals were not discouraged from 
voicing their dissatisfaction with contemporary Canadian society 
and its treatment of Aboriginal peoples. Given that the commission 
believed that Centennial o*ered an opportunity for Canadians to 
meet each other and share ideas, organizers welcomed all dialogue, 
even that which was constructively critical. From the commission’s 
perspective, the most feared response to Centennial year would 
have been complete indi*erence on the part of the general public. 
If, however, Canadians did chose to participate and celebrate the 
national anniversary, there were several options available to them. 
%ey could attend the o+cial events hosted throughout the year, 

or if they wanted to play a more active role, they could join forces 
with members from their local community and organize an event 
of their own. In case they preferred to express their national pride 
privately, people were invited to undertake personal projects too. 
%e commission asked only one thing of Canadians: that they do 
something to commemorate Centennial. As the St. Paul example 
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illustrates, Canadians responded to the request enthusiastically, 
devising ingenious and creative ways to demonstrate their loyalty 
to Canada.

Acknowledging that they could not control every aspect of the 
celebration, organizers decentralized the actual execution of many 
projects, leaving local committees to arrange the details, but the 
commission retained control over the guiding framework, develop-
ing themes and principles for the celebration. Focusing their atten-
tion on disseminating “ideals and values” like national unity and 
patriotism,. sta* organized an ambitious public relations campaign 
that made full use of the print press, /lm, radio and television. %ey 
worked diligently, spreading the key Centennial message of nation-
al unity. Of course it was an ongoing challenge to realize contempo-
rary political goals, given that the commission was not authorized 
to address the controversial issue of national unity directly. For-
tunately for planners, the commission mandate was broad. O+-
cial literature stated that the commission “hoped that the public 
may be made fully aware of the way in which Canada . . . came into 
being and the contributions to its growth and development that 
have been made by peoples of several races and many nationali-
ties.”0 But, as the o+cial material was short on speci/cs,  organizers 
enjoyed considerable latitude when it came to planning and imple-
menting events. With programs like the Centennial  Train and Car-
avan, planners managed to arouse feelings of national pride and 
reinforce established concepts of Canada as a country built by ordi-
nary people in a spirit of tolerance and harmony. Exhibit designers 
selected images and stories that highlighted shared points of con-
nection between Canadians, and Confederation, the reason for the 
celebration, was portrayed as a /ne example of what Canadians can 
accomplish when they work cooperatively. In addition to commem-
orating past achievements, however, Centennial was also designed 
to educate Canadians about the present and encourage them to 
consider the challenges of the future. 

Speaking to members of the Key Club in Ottawa in April !"#0, 
Commissioner Fisher remarked that 

[t]he Centennial Year, and its attendant celebrations and 
observances, gives us an almost heaven-sent opportunity 
to take a second look at ourselves; to decide once and for 
all where we are going, what direction this Canada of ours 
should take.#
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Promoting a similar theme, Associate Commissioner Robert 
Choquette told members of the Meat Packers Council of Canada 
that Centennial o*ered “Canadians everywhere a rare chance to 
build for the future . . . [and] the hope of reconciling the di*erenc-
es . . . plaguing [the] nation.”$ %ese aspirations, while noble and 
sincere, were perhaps a little too ambitious. In as much as the cele-
bration induced many people to travel across the country and meet 
their fellow Canadians, Centennial can be credited with developing 
a greater understanding among Canadians. But it did not manage 
to bridge the growing chasm among English, French and Aborigi-
nal Canadians. O+cials could point to the fact that Quebec did 
participate in Centennial, but because support from the provincial 
government remained lukewarm throughout the event, organizers 
could not claim complete victory. 

Re)ecting on the matter, Peter Aykroyd, director of public rela-
tions, speculated whether, if the commission “had focused on 
engendering the maximum participation of Quebec, [they] might 
have altered the course of Canadian history.”' In his view, because 
the commission “failed to carefully analyse destructive forces,” they 
“were in no position to oppose them.”" In fact, from the initial plan-
ning stages, the commission endeavoured to /nd ways for Quebec 
to participate in Centennial. In consideration of the provincial gov-
ernment’s objection to the term national, the federal Liberal govern-
ment changed the name of the National Centennial Administration 
to the Canadian Centennial Commission. Similarly ever sensitive to 
Quebec’s unique cultural and historical background, the commis-
sion did involve Francophone Quebeckers in the development of 
many o+cial programs and projects. In the case of the Confedera-
tion Train program, the commission executive directed designers 
to modify displays that could have been construed by Québécois 
visitors as insensitive or exclusive, as organizers wanted to ensure 
that Francophone culture was respected and re)ected throughout 
the exhibition displays. In the end, however, the commission was 
unable to prevail against growing Quebec nationalism. %e pro-
vincial government participated in the capital grants projects, and 
rural communities did organize Centennial events. However, not 
surprisingly, enthusiasm for Centennial did not approach the inter-
est and excitement Quebeckers expressed in Expo(#$. 

From the outset, the federal government asserted Centennial 
should be a time “of national stock-taking and a re-dedication for 
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the future.”!& According to a senior o+cial with the commission, 
“[t]he program should have a strong Canadian )avour but should 
also have important provincial and local aspects.”!! Given the 
wide range of events organized by the commission, provincial and 
municipal governments, as well as service groups, private organi-
zations and business, it is appears they were successful in realiz-
ing this goal. Millions of Canadians )ocked to the Confederation 
Train and Caravan. Hundreds of young Canadians took advantage 
of government-subsidized travel exchanges, using the opportunity 
to visit with fellow citizens across the country and strengthen the 
links among communities. Still other Canadians attended the many 
cultural performances organized through the Festival Canada pro-
gram, while others went to local theatrical productions.  People 
watched the popular RCMP Musical Ride or turned out to see the 
Armed Forces Military Tattoo. However, the best attended and 
most remembered event of !"#$ was Expo(#$, a festivity that, while 
not hosted by the Centennial Commission, served, nevertheless, as 
a Centennial centrepiece. 

While there were many big-budget, professional shows and per-
formances and hundreds of locally organized events, it was the 
thousands of whimsical and very sincere personal projects that 
made Centennial unique and memorable. Whether it was a )y-
ing saucer pad, a new Centennial hairdo or, perhaps, a Centennial 
garden or neighbourhood beauti/cation project, Canadians came 
out in force, /nding unusual ways to express their national pride. 
On hand to o+ciate at the o+cial Christmas “light up” ceremony 
in Simcoe, Ontario, a commission o+cial thanked members of the 
local Centennial Committee and the chamber of commerce and the 
other local service groups for all their hard work over the year. Con-
gratulating them for the impressive list of Centennial celebrations 
they held throughout !"#$,!, he observed that, while there had been 
many wonderful o+cial projects and programs, it was because of 
the enthusiasm of communities like Simcoe that Centennial could 
be considered a success. Remarking that 

[i]t is one thing for governments to organize programs, even 
for people to respond to programs organized for them by 
their governments, [he noted that] . . . the real measure of !"#$ 
goes well beyond that to the thousands of projects . . . under-
taken by the people themselves.!-
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%e key was the fact that, in his view, people celebrated “not 
because they had to, but because they wanted to.”!. %is, no doubt, 
was a+rming for the hundreds of people who had worked so hard 
to spread the Centennial message. In fact, many Canadians wanted 
to have several of the Centennial programs extended after !"#$.

Arthur Stinson, previously program director at the Royal Com-
mission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism, was commissioned to 
undertake a feasibility study on maintaining several of the Centen-
nial programs. His report, &e Stinson Report: Centennial Programs 
After ’%$, considered the practicability of continuing o+cial pro-
grams and was submitted to the government in December !"##. In 
early November !"#$, the Cabinet agreed to approve several recom-
mendations forwarded by the Cabinet Committee on Cultural Mat-
ters. %ey agreed to continue the Travel and Exchange program, 
subject to the /ndings of a review of government spending. How-
ever, while many people had lobbied the government to extend the 
Confederation Train and Caravan exhibit, having written to Otta-
wa to praise the program, Cabinet decided to close it at the end of 
!"#$. %e Department of National Health and Welfare was given 
the responsibility of maintaining the Centennial Athletic Awards 
program, again provided it “could be reconciled with the priorities 
and resources of the department.”!0 %e Community Improvement 
program was referred to the Central Mortgage and Housing Cor-
poration for further study, “with a view to its continuation.”!# Cabi-
net agreed to continue the Changing of the Guard ceremony, and 
also recommended establishing a permanent visitor orientation and 
reception area on Parliament Hill. Another colourful legacy of the 
national event, the Centennial Flame, was also kept to commemo-
rate the historically signi/cant year. %e splashy production Son et 
Lumière, however, was discontinued. 

Perhaps the most di+cult thing to sustain after !"#$ was the 
 Centennial spirit of goodwill and national pride. Speaking to a 
group of citizens in Simcoe, Ontario, a Commission o+cial urged 
them to continue to work toward improving Canada beyond 
December -!, !"#$, and encouraged them to “keep the important 
things – our new knowledge of ourselves, our new understanding, 
our new con/dence – strong in [their] minds and . . . hearts.”!$ Even 
before the event began, however, there were great expectations 
about what Canadians could achieve. For example, the editor of a 
national magazine wrote that, 
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as we approach our !&&th anniversary. . . Canadians should 
be sure it is a time of re-a+rmation; of renewed con/dence, 
strength and determination to make something still better 
out of our country, to make our distinctive citizenship still 
more worthwhile for ourselves and our descendants.!' 
It was a formidable challenge because it demanded people work, 

individually, to build a better society in Canada, once the o+cial 
party was over. And, according to historians J.L. Finlay and Doug 
N. Sprague, 

[t]hroughout their history, Canadians [have been] relatively 
unenthusiastic about large issues perceived from the stand-
point of political abstractions. If there was ever national pur-
pose it had to be speci/c –; a tari*, a railway, or something 
easily translated into physical, tangible terms.!"

 Fearing Canadians would consider Confederation a rather dull, 
uninteresting political occasion, organizers had worked steadily in 
the years leading up to Centennial to develop an exciting program 
that inspired Canadians to get involved and celebrate. %ey suc-
ceeded in transforming an intangible, elusive moment in Canadi-
an history into a meaningful event for people across the country. It 
was, perhaps, somewhat unrealistic to expect that Canadians would 
continue to express the same level of patriotic enthusiasm and 
excitement once the party was over. 

Celebrations like Centennial are, according to sociologist Frank 
E. Manning, “. . . an important, often crucial means through which 
people proclaim their identity and fashion their sense of purpose.”,& 
As a type of participatory cultural performance, they provide tan-
gible expression to what is largely an abstract idea; celebrations 
help de/ne a sense of community spirit, and thereby intensify iden-
ti/cation with the community. At a national level, celebrations pro-
vide governments a convenient vehicle for promoting “[the] o+cial 
myth of community solidarity.”,! Promotion of the myth of solidar-
ity is crucial to the success of the event as, paradoxically, there is 
in fact little real agreement about the character of national iden-
tity. Fearing that there is no consensus about a common history 
or a uni/ed nation, governments design events like Centennial to 
emphasize collective ties, no matter how tenuous or arti/cial. %e 
success of mega-celebrations like Centennial, however, requires 
careful planning and e*ective management. In his “how to” guide 
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written for the American Bicentennial, historian Robert Hartje 
claims that for a national mega-event to be successful

it must be accepted as an important “once-in-a-lifetime” 
a*air; and its planners must recognize man’s search for iden-
tity [and] his need for festivity.,,

In the case of Centennial, the commission realized both goals, 
fashioning a fun event that, with few exceptions, did not challenge 
the status quo in a serious way. 

Espousing a theory of cultural harmony and tolerance, most o+-
cial programs imparted a familiar concept of Canadian identity. 
While recognizing the contribution of immigrants to the growth 
and development of the country, the prevailing message was one 
that emphasized unity over division. While o+cially Canadians 
were encouraged to work cooperatively and not “rock the boat,” 
uno+cially, however, Canadians were given licence to express their 
patriotism in a more idiosyncratic and irreverent fashion. Whether 
that meant preparing a UFO landing pad for an unexpected guest, 
organizing a Centennial “bi*y parade”,- or racing a bathtub from 
Nanaimo to Vancouver was of little consequence. As at any good 
party, guests blew o* a “little steam” and, in a carnivalesque envi-
ronment, poked fun at themselves and their neighbours. But, of 
course, it was all in jest and, in time, everything returned to “nor-
mal.” Of course, these )eeting, socially sanctioned moments of non-
conformity served primarily to generate greater enthusiasm and 
support for an event that, in the end, promoted a comforting vision 
of Canadian society. 

As a ceremonial occasion, Centennial commemorated an his-
toric event, but it was also an expression of hope for many Cana-
dians. Centennial and its crowning glory, Expo(#$, was a catalyst 
that uni/ed Canadians for a brief period of time and launched 
them into what promised to be an exciting and prosperous future. 
Centennial, however, was about a+rming “sameness rather than 
proclaiming breakthroughs.”,. Like other commemorative cele-
brations, Centennial “rea+rm[ed] the status quo, the authority of 
existing institutions, and the need for loyalty to the nation-state 
itself.”,0 Accordingly, the editor of a Calgary Aboriginal newsletter 
suggested that !"#$ had a lot to o*er those people who were will-
ing to conform to the dominant Canadian culture and society.,# 
%is is not surprising considering that Centennial served to refocus 
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Canadians at a time when, according to one observer, the collective 
identity of Canadian mainstream society was increasingly under 
“attack”,$ from within and without. Encouraged to celebrate their 
common, collective experiences, no matter how arti/cial, and reaf-
/rm their national pride, the year-long festivities served to distract 
Canadians from their worries, having them focus instead on past 
accomplishments and, more importantly, on future achievements. 
Centennial arrived at a time when many Canadians were in need 
of a patriotic boost and relief from the social, political and cultural 
challenges that confronted them. According to Hartje, “[t]he Cente-
nary produced a psychological ebullience that crossed ethnic, age, 
and social lines. Centennial leaders stimulated Canadians into a 
new belief in themselves and their nation.”,' %e year-long birth-
day bash, complete with cakes, balloons and presents, as well as 
a catchy birthday song, /red the imagination of many Canadians 
who, for a brief moment, seemed united by a shared outpouring of 
national pride, and “[t]hroughout the year !"#$, all across Canada, 
people ‘got the spirit.’”," Commissioner John Fisher, emphasizing 
the importance of the national anniversary of Canadian Confedera-
tion, maintained in a !"#- Maclean’s article, that “if...[Canada] were 
not having a centennial, we would have to invent one.”-&
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The Politics of 
Participation: 
Learning from 
Canada’s  
Centennial Year
Helen Davies

Canada’s Centennial was a remarkable 
achievement, with public participation 
far exceeding official expectations. As 
Helen Davies explains, this success was 
largely due to the philosophy of early 
Centennial champions like John Kidd, and 
a Centennial Commission that resisted the 
temptation to assert one vision of Canada 
or its identity. Instead, supported by a 
spine of national programs, Canadians 
were encouraged to design their own 
Centennial celebrations — and it didn’t 
take long before Canadians responded, 
creating thousands of community 
initiatives across the country.  
 
In this first, long-overdue study of 
Canada’s Centennial year, Davies explores 
how public servants and citizens designed 
events and programs to bolster national 
pride, celebrate learning, support national 
unity and encourage public participation. 
Her analysis, which will be welcomed by 
anyone looking to better understand the 
craft of staging major public events and 
anniversaries, examines official reports 
and speeches as well as public events  
and many personal accounts. In addition 
to drawing on archival material, Davies 
also addresses the role of nationalism, 
identity and public spectacle in creating a 
sense of civic imagination and confidence. 
 
With Canada’s next major anniversary, 
the Sesquicentennial in 2017 now on 
the horizon, the Politics of Participation 
is essential reading for government 
officials, community leaders and corporate 
executives wanting to understand the role 
they can play as we again look back and 
look forward and assert our ambitions for 
an even better Canada. 
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